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Excellence in Scholarship and Creative Endeavors   February 25, 2021 
 

 
Letter of Nomination for Dr. Leng Ling 

 

I am writing to nominate Dr. Leng Ling for the Award for Excellence in Scholarship & 

Creative Endeavors. Over the last five years, Leng has had seven articles published for publication. 

These articles have appeared in peer reviewed finance and economics journals that are highly 

respected in each discipline. Dr. Ling’s publication history is exceptionally impressive, and his 

output during the last five years is indicative of his consistent performance. 

Leng’s most impressive recent publication is an examination of the effects of physical 

attractiveness on the promotion of regional political leaders in China. This research was published 

in the Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization, which is one of the top journals in the 

field and is considered an A* rated journal. It is tremendously difficult to publish in a journal of 

this caliber in the field of economics. 

He has published six other papers in the last five year, examining topics ranging from the 

behavior of mutual fund managers to the effects of political connections. He has also presented his 

work at a variety of international conferences. The Global and China Accounting and Finance 

Conference recognized him for the quality of his work in 2019, when he received the best paper 

award for the conference. 

Leng is a fine colleague with an impressive publication record that I am certain will 

continue to grow. Leng’s research has been featured in prominent and well-respected journals, 

raising awareness of Georgia College as a rising source of important economics and finance 

research. Recognizing and rewarding faculty members like Leng moves us along the path to 

preeminence.  

 

Sincerely, 

 
Christopher Clark, Professor 
Department of Economics and Finance  
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March 1, 2021 
 
 
Dear Committee Members, 
 

I have known Dr. Leng Ling for more than two years. He has been a good colleague and we 
have discussed a great deal about different research topics. I have seen his development in research 
and can attest to his research skill and expertise. He has published research in many highly-ranked 
finance journals and all of them are peer-reviewed journals. Most business schools globally rely 
on Australian Business Deans Council Journal Quality List or “ABDC Journal List” to assess the 
quality of publications. The rating of A* on the ABDC Journal List is the highest rating a business 
journal can receive followed by A, B, and C. A* rating is given to only seven percent of all the 
journals on the ABDC Journal List. Currently, there are 2,682 journals on the list. Despite one of 
the most challenging tasks to publish in an A* journal, Dr. Ling managed to publish his paper in 
an A* journal in 2019. In addition, he also published other three “A” papers rated by ABDC 
Journal List in the past five years. This is an evidence of his high-quality scholarship. In finance 
field, publishing one A* and three A papers of the ABDC Journal List within five—year time 
frame is regarded as highly challenging. However, I believe that, with his consistency and passion 
to contribute his research outcome to the broad research field, he will consistently continue to 
produce more high-quality research. Furthermore, it is challenging to compare the journal impact 
factor in finance with other disciplines. Finance is a subfield of Economics. This means finance 
publications are disseminated in much narrow scope than other fields. To illustrate this point, based 
on Scimago Journal Rank, the most prestige journal in finance, Journal of Finance, has an impact 
factor of 17 whereas the top three journals with the highest impact factor among all disciplines 
have the impact factor in the range of 30-80 (e.g., Nature, A Cancer Journal for Clinicians).   

 
Regarding his area of publications, most of his publications are in the area of mutual fund, 

investment, and behavioral finance. He is very well-known in the mutual fund area as his 
publications in this area are highly cited and impactful. His recent publications also focus on 
behavioral finance which is a very hot field in the past five years as evidenced by the recipient of 
Noble Prize for Economics in 2017 that emphasized on behavioral economics. This is an evidence 
that he is highly capable of conducting research not only on the topics that he is originally an expert 
in, but also on the topic that is in demand for more research output. For example, in 2019, one of 
his behavioral finance papers, “Judging a Book by Its Cover: The Influence of Physical 
Attractiveness on the Promotion of Regional Leaders”, was published in Journal of Economic 
Behavior and Organization, rated A* on the ABDC Journal list.  

 
He has published papers every year in the past five years. The fact that he has published papers 

every year is an evidence that he is a very active researcher. In finance field, publishing a paper 
every year is considered highly productive. Most finance journals have long turnaround time of 
one to three years from the date of submission to publication. His research productivity has 
increased over time. In the past two years, 2019 and 2020, he published a total of four papers. In 
addition, one of the papers he published in 2019, “Unobserved Ties between Executive and Mutual 
Fund Manager”, received the best paper award in the Global and China Accounting and Finance 
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Conference. Therefore, his reputation in the field is not only recognized in the US, but also 
internationally. The paper was later published in Accounting and Finance which is an “A” journal 
on the ABDC Journal list. His paper illustrates that when corporate executives move to another 
company, mutual fund managers tend to move funds to the new company following the executives 
to reduce the information cost. This is a very interesting finding and is also another evidence of 
his mutual fund and investment expertise in the finance field.  
 

One of his papers “Political Connections, Overinvestments and Firm Performance” has been 
cited more than 50 times in just between 2016 to present. The paper shows several impactful 
findings in political connection and corporate performance. One of the findings is that political 
connections are actually negatively related to firm’s performance, not positive. The paper also has 
several contributions.  For instance, the paper constructs a composite score measure based on the 
relative strength of political connections of all chief officers and board members. He and his 
coauthor show that the composite score measure is superior to indicator measures originally used 
in the literature because it incorporates political background of all members in the top management 
team. The paper is the first to document the evidence of a causality relation between political 
connections and corporate overinvestments. 
 

In conclusion, he is one of the best researchers I know for the following reasons. His research 
productivity is high. He has published at least a paper every year and published four papers in the 
past two years. Based on my record, in finance field, this is very impressive. He is highly 
productive and at the same time his works are of high quality. His publications are in the top 
journals of finance evidenced by his publications in the journals rated A* and “A” by the ABDC 
Journal List which is well-known and widely used in most business schools globally. His research 
is recognized not only in the US but also internationally as one of his papers received the best 
paper award from one of the top conferences abroad. As for his personality and contribution to 
others in terms of research, he is a good colleague and never tired of discussing new ideas and 
making new friendships. From our research discussions, he has ton of knowledge and energy to 
produce great research for the finance field and continue to be an excellent representative of 
Georgia College in terms of both academic and research. Therefore, without reservation, I strongly 
support him for the Excellence in Scholarship and Creative Endeavors Award. Please contact me 
if you need additional information.  
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Isarin Durongkadej 
Assistant Professor of Finance 
Department of Economics and Finance 
J. Whitney Bunting College of Business 
Georgia College and State University 
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March 8, 2021 
 
Jim Berger, Ph.D. 
Director, Center for Teaching and Learning 
Georgia College & State University 
Milledgeville, GA 31061 
 
Dear Dr. Berger, 
 
With unequivocal support, we are so pleased to nominate Professor Leng Ling for the 
Excellence in Scholarship and Creative Endeavors Award.  I, Dr. Arias, have known Leng 
for over eleven years since he first came to Georgia College, and he has always been an 
active and productive researcher.  The quantity and quality of his most recent peer-
reviewed publications are the culmination of a career of excellent scholarship.  I, Dr. 
Arias, worked with Professor Ling as a co-author on a paper published in 2013 in a B-
level journal, and I can attest that he has consistently sought to publish high-quality 
research.  This is a risky strategy outside of a Research 1 university, but it has paid off 
with a number of impressive publications that help raise the national and international 
profile of Georgia College. 
 
In the last five years, Professor Ling has published seven peer-reviewed journal articles, 
including publications in one A plus-level journal and three A-level journals.  In finance—
as in economics—journal articles are the main outlet for scholarship.  The journal 
rankings are from the Australian Business Deans Council (ABDC), which is a widely-used 
ranking among top business schools and colleges.  His work has been cited a number of 
times: “Political Connections, Overinvestments and Firm Performance,” has been cited 55 
times.  He has also won the Best Paper award in the Global and China Accounting and 
Finance Conference in 2019. 
 
Besides publishing in top journals, his research is relevant and often related to important 
social issues.  For example, “Judging a Book by Its Cover: The Influence of Physical 
Attractiveness on the Promotion of Regional Leaders,” looks at the promotion of regional 
political leaders in China and finds evidence of appearance-based discrimination. 
“Managerial overconfidence, firm transparency and stock price crash risk: Evidence from 
an emerging market,” finds that firms with overconfident managers are more likely to 
experience future stock price crashes than firms without overconfident managers. 
 



The quantity and quality of his research is uncommonly superior for a public liberal arts 
university.  Based on this outstanding record of scholarship, we confidently nominate Dr. 
Leng Ling for the Excellence in Scholarship and Creative Endeavors Award.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
J. J. Arias, Ph.D. 
Chair and Professor of Economics 
Department of Economics and Finance, J. Whitney Bunting College of Business 
 
 
 
Micheal T. Stratton, Ph.D.  
Dean and Professor of Management, J. Whitney Bunting College of Business 
President, Management and Organizational Behavior Teaching Society (mobts.org)  
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Dr. Leng Ling’s Letter of Support for the Excellence in Scholarship and Creative Endeavors 
Award  

 

February 26, 2021 

 

To the Award Committee: 

 

This letter is in support of Dr. Leng Ling’s application for the Excellence in Scholarship and 
Creative Endeavors Award.  Dr. Ling has been with us since 2008 upon the completion of his 
Ph.D. work in Finance at Georgia State.  He has been an outstanding researcher in all of his time 
with us.  Since he joined our department he has published eleven scholarly journals (seven in the 
last five years; one A+ and three A list journals).  Many of his papers have appeared in the top 
journals in the field of finance and economics (six A+ or A list journals and one B list journals).  
He has presented at numerous professional meetings both domestically and abroad (with one of 
his 2019 presentations, Unobserved Ties between Corporate Executives and Mutual Fund 
Managers, winning the best paper award at the 2019 Global and China Accounting and Finance 
Conference).  His work has been recognized by multiple organizations for its quality.  He also has 
a healthy pipeline of projects in various stages of completion.  Since earning tenure in 2013 and 
achieving rank of full professor the amount and quality of his work has grown impressively.  
Obviously, there is a temptation for some researchers, particularly at an institution that emphasizes 
teaching over research, to take their foot off the gas pedal once certain career milestones are 
reached.  Dr. Ling is not one of those researchers.  Therefore, I heartily endorse his candidacy for 
this award.    

 

Dr. Ling’s research represents not just an impressive body of work, but also a level of work that is 
of much higher quality than many of his colleagues.  As he has indicated in his vita, most of his 
published work appears in A or B ranked journals within Finance and Economics.  The field of 
finance and economics is highly competitive.  To maintain the quality of his publications is 
impressive.  Both Accounting and Finance and Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization 
are greatly respected journals.  He has also collaborated with the economists in our department.  
His work with Dr. Arias landed in a very good economics journal, the Quarterly Review of 
Economics and Finance.  Again, this is a highly regarded journal.   
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The work Dr. Ling has done has also garnered international attention.  While all of the journals he 
has published in have international readership, some are also published abroad.  He has kept 
research relationships with scholars in both North America and Asia.  This has helped him maintain 
a well-rounded international perspective.   

In summation, I can think of no one more deserving of the Excellence in Scholarship and Creative 
Endeavors Award at Georgia College.   

 

Sincerely, 

 

John R. Swinton, PhD 
Professor of Economics 
Book Review Editor, The American Economist 
Director, Center for Economic Education 
Georgia College 
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  LENG LING, Ph.D. 
Professor of Finance 

J. Whitney Bunting College of Business 
 
AWARDS  
Best Paper, Global and China Accounting and Finance Conference, 2019 
 
PUBLICATIONS  

1. “Does performance ranking affect mutual funds’ investment in lottery stocks?” (June 
2020), with Wei-Xing Wu, Xiao-Ting Sun, China Journal of Econometrics 1, 1-24. [in 
Chinese] 
 Double-blind review process 

 
2. “Managerial overconfidence, firm transparency, and stock price crash risk: Evidence 

from an emerging market” (2020), with Quanxi Liang, Jingjing Tang, Haijian Zeng and 
Mingming Zhuang, China Finance Review International 10, 271-296. 
 4 citations  
 Double-blind review process 
 C journal in the journal quality ranking list released by the Australian Business 

Deans Council (ABDC);  
 

3. “Unobserved Ties between Corporate Executives and Mutual Fund Managers” (2019), 
with Jing Lin and Mingshan Zhou, Accounting and Finance 59, 2961-2991. 
 Double-blind review process 
 A journal in the list of ABDC 
 Impact factor of journal: 2.217 

 
4. “Judging a Book by Its Cover: The Influence of Physical Attractiveness on the Promotion 

of Regional Leaders” (2019), with Danglun Luo and Guoman SHE, Journal of Economic 
Behavior and Organization 158, 1-14.  
 Leading article 
 14 citations 
 Double-blind review process 
 A* journal in the list of ABDC 
 5-year impact factor of journal: 2.240 

 
5. "Corporate Financial Policies under Heterogeneous Beliefs" (2018), with Wei-Ning Niu, 

Wu Wei-Xing Wu, and Rong-Xi Zhou, Journal of Management Science and Engineering 
3, 101-124.  
 2 citations 
 Double-blind review process 

 
6. “Dynamic Autocorrelation of Intraday Stock Returns” (2017), with Xi Dong, Shu Feng 

and Pingping Song, Finance Research Letters 20, 274-280. 
 3 citations 
 Double-blind review process 



 A journal in the list of ABDC 
 Impact factor of journal: 3.527 

 
7. “Political Connections, Overinvestments and Firm Performance” (2016), with Xiaorong 

Zhou, Quanxi Liang, Pingping Song and Haijian Zeng, Finance Research Letters 18, 
328-333. 
 55 citations 
 Double-blind review process 
 A journal in the list of ABDC 
 Impact factor of journal: 3.527 

 
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS 
“The Value of Alumni Networks: Evidence from the Mutual Fund Industry in China” 

• Academy of Financial Service (AFS) meeting, October 2018  
• Chinese Economist Society (CES) China conference, June 2018 

 
“Unobserved Ties between Corporate Executives and Mutual Fund Managers” 
 Global and China Accounting and Finance Conference, May 2019 
 Eastern Finance Association (EFA) meeting, April 2018 
 Financial Management Association (FMA) meeting, October 2017 
 Chinese Economist Society (CES) China conference, June 2017  

 
“Judging a Book by Its Cover: The Influence of Physical Attractiveness on the Promotion of 
Regional Leaders” 
 Academy of Management (AOM) meeting, August 2016 
 Southern Economics Association (SEA) meeting, November 2016  

 
“Dynamic Autocorrelation of Intraday Stock Returns” 
 Academy of Financial Service (AFS) meeting, October 2016 

 
“Political Connection, Overinvestment and Firm Performance”  
 Chinese Economics Society (CES) North America conference, March 2016 
 Southern Finance Association (SFA) meeting, November 2015 

 
 



Statement on Integrating Research and Teaching 

Leng Ling Ph.D. 

J. Bunting College of Business 

 

Teaching and research are the two main components of a faculty’s academic life. As a 
faculty in this career for over 14 years, I highly value research-informed teaching because the 
novel findings from recent research can expand college students’ horizon and enrich their leaning 
experience in classroom. 

My main research areas are mutual funds, corporate finance, and behavioral economics and 
finance. Since these topics are closely related to business and especially the finance discipline, I 
am able to incorporate my research outcomes into the content of my finance courses. For instance, 
mutual fund is one of the important topics covered in my Investment Analysis (FINC4101) course, 
a required finance elective for finance minors. Students may learn from textbooks that mutual fund 
is an important investment vehicle that provides the benefit of diversification and that portfolio 
managers shall undertake their fiduciary duty in the best interest of fund investors. However, 
textbooks seldom address fund managers’ unethical and illegal activities in the mutual fund 
industry. My published scholarship documents that a few fund managers are engaged in self-
serving activities --- they try to mislead investors by window dressing their investment portfolios, 
i.e., buying stocks that has performed well and unloading poorly performing stocks before 
disclosing portfolio holdings to the publics. To help students have a better understanding on this 
managers’ unethical behavior, I gave a lecture on this topic in class, presenting details on data 
mining and methodology with the purpose of showing students how to implement the knowledge 
and skills they learned from the Business Statistics course in empirical research. A couple of 
students were extremely interested in data analysis, which is intuitive and also quantitative. I wish 
my research experience can inspire students with the slightest interest in conducting research, as 
either an undergraduate or graduate in the future. In addition to lectures, I asked students to read 
financial news and articles about window-dressing, and contribute to an in-class discussion on 
whether and how investors can effectively monitor managers’ unethical behaviors.  

In another article on mutual fund managerial behaviors, I examine relationships between 
fund managers and top executives of companies that the funds invested. This article shows that, 
after corporate executives relocate from origin firms to destination firms, a small number of fund 
managers follow the departing executives: they divest from origin firms while initiating 
investments in destination firms. More importantly, comigrating fund managers have access to 
earnings information before this information is disclosed to the public and thereafter obtain 
superior investment returns, suggesting the existence of insider trading. I presented this research 
in all my finance courses (FINC3131, FINC3132, FINC3830, and FINC4101). Although laws and 
business ethics are not my fields, I wish to promote business ethics and integrity among my 



students by sending a very clear message that insider trading is a crime that will be punished by 
monetary penalties and incarceration and that, to gain trust from investors and consumers, business 
ethics and integrity is important for all companies as well as business professionals.  

My research in the financial market inspired me to design my finance courses with certain 
projects that require students to apply what they learn from class to investments. In the 
microstructure paper published in 2017, I investigate the dynamics of high frequency, intraday 
stock return autocorrelation during different daytime periods as well as across different trading 
days of the week when the relative importance of information and liquidity are likely to differ. The 
evidence suggests that the intraday return autocorrelation differ depending on whether trades occur 
in the morning or the afternoon, as the relative importance of information and liquidity differ 
significantly across these two periods. Further, the return autocorrelation on other weekdays is 
more negative than on Mondays. These findings provide investors a foundation to design better 
investment strategies that produce lucrative trading profits. Based on conclusions from this paper, 
I designed a project in both Investment Analysis and Financial Markets & Institutions courses that 
provides students close-to-real experience of trading stocks. Specifically, with stock trading 
simulator, students participate in an investment competition, in which they trade stock frequently 
at different daytime and weekdays. The expertise and experience derived from this research also 
allows me to serve as the academic advisor for students who participated in the Southeastern Hedge 
fund Competition (2020-2021), which offers participants a great opportunity to apply theory to 
practical strategies. In the competition, student teams submit hedge fund strategy proposals that 
will be evaluated by a panel of investment professionals from the hedge fund industry. Under my 
close supervision, the student team from Georgia College had been working on the project in the 
fall semester of 2020, and successfully submitted the strategy proposal on February 26, 2021. 
Basically, we propose that investors can arbitrage if there is discrepancy between the observed 
volatility and theoretical level of implied volatility computed from options’ market prices, and the 
average return of the strategy can reach 20% per year. 

In summary, I aim to incorporate my scholarship into teaching with the purpose of 
expending students’ horizon in the finance discipline and providing them real-life experience in 
investments. I wish students learn from college educators not only those theories from textbooks, 
but also practical applications and, more importantly, the value of ethics and integrity.   
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set invested in lottery stocks. This phenomenon is more obvious when it is near to
the year-end and when the stock market is on the down trend. Further, funds with
long-term under-performance allocate more capital to lottery stocks. These results are
robust to various proxies for fund performance. We also find that the incentive to
invest in lottery stocks is higher for solo managers, managers who invest less of their
own money in the funds, and managers whose tenure is shorter than the average tenure
of their predecessors..
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�%& +",1& -":(�&��'1&'.

2;(Æ$).'�)0/(%/*1%<-'(23.Æ$1=$�(�/(%�)* (2013), )+�<
(2014).
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�"3��2
. 0��
�!
�(!, Kumar (2009) ���*����������,
����1����
� ��
����
�
��34�.
����/�4+. ��,

��*+, Kumar (2009)��

�
��� �4+56,#�����

�
��
�
�
, -����7�������.-�����0,, /8��
�!
2�95:��


��0,�;�-
���, ���!��
�
����
��������
�3�!��
Æ�. Æ��
��, �
��Æ�
�"��4
�6����7, 
��
�!
��0>

�
� ��	. Bradley et al. (2019), Akbas and Genc (2020) #�#1
�

���4
+���
�
����.?
�	����	�
.

#�7�<1, .������@
�
����
. �@
�
/��2�1, .


����
�=���+
�
�3>-	, �����5���8/. ���0��	��

� 46������

�
�!�@
�
�
��
(��,56#�
��
�!

6��	�A���, ��@
�
������,�����
�!
�����	,

56���B77? ���!�@
�
�C8#1�
� �4+��1#�C
�2, 4

+������,#�7  ���0? 2005–2017�2.3����
D3!
�#1�4�
�!�#1�22
. ��/�#1��#1�E+#1�
�9��:#��, �;

F���8���G9�<�	9����#1, .��
� ��1:��:�#1/
�
��G9, 8�2�35. E+
���":2���Æ, ��/�#1��6$:!
�#
1�4��!�#1�ETF�QDII�; �#1Æ2�. .��!
�#1�4��!�#1�

� ��!
��:2���
, ���2#1 ���
�!
<�2��.���

�����=�, .�H@�A�8/�����. Æ�, #1/
�;+��8����G

9<���=2�24, �<��(����G9�	, �7!
��4��!�#1�(


)��#1����, ��(7>$)I<#1�
����.
��
�8/. *�, �

�
D3#1��
�5���B�=�, #1��8>��=������2.�2��

#1�(���, �(�����
� ��G9. �7  �<!24�
, ���G9�
�:#�
D3��/�!
#1�4��!�#17 �����.
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E+���2#1?������C@�
� �@:4+,   �C�.��
�!
"
:2� Lotperc,��	��!�
�!
�>(#1��:2�9� 8% (2 1��3). 2 1

�43�$ Heavy10 =8#1
� ��?�JD5��A!	�:6)2�, ��7�.3

#146<!��$E, � 2010 ���, �
�!
:#16)2�<�
�?@JD5�!

:2, �8�!�
�!
��	=�����#1
� �9��	����8/, �;�

�28�B��FAG.Æ�, ���	�2��	�	��	��K�,��Æ#1�2�Æ�
#1�Æ�2�6<��
�!
:6)2�H���*����Æ, I+���C�9DD�
�!, 4E+#1LM"-!
 (001188) C@�?���9� Kumar (2009) (!�
�!


�"3, #1� 2017� 6 ?�
� ��<� 5.5%��
�!
, �ÆCJ*�(!
�
#1B:7�,@!
 (000778)� 2017� 6 ?<�:6) 25.51%��
�!
, �
� 2016

� 12 ?C�
� ���<� 1.45% ��
�!
. ;��
�!
6��	�A, ��-A

�
, �9�<K2!
�������
� �A=5���-8/, �>��#1�

�
� ����:#�
�!
7?����L6��6�B2!
7?�2!

�2
����8�E�I<�#1C7���7?

  �#1:MA=�;$8#1
��
�!
���. N7, �
�!

�����
4���
����Æ, ��
����4����

����	������>
�O<
�2������, 9������
���ÆN?�����
�
�D, �.��
��

������, ����� >���8��:�6�<����$8�Æ��6��	, D

���
�
>�����Æ����	�	��E����. �#����, 
��
�
!
25������
����O�4���	=@6��
��
��, PD���


�
�����������6����, E�;;���������
��, I<*
�

����<, �.F���	������	, �� “���” )�������	����
��. �7�E�6�G������E��)��. �� �"�, �

�
��
46�Æ����
���
�
2�,��
�!

�;	$8
�
���
� !��
+��

�
�������, ���!��;	$8#1��
�!

������F
�K.A���#1<����+��
�!
���
�!
�����	���.���H

���, 
��
�!
�����.�)���QB#1�A==�, ���#1�A==

�>�.�=
��
�!
�#1, ��QB��#1
�
��	, �7�G�E��)�

�*+��R5>?.

.I, G���=��#1P�A==��/���.3#1�(�F���.�6, �

���A=�C�#1����F ����	�H7��
�	����<GA==�. �

F ����"3�+, ��$8#1
� ����8�9Q�����E����@
, ���
�!
�
���F���I<�#1����
. R#1�����A=�C

��5���A==�, S@/5�;�, .��@���(7��)���.
� ���.

  �������, �#1
� ����
�!
:2������
��, �#1"

�5�A==�;	>?.����E����.

  I6��$�6J?: JT�$�=�� !����D����  �ES; J%
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�$��>T�  �����4+�8�; JU�$�U�2����Æ���Æ����$
8; JA�$���Æ����BF�GJ; J?�$�� ���0Æ.

2 KL��
  �����K��G� !���D, �"�V#1��A==���� ����

	�����:�, *�"�E�#1Æ�@
�
��
�!

����������9
.

�#1:MA=8/#1
������ !OLVW, .� “@WE!” �3����#

1A==��.
��
�
���G9������:�	����, “@WE!”���#
1A=?@�##1�CM��,.�,���X!��?@A��#1������
(7H��
���, D�H7 ������
�	���
=��A=?@, �"�<G/
5�;�=�, *�"���A��A=?@�1�EK
�
��1
5��B�#1�2,

#1�����)�
���CM�5. L� Brown et al. (1996) D��I3 1976–1991 �

� 334 (!
�#1A=� ���G9���$8, ����A=?@A��#1� (X

H) ����

� �����	�
���A=?@A��#1� (�H). � Brown Æ

2Y, Koski and Pontiff (1999)���#1�?��A==��.6?�����	�2��A
���F. Chevalier and llison (1997) ����	#1
� ��F2<�, Æ�L8��2C

�, �
��� 1–9 ?A==����;:D�2�P�#1��Æ� 10–12 ?�2�
 �
F2<�����. E�������NMO�4+J2, Chen and Pennacchi (2009)#�I3

1962–2006�2 6000+(
D3!
�#1���4+, ���� Chevalier and Ellison (1997)

�Y�Æ�, :MA==����#1�����
��
� �F2<�����, ���

���#1��3�

� ��	����.

��������Æ����Æ����3�Æ. ��K�, Taylor (2003)�KY�#1

���
�
����2��I8/, �
@@���JZ���@W2�, ���4�;	�
����H#1�61XH#1��6��K�
 ���,56�H#1��6�

�����)�F��/�
� �����	. ���K��, Busse (2001), Goriaev et al.

(2005) � Brown et al. (1996) ���Æ�����N. Busse (2001) #�#1&�	4+, �

��� Brown et al. (1996) �Æ�"Q�I3 1985–1995 �2� 230 (!
�#1�H��
������, ��#1�	��������G9������ Brown et al. (1996) ���
�Æ�. ��, Goriaev (2005) Æ��Æ Busse(2001) �#1�	4+�����G9�Æ��
�#�#1��	4+GJ#1�A=����B�2��F�"�Æ��:�#1�	�F
����8/; Æ���?�����7 ����G2, �� 1976–2001��#14+�&�
Brown et al. (1996) ���, Æ����K5#1�	�F�����, Æ79Q��:MA

==����#1���

� �����	���Æ�.

#��3���"��� �LN�H, �P�2��O���VW���:�. MP�

�5: (2004)�3��L���;	���#1A=�8/�Æ���#1��/AQK�
	��L8.
���� !. #� 1999–2002�.3[P3#1�.#1����4+, �
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��R�#1A==��#1��50/L
G/��B�����A���F, ��

�F=�������#1A=�#1��5I./AÆ����F��;������

�I./AÆ��, �2��O�#1�, �G�#1���M
����(95�� “R

;��”. �*E��#1���HZ�2, .3
D3#1���\�6NB�, ���+��

�NOIP�
D3#1�A==��..3#1A���P�A=E��,7���+#1�
�/5�SQ, �������N8/.�
� ��G9. [DJ�KB (2012)-� 2005–

2010 �.3
D3!
�#1��!4��#1���4+, ���#1��	A=?@�#

1�H����8/. ������A=?@A��#1��6?��
.
� ���
���	�����A=?@A��#1�. ��, #1��
6?�<��
� ���
�����3�
6?�#1�A=, S.��!
��Q�6]���, �
6?�
� �
���I��-�#1A==�.���Æ�"<J�W�,6A==���#1����	
H������, �A=�K#1��	H������7�.#1��5�,/���.

�A=E��,�#R�, *���$ !�#1�\T;	��>?#1�
��'
��B, O 	�ULL (2013) 7��K�A=E��,�#1�/A\T�,��T
�
2��I��, ��$8T
�#1����B��V�8/. ����R��A=E��,
��#1����#�	�P����R;��, Æ�, \T�/A�W=��Æ�#1�
���Æ�QM��, ]/�2�P�#1�(5��P����R;��. PQSÆ (2015)

(�	#1��/AQK�
��'�8/,  ���#1��\T�	�./AQK�
	 (#1�\T�	�>, ./AQK�	�
), Æ���#1�\T�	�#1
��'
�H��	�2B��O3��F: \T�	Q��.�#1��0,�D�TS(
��

��

��	; �2�6\T��Æ�	�#1�
��'�(7;^. �K�;�CMQ

M�,/���A=?@�\T�����"3, �T
�#1
��'��B�����I^
I���, LRSÆ (2016) ����D�!�=��!��	���8��J$T
���

�_, �
� 2006–2012 �.3
D3#1�7 , GU���A=?@���?�3����
6?�6���G9�8/, ��R�N_, #1���:�CM�QM, �?�A=��H

�#1�6?����B���;^, XH#1F��(�H�; M�N_F(7��;8��
/5, �H���XH(�H�. ����*RM��	�H7�(���.

#���$8, .���7�����A==��#1
��'�B8/� !��G��
VW,0��7�
����CMQM�/AQK��;	$8A=@W�,���#1
��
'�Æ�, �����Æ��6T
������	����",���Æ, �
������
��Æ���"�Æ. �2�6��#1Æ�@
�
�������LN�H,4����K,

�����!Æ����!. 3����Æ� =�, �

�
� ���+:#��
�!

, �-�. ��=� (Kuma (2009), Green and Hwang (2012), O (2016)). �$�
�

�
�!
�	��I9�;	$8�����QB ��	�X�, !'���� (2013)

����&�	����3�����
�!
��(!, ����&�	�
�!
 
�=��	�>�Æ�. �"���� (2020) #�.3 1995–2017 �V!4+�
�
��

�@;	>?�!
���	V��1:�,,��R?��&�	���!
6�?�
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	�
, #���&�	��@@!
+P
� ������ 15.72% ��	. Q`SÆ

(2010) #� Kumar (2009) �&������#��
�!
@T� �����%�?	�
6] 2.5%. Æ7� Kumar (2009)��
�!
�#���,RT:Æ (2014)-�.3!
4

+��!K�@T��
�!
�4, ���
�!
��	2O�
�!
>�> 10% ∼
12%. Barinov (2018) ���
�!
��A�6��	���,`�<�2!
���W!

����. �2�

�
, �@
�
<�(K��
�!
, Æ�<��
�!
Æ7�

.A=����-8/. 2Q
 Æ (2015) ��Ua�R;; (2015) Æ>��.3 A !�

��#1��@
�
9���
�!
�<!�
,��<��
�!
����
�A=�
8/,  ���<��
�!
�-� �O�A==��Æ�.

D���� !V.����7�, ��A=?@�\TÆ���,�&Y�, �
��

������Æ���"�Æ, ��8/�#1��
�!
�
���. ��:MA==�Z

V?@A��#1�!, #1��5�/AQK�	�>, ���!�Æ�
�!
���
�>��
�"3, �$#1������P�����Æ�
�!
, ������
(
���[:Qa,����$A=ZV�#1S.�O�=�ZV�#1��
�7��

. �����5�/AQK�	�
�#1�, �;8��/5�����6, �#1�

��43H*����2Qa�����������������, ��NS���/A�
W,S.�.�3#1�46���G, 
�9��:b	�
���6, ��������

���N�F, 7��"��$8,   ��ES 1: :MA=?@�A��#1��� 
��:#(+��
�!
.

��N�!, �����, >��b#1���5(��V�A=�W, �#1OD�


��
�!
�P�2�H7�5L
XP/AQ��X, 56���?�=��C�#1

�!, 6?�H7�
�!

����(7��. �7  ��ES 2: �6?�, U��A=

?@�Y�#1(�c	�F ����
�!
:2.

*�, ��Æ�!
��<�6#1�H���":����/��A;;���V. 3

���
�>?#1���Æ��YT6�H�����+��, �!�Q��\���, #

1�������
�(+�K����(
�CM, ��A=�C�#1����B�F 
�����	, �!�Q�6]���, ��A=�C�#1�K�5(7]��/AQK, �

�(������;^�
�"3 (Kempf et al. (2009), LRS (2016)). ��, ���
��

�#1������	����Æ, #��
�
�����
�
����� Kumar

(2009)��

�
��
�!
��
�� �����=G�C���,
�
���
(
���. 56�!�Q�6]���#1����B��7����
, S.���A=?

@A�/AQK�	(
�#1�����7�=��6����@. �7,   �7�

����DES: ES 3a ��!��\��, :MA=?@�A��#1��� ��:#(
+��
�!
; ES 3b ��!�6]��, :MA=?@�A��#1��� ��:#(
+��
�!
.

��2AG;	�7, /AQK�	�
�#1�;;O�=��C, �#1��V?

�A==��C�=�6c2D�
��
�!
��.?�	�Z,A==�, 56��
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���O�A==�>�Æ2#1	��	�#1�(���,�8�!#1A=AG�8�

�8/.��
�!
�<�. #�7�$8  ��ES 4: ���!O�?@A��#1

�E�A==�����Z,���6�(��)H7 ���
�:2.

3 M>��N?�@O

3.1 A�P��B�C
  $!�Z����&�����B���L��"3(!.3 A !�����
�

!
, � Bali et al. (2011) �����&�	��� Kumar (2009) ���7�!
�'�
!
�	�����������	%8����, ��F �?	. .�, ��&�
	���#�"Q�E+!
�V��?���&�	K"�!
��DÆ$, Bali et al.

(2011) �������	5��
��>��&�	 !�!
,   �K�.3 A !��

��!
4���� Kumar (2009) �����2�, 
�ZÆ$����	5��
��&�
	 !�!
, ���3�
����2!
. Kumar (2009) (!�
�!
���"Q�

� t?��>(!
J t−1?����U5&��W���!
�?	!
�',�� Carhart

(1997)U�D2��[�R�"���!
�?	�������, �C����	��F��
Harvey and Siddique (2000) �"Q, ��!
9��	���9����.	"R
�[�
��[�R�%NV��!
�?	����	��. D����C������������
�	�!
�'%����^�!
��$2, >�?K.�!�>��54��������
����	
��54�!
[��
�!
. �K���S�, !
7 �T0�5� ST L

PT �(�!
�U5?\�E 6 �?�!
, ��"�!
��N&&XN&Æ�S\]cU

,�U5&��1).

3.2  !FQA�P��"G
�� �(!���
�!
�#R�, ^Æ�#1>?�C@�
� �@:4+�C

#1 i � t ��<���
�!
:6)2�, ����CC36:

Lotperc i
t =

∑

s

w s
t−τ ×l s

t−τ , (1)

.�, l s
t−τ ��)� 0 L
 1 �4Y8�, R#1 i 
� ��!
 s ��. t− τ ��
�!


�F� 1,BF� 0. w s
t−τ =8!
 s��. t− τ :#16)�2�,T
�\�Z(�
�

!
":#16)2�, ^
7���#1 i � t �.<���
�!
":6)2�. � 

!��L]
Q,   ��C8� Lotperc �#��VC@��W, �#1� t �.� Lotperc

�)���WG t ��E���GC

� �4+�C��. ��#1>?��U�IX9

�
� ���, E+4+���C�
�!
:#16)2�8�, ��6���#1<�
�
�!
2��	�.

�D����C����8� Lotperc �,   ?@T�	�
��>(�
�!
��
1:28� Perlot, X���"��K�
�!

�(+I<��
�0,, ��#1


��+(�
�!
, �	�>(!
�$:��12��>, 56��
���!��
�!
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, �	��>(!
���12��
�#1�2, ��T
� Lotperc 4)�E, ��8�

Perlot�����7�J$.*�"����!��<K���Æ��
�!
(!"3�

Æ������8/.

3.3  !R#$%SH
�� !��+Æ���#1X������G9�����#1A=,   ��2

Y�\�, ���X��	�����G9���	����#1A=��	�. �

��!, .��A=	�����^"-^
��#16)HO, 6)HO��95�

�
���1��#1A=, P��
�
�X���LQa, ��$8�Æ�2_:MA=

�Æ8/,   $!�C�#1�V?���V���6)HO	�). .T�#� Cahart

(1997) U�D2�G9��#1�V?���V����G9�	, ��C36:

Rit − Rft = αi + βi1(Rmt − Rft) + βi2SMBt + βi3HMLt + βi4MOMt + εit, (2)

.� Rit =8#1&6)HO, Rft =89��-, ���_����#��Y#�-;

Rmt�SMBt�HMLt � MOMt $!=8���D��2�D�̀ ��)2�D����D. #�

��NI�C��#16)HO�9������, �6��.��?a, ��#1A=?

a��. ��>��2�E+�V?���V���#16)HO���U�D2�G9��
#19���	�#1
��'2! (#12!6$�;+L]�]Y$2"3K#1$�

:O���)��	�#1) �
�>��?a, �0�Y�$26�7 4N������
��)� 0 ∼ 1 �2�8�, ����#1A=?a��.

3.4 &TJ'
0������,`8���,`8��,   �2��?�^�.�#1����Z,8

�. .�� :

1) #1:D�U (LnFundage): ��#1+7 �2C��:D�U, ���.����
4. #1:D�2�O"\[�\T�	����
, �����KA==���\Z�	��

���:D�2�P�#1(>, �7K�<���
�!
\�(��U.

2) #1�2 (LnTNA): �D��#1�C��6)^����4��. �2[��#1D

�
��
�!
�F9�A=��	��(�, ������
�!
��
��(>.

3)#1/d (Feeratio): /d�
�#1�S�(
�A==�EK�]8
�

�1, #1<���
�!
2�����
.

4) #1�6 (Turnover): D��C�2�#1�=0�ÆL0\�������)�#
1	�0���2�2��. �6�
�#1��(7K6!
P��	, ����(7�


�
�!
.

5) #1���!
��:2 (Stockperc): #1<��!
��:2�
, �
�!
:2

;;��
.

3.5 J'(U)*+,V
  ��� 2005–2017 �.3���
D3!
#1��!4��#1?������C
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@�X9
� �4+�C�
�!
":#16)2�,�;�;��EK�#1:MA=4
+, 7 �T0�:D�U�E���#17 . ��]Z�
��*+, 7 ��^�G�^
W�#1, �L���^ 1185(7 #1�O	�^4+. �<KV"�*+�8/,   �

2��� ���T_Q��. *�, Hausman GJÆ�=������XES��3^X, �

7  ��1#��2����[$8. ��#1��4+���d<4+_�3eJ4+_

���,  �������8�@H�̂ ������e_=8= 1 "8.

M 1 '-NWX./M0
+�:` +�-`a�f�g

Lotperc1 ����$& )& 1��b`O-a. (�$ Bali et al. (2011) �f)

Lotperc2 ����$& )& 1��b`O-a. (�$ Kumar (2009) �f)

Perlot1 ��_b��$`P& )& 1��b`O-a. (�$ Bali et al. (2011) �f)

Perlot2 ��_b��$`P& )& 1��b`O-ag (�$ Kumar (2009) �f)

Navghy ��baa��`Ocb%_bO
Navghyr ��baa��`Ocb%,-
Navgy ��ba.��`Ocb%_bO
Navgyr ��ba.��`Ocb%,-
Alphahy ��baa�ch/(%

Alphahyr ��baa�ch/(%,-

Alphay ��ba.�ch/(%

Alphar ��ba.�ch/(%,-

Lnfundage ��'chc, %�0�f (dii0), db��jj.

Feeratio ��1dek%

LnTNA ��ec, ���lh1��jjf�.

Turnover ��d&1���(Q& ��1*1%
Stockperc ��d&1& ��b-

4 1Y2345Z

4.1 67[R\
= 2 ��[$8�=�����8��D��$8, �=�Æ���7�, ��J��


�!
(!"3��#1���	�� 6.4% �24
���
�!
, JT"36�4S
� 5.5%, 4)����E, .�$5���4)��E. ��	�
��>�(�
�!
��
�1:2��"3���Æ�F(7�E, !� ��(!"36���#1"
���

�!
@:�����Æ, ���	��	���!�. *�,#1:D�U����4	�)�
1.629, #1�2����4	�)� 20.491. #1�6	�� 2.236, e�.3#1�64

6�
���. 7 #1�!
��:2	�� 81%, ��8�)��G� !���Æ��
8�m0��.
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M 2 '-89]:;
+� bO �%O P25 Q[j P75 �)O $Te
Lotperc1 0.0637 0 0.0155 0.0410 0.0894 0.503 0.0475

Lotperc2 0.0554 0 0.0130 0.0306 0.0806 0.476 0.0467

Perlot1 0.0152 0 0 0.0124 0.0216 0.109 0.0122

Perlot2 0.0158 0 0 0.0135 0.0217 0.115 0.0126

Navghy 0.00892 −0.127 −0.0112 0.0443 0.0242 0.352 0.0334

Navgy 0.00704 −0.0808 −0.00769 0.00465 0.0173 0.191 0.0250

Alphahy 0.00183 −2.899 −0.00046 0.00026 0.00084 11.671 0.141

Alphay 0.00213 −1.449 −0.00061 0.00028 0.00093 15.836 0.175

Lnfundage 1.629 0.695 1.186 1.650 2.055 2.790 0.526

Feeratio 0.015 0.005 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.113

LnTNA 20.491 14.846 19.419 20.657 21.603 24.356 1.553

Turnover 2.236 0.0150 0.651 1.299 2.743 26.437 2.699

Stockperc 0.808 0.538 0.745 0.840 0.892 0.947 0.115

4.2 <Æ=>R\
4.2.1  !?@UAR#$%^A�P��B_

  �6�>?#1�V?�6)HO?@���V?�9��	?@�
� ��
�
�!
:6)02��	�2��8/, ���# 2�3 (3) �3 (4) "8. 3�8�
�;� i=8J i (#1, �,`8� Lotpercit � Perlotit $!� = 1 �#�� Lotperc1it�

Lotperc2it � Perlot1it�Perlot2it (�[���<K8��F4��4�54���Æ$41
3��,`8�). 8� Perfrit =8� �#����#1�V?�A=?a�8�. 3

�.�8���[�Z,�#1 i �# ��8�, � #1:D�O LnFundageit��6

Turnoverit�/d�	 Feeratioit�#1�2 LnTNAit�#1���!
��:2 Stockpercit.

*�
∑

βqFundq �
∑

γlTimel $!=8Z,�#11#����21#��, #���8��

���[Æ�= 3 "8.

Lotpercit =β0 + β1Perfrit + β2LnFundageit + β3Turnoverit + β4Feeratioit+

β5LnTNAit + β6Stockpercit +
∑

βqFundq +
∑

γlTimel + εit.
(3)

Perlotit =β0 + β1Perfrit + β2LnFundageit + β3Turnoverit + β4Feeratioit+

β5LnTNAitβ6Stockpercit +
∑

βqFundq +
∑

γlTimel + εit.
(4)

= 3 ��Uf����
�!
(!"36�� Lotperc ���,`8����[��
�Æ�, �UfF����� Perlot ���,`8����Æ�. ��7�, 9�d�
�
!
(!"3, #1�V?�6)HO?@8� Navghyr ��F4� 1% ��	� �3�
�, ��  	�#1A=�	�
�>��?@, 8=�#1�V?�A=?@�A�, 6

���
� ���
�!
:2��
, ?@>60 1%, #1
� ���
�!
:2�
F 0.35% Ve. ���V?�9��	?@8� Alphahyr ����!�Æ�, �ES 1 �

��!. =��Uf� Perlot ���,`8����:MA=8���F4�������Æ
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�, ��V?�A=?@��A��#1, .
��	�>(�
�!
:2�
. Z,8��
�, #1�28� LnTNA ��F4�3�A, =��2���#1
� ���
�!
:2
�
, �.��� �"!, �2[��#1D�
��
�!
�FA=��	(�, ��

�#1��en��<��
�!
. #1:D�28� LnFundage ��F4�3�A, �:

D�2�P�#1<���
�!
��+, ����,`�#1:D�2�P��A=?@
(�fo��� (Duong and Meschke (2019)), ����(����<��
�!
. *�, !


��:28� Stockperc ��F4�3���e�� ��61.

M 3 ��CDWE`FX'- Lotperc G Perlot YHIJK

gk+�

fgk+�: Lotperc fgk+�: Perlot

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Lotperc1 Lotperc1 Lotperc2 Lotperc2 Perlot1 Perlot1 Perlot2 Perlot2

Navghyr
0.346∗∗∗ 0.351∗∗∗ 0.259∗∗∗ 0.260∗∗∗

(3.05) (3.48) (2.98) (2.75)

Alphahyr
0.276∗∗ 0.282∗∗ 0.194∗∗∗ 0.203∗∗∗

(2.32) (2.25) (3.06) (4.00)

LnTNA
−0.218∗∗∗ −0.213∗∗ −0.252∗∗∗ −0.302∗∗∗ −0.228∗∗∗ −0.243∗∗∗ −0.170∗∗∗ −0.193∗∗∗

(−3.64) (−2.54) (−3.83) (−5.32) (−8.94) (−5.07) (−6.42) (−8.35)

Lnfundage
−1.171∗∗∗ −1.152∗∗ −1.164∗∗∗ −1.168∗∗∗ −0.316∗∗∗ −0.305∗∗∗ −0.320∗∗∗ −0.318∗∗∗

(−2.70) (−2.22) (−3.03) (−2.98) (−8.55) (−8.29) (−6.93) (−6.37)

Turnover
0.0444∗∗∗ 0.0452∗∗∗ 0.0453∗∗∗ 0.0439∗∗∗ 0.0273∗∗∗ 0.0311∗∗ 0.0418∗∗∗ 0.0454∗∗∗

(5.11) (4.89) (4.97) (3.45) (3.04) (2.44) (4.97) (4.74)

Feeratio
0.0866 0.0946 0.104 0.134 0.0145∗∗∗ 0.0148∗∗∗ 0.0137∗∗∗ 0.0130∗∗

(0.07) (0.48) (0.24) (0.77) (3.06) (2.94) (3.22) (2.26)

Stockperc
3.574∗∗∗ 3.485∗∗∗ 3.431∗∗∗ 3.522∗∗∗ 2.415∗∗∗ 2.226∗∗∗ 2.366∗∗∗ 2.134∗∗∗

(9.54) (7.43) (8.38) (7.76) (9.92) (4.54) (9.41) (7.75)

��g�\f hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ
�lg�\f hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ
N 7742 7434 7742 7434 7742 7434 7742 7434

Adj R2 0.309 0.323 0.291 0.293 0.200 0.204 0.127 0.162

[: gQ ∗∗∗ gl- 1% 1m_](\, ∗∗ gl- 5% 1m_](\, ∗ gl- 10% 1m_](\, '`

'	hÆ+�^j1 t O, ]_.

�#1��A=�W=��/AQK�/�6���
�!

�, 56������
!, >��C#1���5(��V�A=�W, 7��/AQK�	K(�`�. �8�!

�#1OD�
��
�!
�P�2���.?
�	XP/A��Q��X, 56��

����5�VA=�W��C(7��. ����ha7�J�,   �iK5���

4Y8� Sechalf, �R7 #1"Q�2_�6?��, 8� Sechalf �)� 1, BFF�)�
0, �K�4Y8��#1A=?@8��_��UIR, ��K4Y8��UIR�ÆD5

�["� (3) � (4) �. #��=�#1A=?@�A�<���
�!
�+�Æ�, �6?

���(7�V�A=�WE�6, �[���A=?a8��8� Sechalf �U_R�F4�

�3�A, 8� Sechalf ��F4���.
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= 4 �B��$!� Navghyr � Alphahyr ��,`8��#1A="�?a���Æ
�. �= 3 Æ@�Y, = 4 ��Uf��
�!
!
0:2 Lotperc ��,`8�, �Uf�

	�:2 Perlot ��,`8�. ��7�8� Sechalf ��F4 �3��, =�6?�#1


� ���
�!
0:2�	�:2��3
��?�, �� �6���!, 6?�#1�

�����(7��.9���#16)HO?�9��	�#1A=?a ����Y
�Æ�, �^]�. ��Æ�����  ES 2 ��h1.

M 4 ��CDWE`FX'- Lotperc G Perlot YHIJK —— LMEaGEN

gk+�

fgk+�: Lotperc fgk+�: Perlot

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Lotperc1 Lotperc1 Lotperc2 Lotperc2 Perlot1 Perlot1 Perlot2 Perlot2

Navghyr
0.235∗∗ 0.232∗ 0.105 0.101

(1.99) (1.85) (1.52) (1.63)

Alphahyr
0.110∗∗ 0.104∗ 0.191∗∗ 0.186∗∗

(2.01) (1.77) (2.48) (2.53)

Navghyr×Sechalf
0.172∗∗∗ 0.177∗∗∗ 0.199∗∗ 0.123∗∗∗

(3.39) (3.76) (2.04) (3.10)

Alphahyr×Sechalf
0.164∗∗∗ 0.164∗∗∗ 0.0893∗∗∗ 0.0887∗∗∗

(4.18) (3.85) (3.82) (2.90)

Sechalf
1.303∗∗∗ 1.285∗∗∗ 1.222∗∗ 1.214∗∗ 0.275∗∗∗ 0.261∗∗∗ 0.272∗∗∗ 0.263∗∗∗

(4.79) (5.16) (2.08) (2.56) (5.04) (3.19) (5.51) (4.88)

hZ+� hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ
��g�\f hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ
�lg�\f hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ
N 7742 7742 7742 7742 7742 7742 7742 7742

Adj R2 0.362 0.353 0.351 0.354 0.212 0.209 0.188 0.187

4.2.2 OP��Q^bRJSBcd
�6�  �ES 3 �����DES��J�. ��!
��<��6$, ���LL�

��"Q�S#��_)�K!
����	�.��2�, 
�_)��\<�, >�

_)F�6]<�.����(��A�Æ�,  Æ�#� 0�9��-��_)��$8.

J���6, ��V?��iR 300 �4?�HO�� 0, F����Q��\<� (j

� Up1); �I), �?�HO�� 0, F����Q�6]<� (j� Down1). JT"3
�J�2Y, �� Fabozzi and Francis (1997) �R`Æ (2017) �
Q, K�_�2���

	��	9�9��-��2_#����Q��\<� (j� Up2), K��	��	

>�A�9��-��2_#����Q�6]<� (j� Down2). �J�"Q�2, J

T"Q9N��(�]'�!�<�#�"Q, �KkD�.3!���c	�����.

�7 #1	���!�<�6$"3��$ �^��� ���[$8���Æ�
= 5a � 5b "8, $!��,`8� Lotperc1 � Lotperc2 ���Æ�. ����, �!�Q�

6]���, 8� Navghyr � Alphahyr ��F4)(�, �3��	��
, =��V?�A
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=?@�A��#1��<�(+��
�!
, Æ���!�<�$2"36, ,`8��

�F4e_��3��	���Y, ��(7]'#�6,`8���F44)(�, �R!�

6]AG(7���, #1
� ���
�!
:2�.:MA=?@�fo�	(
, �8

��#1�(
�/AQK�	, ��J��ES 3b.

M 5a TM�Ue�f%�I��g&X��VW`FXYYHIJK 1

gk+�

fgk+�: Lotperc1

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Up1 Down1 Up1 Down1 Up2 Down2 Up2 Down2

Navghyr
0.129 0.385∗∗∗ 0.240∗∗ 0.422∗∗∗

(1.23) (3.17) (2.08) (3.96)

Alphahyr
0.0969 0.339∗∗∗ 0.184∗ 0.380∗∗∗

(0.67) (2.76) (1.77) (3.01)

hZ+� hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ
��g�\f hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ
N 4727 3037 3809 2126 4325 2637 3406 1879

Adj R2 0.173 0.192 0.177 0.214 0.154 0.183 0.158 0.198

M 5b TM�Ue�f%�I��g&X��VW`FXYYHIJK 2

gk+�

fgk+�: Lotperc2

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Up1 Down1 Up1 Down1 Up2 Down2 Up2 Down2

Navghyr
0.125 0.379∗∗∗ 0.237∗∗ 0.414∗∗∗

(1.12) (3.66) (1.99) (3.83)

Alphahyr
0.0992 0.332∗∗∗ 0.191∗ 0.376∗∗∗

(0.89) (3.25) (1.69) (4.40)

hZ+� hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ
��g�\f hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ
N 4727 3037 3809 2126 4325 2637 3406 1879

Adj R2 0.173 0.191 0.180 0.208 0.155 0.187 0.156 0.212

4.2.3 OP !aRR#$%hZBcd
� ����#1�V?��A==��#1�5�A==�, �7?�A=�.6��

�
�!
:2�8/,  �.3#1��5*��(��P�A==�, �(�K#1�P
�A=���(O��A==��Æ�i�(�����)I<P��A==�, Æ�A=8�

AG��I<#1A==����8���L8#1�
��
. ���$,   K5�#1

(O��:MA==�. ���!,�[$8��,`8�H���V?��:MA=, (��7
 �B����8�, �>?�����2C�, �B,`8������V����V��?

(���,`8������V��?��V��) A= ?��54�6�#17 , �$8

#1�V?��A==�>8/�
�!

�2��8�, ����["��� �2Y,

Æ�]= 6a "8.

= 6a ���f���V�� ?�Æ2#1A=�54�6�#1��7 , ��7�=
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8#1�V?�A=?a�8� Navghyr� Alphahyr ��F4�� 1% ��	��3��, =

���$#17 �, ��V?�A=?@H�A����6��+
���
�!
, �;

D��= 3 ��7 6��F4��2�����, �(O�2_� (�V��?) =�>�Æ

2	��	�#1.�V?�A=?a8���F4X�)�(�, =��Uf�(O�2_6
 ?�Æ2#1A=�54�6�#1��7 ���2Y�Æ�, �� ��$8�!. �8

�!:MA=<�>g�#1=�����
�!
(����K6, �����  ���E
S 4.

M 6a b�Mic[Y��`FXYX%�I��g&Yjk

gk+�

ba.� ba.�a

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Lotperc1 Lotperc2 Lotperc1 Lotperc2 Lotperc1 Lotperc2 Lotperc1 Lotperc2

Navghyr
0.415∗∗∗ 0.404∗∗∗ 0.469∗∗∗ 0.458∗∗∗

(4.22) (4.62) (5.48) (5.80)

Alphahyr
0.335∗∗∗ 0.326∗∗∗ 0.391∗∗∗ 0.399∗∗∗

(3.60) (3.42) (4.44) (4.65)

hZ+� hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ
��g�\f hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ
hcg�\f hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ
N 2219 2219 1880 1880 1925 1925 1435 1435

Adj R2 0.303 0.306 0.322 0.325 0.336 0.339 0.328 0.325

M 6b b�MilmY��`FXYX%�I��g&Yjk

gk+�

ba.� ba.�a

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Lotperc1 Lotperc2 Lotperc1 Lotperc2 Lotperc1 Lotperc2 Lotperc1 Lotperc2

Navghyr
−1.142 −1.095 −1.274 −1.261

( −0.88) ( −0.92) ( −1.46) ( −1.32)

Alphahyr
−0.874 −0.868 −0.989 −0.976

( −1.12) ( −1.05) ( −1.44) ( −0.98)

hZ+� hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ
��g�\f hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ
hcg�\f hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ
N 1549 1549 1186 1186 1328 1328 1059 1059

Adj R2 0.260 0.262 0.281 0.276 0.248 0.248 0.239 0.235

�6�,��(��)I<�ÆA=?@�#1���
�!
��
,   ?�= 6b�
�2�O�A=Q��54���#17 ���Æ�, Æ7����	�#1�V?�A=
?@���. �=�Æ���7��O�A==�
�Æ2	��	�#1�7 , .Æ��2

�= 6a��������8�. .��Uf��V��A=
�Æ2#1�54�#1�7 ,

��7�8� Navghyr � Alphahyr ��F4�A���3, =�����=�ZV���6,

�V?�A=?@��A��#1<���
�!
2���
, �����, �  �� 
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��$8, ����$#1�CMQM�6"
��
. ��Uf#�(O�2_A==�Z

V�#17 ���Æ���Uf���!, ,`8���F4Æ7�A���3, Æ�F4X

�)�
��Uf��), =��$7 �����(+�#1#��>\[�(
\T�	
��n�������(
��.

4.3 cd\T]^
�!�#1�����>/5��=�/A�W�SQ�<�(+��
�!
, 56

�.��K7�L
Z,#1�/AQK��A����6,Æ7�A=?@=��#1�


�!
<�2��8/����:���A�8/��"�Æ. �6�  K#�G��

�:�, �#1/
��;	���hl��J�.

4.3.1  !_`*'^A�P��B_
M 7 ��abcdd]X%�I��en

gk+�

*p3ode d�1p d�-e
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Lotperc1 Lotperc2 Lotperc1 Lotperc2 Lotperc1 Lotperc2

Navghyr
0.121 0.119 0.375∗∗∗ 0.373∗∗∗ 0.398∗∗∗ 0.403∗∗∗

(1.01) (1.06) (2.94) (3.08) (4.00) (4.11)

Navghyr×Indiv
0.216∗∗∗ 0.209∗∗∗

(4.66) (4.24)

Navghyr×Manaind
−0.089∗ −0.092∗

(−1.82) (−1.85)

Navghyr×Manarind
−0.103∗∗ −0.097∗∗

(−2.03) (−1.99)

Indiv
1.829∗∗ 1.810∗

(1.98) (1.87)

Manaind
−0.808 −0.813

(−1.52) (−1.41)

Manarind
−1.064 −1.049

(−1.63) (−1.55)

hZ+� hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ
��g�\f hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ
�lg�\f hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ
N 7742 7742 7742 7742 7742 7742

Adj R2 0.409 0.391 0.339 0.292 0.413 0.390

�/bq13/#1
��
������46, �	���bq/�Z
/�
23�#1
��'�8/�����?���. Bliss et al. (2008), Bar et al. (2009, 2011)#�

I3!
�#14+��+5#1�/�#1�2�Z#1�/�#1��(�, ��

.?
�6_����>. Karagiannidis (2012) ���Æ��=�#1/bq:g4�+,

]��O,#1�0,�<������
� �. Æ�  ����Æ�, ;�  ��RA

==��C�, #1H7 ���
�!
:2�#1���/AQK"���
��
, 5
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6�����Z�#1�/�#1>�(7�"��.���"�R+�#1�/

Æ�(#1�, A==��C�=���I$S, ���������
�!
��
�
���_, �Z
/�#1�F�r�TS, ����������(7��. *�"�, �
 !�G�Æ�, bq/�#1
��'��BF, �A=�C���5���#��
�
������>, ���bq/�D, Zr/�#1�
��
���(�, �
�!



����(95��. #�7�$8,   ���$@@��4Y8� Indiv, �R7 

#1�Z
/�, 8� Indiv �)� 1, BFF�)� 0, �K�4Y8��#1?@A=8

��_��UIR, ��K4Y8��UIR�ÆD5�["��. E+.��Sa, 8� Indiv

�8� Navghyr × Indiv ��F4���3��. ���Æ�]= 7 �J (1) f�J (2) f.

4.3.2  !f`gF ^A�P��B_
#1/
<#��#1/
g�Æ�#1�."/�#1�����. 2004 �jI

3sÆ#1LMQkl�<#1CJij#1/
g�B<�."/�#1\���<�

�24��. ��#1
���Z,, Ma and Tang (2019)��#1/K<�#1\��K0

>
�
<�#1�����5��	��.�j�.3�m�m@���#1�A
g
��
=
�#1����#�Df, tM#1�A
g�Æ���#1, ��#1/
g�<#�

���ij�R
������#, N����+�#1CJK5�#1/
g�<#QM�

,.ncÆ (2012)D�TD�2�$8<#QM�#1�
����8/,���#1�
�Æ��"/�#1���K��0>#1���.  ���#1/
<�#1�2

��
, ����A=�#�A==�, #1������K:#�
�!
26��	�
A�!
, L
!�A==��E�Jd�/5���K�B�
�!
, �<K2!
�#

1/CJ-	�QB. ��hl�:D���F���� ���A==�8/#1��
���Æ�. ��������, #�d<#14+_���4+,   K5=8#1/
<

#�B�4Y8� Manaind, R#1/
<�#1\�� Manaind � 1, BF� 0; ��#1

/
<#2�8� Manaratio, �#1/
C@�[�<�\�:#10\��2�, ��

o�$88� Manaratio�8/,   @@���<#2��4Y8� Manarind,R Manaratio


�Æ2#1<#2���54�, 8� Manarind � 1, BF� 0. ^K��4Y8��A=

?@8� Navghyr @@U_RD5�["��, ��Æ�= 7 �J (3) ∼ (6) f"8.

= 7 ���fÆ��8, �� �"6��, 8� Indiv ��F4�3��, Æ�U_R

Navghyr × Indiv ��F4�� 1% ��	��3��, =��2�bq/�#1, �Z
#

1�/�#1�5��U��A=?@��(+)�
� ��:#�
�!
, �� �
�$8���!�. = 7 ��Uf�#1/
<#2��Æ��
�!

��8/, ��7

�, ��4Y8� Manaind � Manarind ��F4 �A, =8�� ��$8�!, /


<#��<#2��
�#1<���
�!
�K. Æ�, U_R Navghyr × Manaind �

Navghyr × Manarind ��F4 �3�A, =�/
<�#1\�L
<��
2��#1
\��,��A=?@U�������
�!
��
>�/
=<�#1\�L
<��

>2��#1\����1,�8�!/
<#���#�	�h,#1��A==�6�
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���
�!

���, e�.��6�.

4.3.3  !_`hR^A�P��B_
�6�,   K�#1��]�;	$8A==�6��
�!

���. i�]�

���#1��
�/��#1������2, DL��]�(O�#1�[po(

�, �(7�	#1�O�=�. Israelsen (1998) ��]��O�#1�"/�#146�

6�>, (���O�
��
. ]�(O���#�	�I<�#1��V�A=��

���	, Golec (1996), ek�if (2008) #�#1�
�������� ��#1�
]/�2�#1��B�A���F, Æ�]/�U��#�	�I<�#1����, ��

�A==����#1����P�2��gq. *�, ]�(P�#1�h�: ���

�>. Æ�����Æ�,   ���]�2�P�#1��A==��C���6�B��

(7�����
�!
��
.

�����]��8/,   ���Z��/�#17 , �#1�/��#1

����2�#1��Y]#1�	��/�2�2�, +7K7 $�]�O�P� ,

  ���Y#1����/
�	��/�2�2�#�(���I<��#1��5
�/5=�. Æ�, ���K�>$�4+I<#1��:MA=��,   ��N��#1

��]�29����#17 . 7����K, ��[$8�  K7 $�U�$, ��

 �
Q2Y, �R�� t �, �?��22u, 567 $!�#1�]�
�	�]�

�� t − 2 ∼ t − 1 �A=
�Æ2#1	��	 ($ 1), #1�]�>�	�]���

t−2 ∼ t−1�A=
�Æ2#1	��	 ($ 2),#1�]�>�	�]��� t−2 ∼ t−1

�A=>�Æ2#1	��	 ($ 3) �#1�]�
�	�]��� t − 2 ∼ t − 1 �A=

>�Æ2#1	��	 ($ 4) U�$. Æ��[�?Z,�#1���8�, �^�!�

�:��A�2Æ. E+� ��$8, #1�]�>�	�]��� t − 2 ∼ t − 1 �A=>

�Æ2#1	��	� ($ 3), � t − 1 �A==�H�CF�
�(+��
�!
, �

t − 1 �A=8���F4��3��, "��[Æ�= 8 "8. ��7�, $ 3 ���

�!
(!"36A=?a8� Navghyr��F4$!� 1.019(t = 3.48)� 1.025(t = 3.83),

;�� 1% ��	��3�A, �#1�]�>�#1	�]��, ��5�-�A=?@

M 8 ��ibj�X%�I��en

gk+�

v� 1 v� 2 v� 3 v� 4

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Lotperc1 Lotperc2 Lotperc1 Lotperc2 Lotperc1 Lotperc2 Lotperc1 Lotperc2

Navghyr
−0.873 −0.862 0.158∗ 0.157∗ 1.019∗∗∗ 1.025∗∗∗ 0.0147 0.0153

(−1.33) (−1.30) (1.90) (1.86) (3.48) (3.83) (0.98) (0.91)

hZ+� hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ
��g�\f hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ
�lg�\f hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ
N 332 332 803 803 835 835 314 314

Adj R2 0.478 0.440 0.444 0.387 0.540 0.532 0.551 0.583
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��<�(+��
�!
, e�� ��$8, ���]�;	���#1��A==�6
����>/5�SQ���
�!

��Æ�.

5 okplq

5.1 	
$%g !BA�P��B_rs
�#1A=J�W�,6, �	A=?@�B?����VJ2;;��38/#1��

�LkML
�(���.Ri �j a (2018)������, �#.3C8#1�A�
#1��L"����k1����A�#1��	A=?@�B?����VJ2, �#

1�	?@?�� 1/2�� 1/3L� 1/10."�����Lk1DL���c�
. Æ7), 

��	?@5�� 1/3 L� 1/10 �#1.#1�F�5*(
�8>��. ?@�>� 2/3

L
 9/10 �#1O�Kn���V5#��, �?@�
� 2/3 L
 9/10 �#1FS@

�9�U5��-5#, �75� 2/3 L
 9/10 Q�#1���3(7�������, ��

0>�>�8>��H7 ���
�!
:2. #�7���<1,   �6��	5�
�Q�V?@�#1��
�!

���.

�Ri �j a���,   �5��V?@Q�#17 ��#�. ���!, �>

��b, K#1	�� 11 �?�[��	 Navg ��?a, �
�>$: 30  , K5��V

5#Q����7< 1  �#17 #���V?@Q#1, �#�J 19 ∼ 21  �#1�?
� 2/3 Q#1, #�J 26 ∼ 28  �#1�?� 9/10 Q�#1, r#15��� !F8�
Keygroup � 1, BF� 0, ��K8���,`8�, �,`8�H� Lotperc, .�Z,8��
"� (3) ���Æ, ����[Æ�= 9 �J (1) � (2) f"8. �9���d�
�!

(!"3, 8� Keygroup��F4�� 1% ��	��3��, ������ ��$8, �5

� 2/3 L
 9/10 Q�#1B����
�!
(7����
.

M 9 mnXYh��Y%�I��entu

gk+�

fgk+�: Lotperc

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Lotperc1 Lotperc2 Lotperc1 Lotperc2

Keygroup
0.614∗∗∗ 0.607∗∗∗ 0.575∗∗ 0.559∗∗

(2.86) (3.09) (2.01) (1.98)

Keygroup×Navgdif
−7.703∗∗∗ −7.714∗∗∗

(−3.74) (−3.56)

Navgdif
−0.139 −0.133

(−1.02) (−1.06)

hZ+� hZ hZ hZ hZ
��g�\f hZ hZ hZ hZ
�lg�\f hZ hZ hZ hZ
N 4231 4231 4231 4231

Adj R2 0.210 0.213 0.244 0.250

#���Æ�,   ��N�KQ��V?@Q�#1�
.?@��5�	, ��#1
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7 �l?@#1�2�A=�W. �l?@#1�A=���E, ���2�@j��Q�,

����X!#1(7�������. �72YRi �j a�
Q,   #�� ��A
=?@Æ�@T8� Navgdif ��#1�A=�W, �CC36"8:

Navgdifnt =
1
2
× (Navgrn−1t + Navgrn+1t − 2 × Navgrnt), (5)

3�, n =8#1A=?@, t =8�2. Navgrn−1t�Navgrn+1t � Navgrnt $!=8�>� 12

?\, � 11 �??�J n − 1�n + 1 � n @�#1[\�	.

�*@T�V?@8� Keygroup ��l?@#1A=�W8� Navgdif �U_R Key-

group ×Navgdif, K.D5�["����= 9 �J (3) �J (4) f�Æ�, ��7�U_

R��F4� 1% ��	��3�A, �?��l5#�#1�2A=�W��, �#1��

C<���
�!
:2�
.

5.2 ivjopkqP
�K�#1��
�!

�������m��, �R���
�!
<�����<�

������#���,�7  �X�2��K5l�����
�!
<�2���,`8
�, TD���^2�, ���Fk �V��"Q�2�����, Æ�= 10 "8. �=�
Æ���7�, �,`8�l�R��F4�3��, =�#1��
�!

�������
�#�2��m��, l�����
�!
:2�R�:2�����,�8/, ����^

2�6, #1:MA=8���F4���3��	 �� �n��^�[Æ��E, ���
��Æ���A�.

M 10 mrsntIHIJK

gk+�

fgk+�: Lotperc fgk+�: Perlot

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Lotperc1 Lotperc2 Perlot1 Perlot2

Navghyr
0.332∗∗∗ 0.326∗∗∗ 0.227∗∗∗ 0.219∗∗∗

(3.63) (3.55) (4.15) (3.99)

Alphahyr
0.267∗∗∗ 0.260∗∗∗ 0.166∗∗∗ 0.166∗∗∗

(2.90) (3.01) (3.83) (3.40)

Lotperc1 l
0.0854∗∗ 0.0826∗∗

(2.56) (2.54)

Lotperc2 l
0.0893∗ 0.0923∗∗

(1.93) (2.02)

Perlot1 l
0.168 0.174

(1.46) (1.29)

Perlot2 l
0.171 0.165

(0.97) (0.74)

hZ+� hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ
��g�\f hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ
�lg�\f hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ
N 7742 7406 7742 7406 7742 7406 7742 7406

Adj R2 0.329 0.342 0.310 0.314 0.209 0.214 0.132 0.166
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5.3  w !��uv*+
D���#1>?�C@�!
Æ\4+����, .3#146�62�
, ����

R�Æ5k��\��Æ\\�, Æ�  ����+, �(�	#1��CC@�
� �
n�4+, 5�R�Æ5k\��!
F��o�, ����X!<����. �7, ���$

#�#1Æ\!
�U54+�C�Y#1�2Æ5�
�!
�1��#1�2	���
6)�2, ��8� Buyperc (�� �!, Æ7����
�!
(!"3�� Buyperc1�

Buyperc2),���2Æ5�\���
�!
1��2 Buypsell (Æ, Buypsell� Buypsell2),

�KT
���,`8�h��["� (3) ���,`8����[$8. �� ��Æ�
:D, 56#1�V?�A=?@8� Navghyr � Alphahyr ��F4H��3��.

M 11 �x%�I��wxyzYHIJK

gk+�

fgk+�: Buyperc fgk+�: Buypsell

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Buyperc1 Buyperc2 Buypsell1 Buypsell2

Navghyr
0.855∗∗∗ 0.856∗∗∗ 1.319∗∗∗ 1.344∗∗∗

(6.02) (6.14) (4.72) (3.68)

Alphahyr
0.687∗∗∗ 0.685∗∗∗ 1.242∗∗∗ 1.205∗∗∗

(5.51) (5.23) (3.19) (3.28)

hZ+� hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ
��g�\f hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ
�lg�\f hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ hZ
N 4578 4229 4578 4229 4578 4229 4578 4229

Adj R2 0.162 0.158 0.207 0.206 0.066 0.048 0.057 0.039

��7�, ���
�!
(!"36, =�#1�V?��A=?@8� Navghyr �

Alphahyr ��F4 � 1% ��	��3��, =�A=?@�A��#1��+Æ5�
�

!
, �� �
� ���
�!
:2��,`8����Æ�2Y, ����N��� 
 ���$�Æ�.

6 2{
  #�.3 2005–2017 ����
D3!
�#1��!4��#17 �A=�
�

 ��
�!
:24+, �C� ���
�!
:#16)�2�, �����Æ�2O	

�#16)HO���U�D2�G9��9��	����#1A=J�W�,6:
MA==��#1 ���
�!
:#24�8/. 9���7, ��Æ��8�/AQK�
��6, :MA=?@A��#1�6���
� ���<�(+��
�!
, �$���

7, ���!��Æ���2Q�6?�N_�(���, ��?�?@A��#1��6?�


�(+��
�!
; �2�!��\��, !�Q�6]���, :MA=?@A��#1

�<�(+�
�!
. Æ�O�Q�Æ2#1A=	��	�6�#1�E�A==���

�Z,���6��(+
��
�!
. ���Æ�O�:MA=L
�Æ�A=����
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0�� ��������!�Æ�. E���Æ�,   �#1�
��
�!
����
-p���
��
�!
�:ls�	Æ;	���$8, D�J$�Æ�#1/
<#

2��#1/
4���#1��]�2, ��/
<#2��>L
�Z��/L

�]�2>�#1��:]#1�	��]�2�#17 , ��5��A=?@�C�

��6B�����
�!
(����
,��D�lm>?#1��
�!
�2�!


��
��
���#1��Z,�>/A=�����
��>�	
���.
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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to empirically analyze whether and how managerial overconfidence
affects stock price crash risk.
Design/methodology/approach – Based on a large sample of Chinese non-state-owned firms from 2000 to
2012, this study employs methods including multiple linear regression model, Heckman two-stage treatment
effect procedure, firm fixed effects model and event study to clarify the causality relationship between
managerial overconfidence and crash risk.
Findings – The authors find that firms with overconfident managers (chief executive officer or board chairs)
are more likely to experience future stock price crashes than firms with non-overconfident managers. The
effect of overconfidence on crash risk is more pronounced for firms with low transparency, suggesting that
firm opacity facilitates overconfident managers’ bad news hoarding activities, which, in turn, increases stock
price crash risk. The authors also show evidence that overconfident managers tend to disclose good news in a
timely manner.
Originality/value – The authors add to the growing literature on stock price crash risk. Specifically, the
authors find that the cognitive bias of board chair plays an important role in the bad news hoarding activities,
thereby increasing the likelihood of stock price crash. This study also contributes to the literature that
addresses the effects of managerial overconfidence on corporate finance issues.
Keywords China, Managerial overconfidence, Stock price crash risk, Firm transparency
Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction
Stock price crash risk is a topic of significant interest in financial economics. Prior studies
have demonstrated that stock price crash risk is closely related to leverage effect (Christie,
1982), volatility feedback (Campbell and Hentschel, 1992; French et al., 1987), stochastic
bubbles (Blanchard and Watson, 1982) and differences among investors’ beliefs (Hong and
Stein, 2003; Chen et al., 2001). Considerably recent research provides new evidence that stock
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price crash could be caused partially by agency conflicts between firm managers and
outside investors. Ball and Shivakumar (2008), Graham et al. (2005) and Kothari et al. (2009)
argue that managers may strategically conceal negative information due to their concerns
regarding, for example, reputation, compensation and career development. When bad news
accumulates to a level that is considerably costly to hide, the release of clustered negative
information triggers a collapse of stock prices (Hutton et al., 2009; Jin and Myers, 2006; Kim
et al., 2011a, b). In the theoretical framework proposed by Jin and Myers (2006), poor investor
protection and firm opacity are considered as two key factors leading to crash risks, because
the opaque information environment provides the necessary condition for the entrenched
managers to hide bad news. Jin and Myers argue that opacity alone will not affect crash
risks if the manager is loyal to shareholders. They add that when a firm is completely
transparent, a lack of investor protection will not also cause a stock price crash.

This paper investigates the impact of managerial overconfidence on stock price crash
risk and how firm opacity may affect this relation in China. Unlike prior scholars who
analyzed the determinants of stock price crash risk from the agency conflict perspective, we
study the influence of managers’ personal traits, in this case, overconfidence, on their bad
news hoarding behavior. Although substantial evidence has proved the existence of
overconfidence in human judgment (Alicke, 1985; Baker and Wurgler, 2012), this cognitive
bias is considerably prominent among top managers (Cooper et al., 1988; Graham et al.,
2013). The finance literature documents that managerial overconfidence has a significant
influence on financial reports and information disclosure. Schrand and Zechman (2012)
document that overconfident managers are more likely to be involved in accounting frauds.
Further, Ahmed and Duellman (2013) find that overconfident managers tend to delay the
release of bad news but disclose good news in a timely manner. These findings imply that
managerial overconfidence could be one of the driving forces for managers’ hoarding bad
news, thereby resulting in an increasing stock price crash risk.

China provides a favorable environment for studying the impact of managerial
overconfidence and firm opacity on stock price cash risk. On the one hand, China’s
Confucian culture and its economic transition cultivate overconfidence among Chinese
managers. The psychology and sociology literature has provided extensive evidence that
respondents under the influence of Asian cultures (e.g. in China) exhibit markedly higher
degrees of overconfidence than do respondents affected by western cultures (e.g. in the
USA) (Yates et al., 1989, 1996, 1997). Asian cultures and the China’s Confucian culture in
particular are thought to make people behave in such a manner that has been characterized
in the literature as “Asian overconfidence” (Seok, 2007). The Confucian culture advocates an
organizational hierarchy that emphasizes the absolute authority of a leader. Therefore,
leaders of different kinds of organization in China often possess overwhelming power,
which leads to managerial overconfidence ( Jiang et al., 2009; Fast et al., 2012).
Meanwhile, numerous entrepreneurs have emerged from China’s economic reforms.
Many of these rich executives may overestimate their abilities and skills ( Jiang et al., 2009).
On the other hand, the information environment in China is considerably less transparent
than that of developed countries ( Jin and Myers, 2006; Piotroski and Wong, 2012),
providing a good setting to test the influence of firm opacity on the risk of stock
price crash.

For firms in developed countries such as the USA, chief executive officer (CEO) is usually
the person in charge of day-to-day business. For most of Chinese firms, however, the person
who is in charge is not the CEO. Oftentimes, it is chairman of the board of directors ( Jiang
and Kim, 2016). In China, the board chair is the legal representative of the firm and entitled a
lot of legal power. He/she is appointed by the largest shareholder of the firm (Kato and Long,
2006), and given that ownership structure is highly concentrated in China, this arrangement
suggests that board chair has a lot power in effect, not just legally ( Jiang and Kim, 2016).
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In particular, in the study of Kato and Long (2006), when the CEO is also the board chair,
they designate that person as the CEO. However, when the CEO is not the board chair and if
the board chair is (is not) on the payroll, the board chair (CEO) is designated as the CEO.
Therefore, in this study, we consider overconfidence of both CEO and board chair.

We explore a large sample of Chinese non-state-owned firms from 2000 to 2012 and find
that firms with overconfident managers (CEOs or board chairs) are associated with
substantially high stock price crash risk. Moreover, the predictive power of managerial
overconfidence with respect to crash risk is more pronounced for firms that have low
earnings quality; have been audited by non-international Big 4 auditors; have a large
dispersion in analysts’ earnings forecasts; and have a low rating on information disclosure.
These findings suggest that an opaque information environment facilitates overconfident
managers’ bad news hoarding activities, which contribute to a future stock price crash.
In addition, we determine a negative association between managerial overconfidence and
future positive jump risk in stock price. This finding indicates that overconfident managers
tend to disclose good news in a timely manner, and thus increase the crash risk of
stock prices.

Our findings contribute to the literature in several ways. First, we add to the growing
literature on stock price crash risk (e.g. Benmelech et al., 2010; Bleck and Liu, 2007; Callen
and Fang, 2013; Hutton et al., 2009; Jin and Myers, 2006; Kim et al., 2011a, b; Xu et al., 2014).
In particular, we find that managers’ cognitive bias (i.e. managerial overconfidence) is an
important driving force for their bad news hoarding behavior, thereby contributing to a
stock price crash. Our work is most closely related to Kim et al. (2016). Kim et al. (2016) also
find that CEO overconfidence is positively associated with future stock price crash risk in
US market. There are, however, significant differences that distinguish our work from Kim
et al. (2016). The most notable difference is that we consider not only CEO overconfidence,
but also that of board chair. An investigation on chairperson is important given that for
most of Chinese firms, board chair is actually the person who is the active controller in
charge of the day-to-day business ( Jiang and Kim, 2016). We find that the cognitive bias of
board chair also plays an important role in the bad news hoarding activities, thereby
increasing the likelihood of stock price crash.

Second, this study contributes to the literature that addresses the effects of managerial
overconfidence on corporate finance issues. Numerous studies using data from developed
countries have examined the overconfidence of CEOs and overlooked the influence of this
cognitive bias of the chairperson of the board. However, in certain countries such as China, it
is the board chairperson who actively controls and runs the firm ( Jiang and Kim, 2016).
Along this line, we provide evidence that CEO overconfidence and chairperson’s
overconfidence both have significant and positive effects on stock price crash risk.

Finally, this study also corresponds to Xu et al. (2013), who find that optimistic analysts
tend to release positive information to investors and ignore negative news, thus increasing
the stock price crash risk. Our research differs from theirs in that we consider overconfident
managers rather than financial analysts.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related literature and
develops the research hypotheses. Section 3 describes the sample data and explains the
measurement of the key variables used in the empirical analysis. Section 4 presents and
discusses the main results. Section 5 reports the results of the robustness checks and
additional analyses. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related literature and hypothesis development
Economics and social psychology literature have provided extensive evidence that human
perception and decision making are subject to cognitive biases; a typical example is
overconfidence, which can lead to irrational judgment in social and economic activities
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(Alicke, 1985; Baker and Wurgler, 2012; Camerer and Dan, 1999). In the field of psychology,
the effect of overconfidence is defined as a well-established bias, in which a person’s
subjective confidence in his or her judgments is reliably higher than the objective accuracy
of those judgments. Overconfident people tend to overestimate their probability of success
and underestimate the likelihood of failure (Weinstein, 1980). Furthermore, they are inclined
to attribute success to their abilities and failure to bad luck (Miller and Ross, 1975).

Several studies illustrate that overconfidence is considerably prominent among
corporate managers. Cooper et al. (1988) conducted a survey on managers of US firms and
found that these managers perceived the probability of success for their own business is
81 percent, compared with a 58 percent probability of success for other companies. However,
66 percent of the sample firms performed worse after the survey. Graham et al. (2013) find
that overconfidence is more common among CEOs than among other people. Various
studies show that managers’ overconfidence has an influential impact on their decision
making. In particular, managerial overconfidence is associated with low investment
efficiency ( Jiang et al., 2009; Malmendier and Tate, 2005), investments in high-risk projects
(Campbell et al., 2011; Galasso and Simcoe, 2011; Hirshleifer et al., 2012), value-destroying
mergers and acquisitions (Malmendier and Tate, 2005), aggressive debt financing policy
(Graham et al., 2013) and overoptimistic earnings forecasts (Libby and Rennekamp, 2012).
Schrand and Zechman (2012) analyze 49 firms subject to SEC Accounting and Auditing
Enforcement Releases and find that approximately 75 percent of the initial misstatements
reflect a managerial optimistic bias that is not necessarily intentional. Ahmed and Duellman
(2013) argue that overconfident managers tend to overestimate cash flows from firms’
investments, delay loss recognition and use less conservative accounting. They also
document robust evidence of a negative relation between CEO overconfidence and
accounting conservatism.

Based on the extant literature, we contend that managerial overconfidence may affect
stock price crash risk in two ways. First, overconfident managers tend to overestimate their
abilities: they may be overoptimistic about the prospect of the firm while underestimating
the risk of failure, and thus overestimate the free cash flows in the future (Heaton, 2002;
Malmendier and Tate, 2005). In other words, overconfident managers are more likely to
invest in negative NPV projects. Moreover, a rational manager should revise his or her
expectations on cash flows generated by a project and terminate the project if necessary. By
contrast, an overconfident manager tends to overemphasize positive signals and cast doubts
on negative signals (Taylor and Gollwitzer, 1995). This situation suggests that
overconfident managers could irrationally respond to a negative signal of information.
They may ignore the negative information and believe that the poor performance is
temporary. Thus, the value-destroying project will not be suspended or terminated until bad
news accumulates and eventually reaches a threshold that triggers stock price crash.
Although Bleck and Liu (2007) relate stock price crash to the agency conflict between
rational managers and outside investors, our proposed explanation for stock price crash
does not build on this agency conflict. Instead, we assume that managers act in the best
interest of firm owners. Managers invest in or delay the termination of negative NPV
projects because they suffer from the effects of overconfidence.

Second, even if overconfident managers are loyal to shareholders, they differ in the
manner by which they disclose good news vs bad news. On the one hand, overconfident
managers may underestimate the severity of bad news and refrain from disclosing it in a
timely manner. Schrand and Zechman (2012) argue that overconfident managers are
more likely to be in a position in which they are compelled to intentionally misstate
earnings, although the initial misstatement is not necessarily intentional. Consistently,
Myers et al. (2007) find that managers have incentives to window-dress performance
through earnings management in the hope that performance would improve and offset the
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unintended misstatements. However, if a firm’s performance fails to improve as expected,
then the manager will be forced to undertake more aggressive earnings management to
alleviate the pressure of reporting bad news.

On the other hand, overconfident managers may maintain their confidence in the project
(which is actually value destroying) even when they observe certain losses or problems. To
relieve the board of directors’ and shareholders concerns, and obviate their queries,
managers may opt to strategically delay the disclosure of bad news, providing the timely
release of good news to convince investors of a good prospect. Consequently, bad news is
stockpiled within the firm up to a certain point at which withholding the bad news becomes
impossible for managers. At this moment, all the hitherto unreleased news will come out
simultaneously, resulting in a stock price crash. Based on the preceding analysis, we
propose the first hypothesis as follows:

H1. All else being equal, firms with overconfident managers are more likely to experience
future stock price crashes than firms with non-overconfident managers.

If a firm is completely transparent, then any bad news will be released in a timely manner to
the public and subsequently incorporated into the stock prices. This scenario suggests that
an overconfident manager is unable to withhold bad news within the firm. Thus, he or she is
unlikely to accumulate negative information until the tipping point that leads to a large
adjustment in stock prices. However, an overconfident manager in an environment with
limited transparency would be considerably successful in hiding bad news. In this case,
stock prices do not have an opportunity to adjust to each instance of bad news, thereby
resulting in an increase in crash risk. Therefore, the extent of firm transparency plays an
important role in the effect of managerial overconfidence on stock price crash risk. We
predict that the impact of managerial overconfidence on crash risk is more pronounced for
firms with low transparency. This prediction leads to our second hypothesis as follows:

H2. All else being equal, the positive relation between managerial overconfidence and
crash risk is more pronounced for firms with more opaque information environment.

3. Sample and research design
3.1 Sample construction
Our sample consists of 1,243 non-state-owned firms listed in the Shanghai Stock Exchange
and Shenzhen Stock Exchanges from 2000 to 2012. We obtain these sample firms after the
following screening procedures: following Hutton et al. (2009) to exclude firms with stocks that
were traded less than 26 weeks in a given year; excluding firms in the financial and insurance
industries; and excluding firms that have missing values in the main variables used in the
analysis. The final sample includes 5,996 firm-year observations that are associated with 1,243
unique firms. The firm-level financial data are collected from the China Stock Market &
Accounting Research database (http://csmar.gtadata.com/). We hand-collect the information
regarding the CEO’s educational background. All continuous variables are winsorized at 1
and 99 percentiles to reduce the potential impact of outliers.

3.2 Measurement of stock price crash risk
We follow prior studies, such as Hutton et al. (2009) and Kim et al. (2011a), to compute the
firm-specific crash risk. Specifically, we first estimate the following extended market model:

RETit ¼ aiþbi1MKRETit�1þbi2INDRETit�1þbi3MKRETitþbi4INDRETit

þbi3MKRETitþ 1þbi6INDRETitþ 1þeit ; (1)

where RET is the weekly stock return; MKRET the weekly value-weighted average return
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of the market (excluding the return of the pertinent stock); INDRET the weekly
value-weighted average return of all stocks in the same industry (excluding the return of the
pertinent stock)[1]; ε the error term; and subscript i and τ refer to the firm and trading week,
respectively. The leading and lagged terms of the market and industry returns are employed
to ease the concern of potential nonsynchronous trading that may cause estimation bias
(French et al., 1987). Thereafter, we define firm-specific weekly return as w ¼ log ð1þ êÞ,
where ê is the residual from the estimation of Equation (1). We construct two measures of
crash risk based on the firm-specific weekly return.

Following Jin and Myers (2006), our first measure of crash risk, COLLAR, accounts for
the frequency and severity of crashes. We use the firm-specific weekly returns as basis to
create an option portfolio with a long put and short call option. The strike prices are set to
the mean minus 3.2 standard deviations for the former and the mean plus 3.2 standard
deviations for the latter. Under a lognormal distribution, the initial investment for the
aforementioned strategy is zero. Thereafter, COLLAR is computed as the actual profits or
losses from this strategy as a percentage of the stock price. Accordingly, high values
indicate more frequency or more severity of crashes.

Following Chen et al. (2001) and Kim et al. (2011a, b), negative skewness of the
firm-specific weekly returns, NCSKEW, is also used to measure the crash risk. The larger
NCSKEW is, the greater probability that the crash will happen. For firm i in year t,
NCSKEW is defined as follows:

NCSKEWit ¼ � n n�1ð Þ3=2
X

w3
it

h i
= n�1ð Þ n�2ð Þ

X
w2
it

� �3=2
� �

; (2)

where n is the number of trading weeks over a year and τ indicates the week of the year.

3.3 Measurement of managerial overconfidence
Prior studies have developed various measures of managerial overconfidence, most of
which are constructed based on stock options exercised by managers (Campbell et al.,
2011; Malmendier and Tate, 2005, 2008), executives’ personal characteristics (Puri and
Robinson, 2005; Schrand and Zechman, 2012), media coverage (Hirshleifer et al., 2012),
biases between manager-forecasted earnings and actual earnings (Huang et al., 2011),
CEO’s relative salaries (Huang et al., 2011) and the firm’s investment and financing
activities (Campbell et al., 2011; Schrand and Zechman, 2012).

We aim to disentangle the effect of overconfidence on stock price crash from
that of agency conflict. The measurement of overconfidence based on stock options
exercise, management compensation, earnings forecast errors and investment/financing
activities may capture the information of agency conflicts. Thus, we construct our
overconfidence measure with the information provided by the manager’s personal
characteristics. In China, most listed firms are controlled by large shareholders. As
spokesperson for large shareholders, the chair of the board of directors is similar to the
CEO of firms in developed countries, and is actively involved in the company’s daily
operations ( Jiang et al., 2009). Therefore, we also measure the chair’s overconfidence apart
from that of the CEO.

For each CEO and chair, we first create several dummies based on the following five
personal characteristics:

(1) Gender: the psychology and finance literature show that males are more likely to be
overconfident than females, especially when they are making investment decisions
(Barber and Odean, 2001; Estes and Hosseini, 2001). We create a dummy variable
GenderDum, which equals 1 when the executive is male, and 0 otherwise.
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(2) Age: Taylor (1975) and Forbes (2005) explain that older managers collect more
information and spendmore time before making decisions. They are more conservative
when assessing the outcome of a decision. They are also less likely to overestimate
their abilities because they have more experience than younger managers.
Accordingly, younger managers are more likely subject to overconfidence than older
managers do. AgeDum is created as a dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if the
CEO’s (chairman’s) age is below the sample mean, and 0 otherwise.

(3) Expertise: the psychology literature contends that experts or professionals are more
confident than common people (Griffin and Tversky, 1992). While experts/professionals
intuitively have more field knowledge than common people to make better decisions,
they tend to believe that they can achieve “better than average” performance (Schrand
and Zechman, 2012), that is, being overconfident. Following Puri and Robinson (2005)
and Schrand and Zechman (2012), we create two dummy variables, EduDum and
MajorDum, to indicate managers’ education degrees and academic majors,
respectively. EduDum equals 1 if a CEO (chair) has obtained a master’s degree or
higher, and 0 otherwise.MajorDum has a value of 1 if the executive pursued a business
or economics major, and 0 otherwise.

(4) Tenure: although overconfident managers tend to overestimate their own
abilities, this cognitive bias decreases in their management experience as they
learn from past experience (Fraser and Greene, 2006). We define a dummy
variable, TenDum, which equals 1 if the manager’s tenure is below the sample
median, and 0 otherwise.

(5) CEO duality: prior studies have obtained evidence that CEOs with substantial
decision-making power tend to be overoptimistic (Adams et al., 2005). CEO duality
may reinforce a CEO’s self-esteem, thereby leading to a strong sense of overconfidence
in decision making. DualDum is defined as an indicator that equals 1 if the CEO also
holds the position of the chair of the board, and 0 otherwise.

Thereafter, we construct a composite measure of managerial overconfidence, that is, OC,
based on the aforementioned six dummy variables. For each firm year, OC_CEO (OC_CHM)
is defined as an indicator that equals 1 if the added value of the six dummy variables is
equal to or higher than 4, and 0 otherwise.

3.4 Measurement of firm transparency
Bushman et al. (2004) define firm transparency as the degree to which outside investors can
effectively obtain specific information about a listed company through annual reports,
announcements, analyst reports and voluntary information disclosure, among others.

Following Hutton et al. (2009), the first measure of firm opacity is earnings quality, which
is defined as the prior three-year moving sum of the absolute value of discretionary accruals.
First, we use the modified Jones model (Dechow et al., 1995) to estimate discretionary accruals.
For each industry and fiscal year, we run the following cross-sectional regression model:

TAit

Ait�1
¼ b1

1
Ait�1

þb2
DREVit

Ait�1
þb3

PPEit

Ait�1
þx1it ; (3)

where TAit¼ (ΔCAit−ΔCASHit)−(ΔCLit−ΔCLDit)−DEPit. ΔCAit is the change in current
assets; ΔCASHit the change in cash and cash equivalent; ΔCLit the change in current
liabilities; ΔCLDit the change in the current portion of long-term debt; ΔDEPit the annual
depreciation and amortization; Ait−1 the lagged total asset; ΔREVit the change in sales; and
PPEit the property, plant and equipment. After estimating Equation (3), we use the estimated
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coefficients to compute the discretionary accruals as follow:

DiscAccit
TAit

Ait�1
¼ b̂1

1
Ait�1

�b̂2
DREVit

Ait�1
�DRECit

Ait�1

� �
�b̂3

PPEit

Ait�1
; (4)

whereΔRECit is the change in net account receivable and DD is defined as the moving sum of
the absolute value of discretionary accruals over the last three years (year t−1, t−2 and t−3):

DDit ¼ AbsV DiscAccit�1ð ÞþAbsV DiscAccit�2ð ÞþAbsV DiscAccit�3ð Þ: (5)

For easy interpretation, we multiply DD with −1 so that a greater value of DD indicates a
higher level of earnings quality.

The second proxy for firm transparency is auditor quality (BIG4). Prior literature shows
that the quality of the auditing reports conducted by the international Big 4 auditors is
higher than that of reports conducted by other auditors. Lang and Maffett (2010) argue that
hiring the Big 4 can serve as a signal that a firm is willing to go through a strict auditing
procedure, which is associated with a high level of firm transparency. We define BIG4 as a
dummy variable that equals 1 if a firm is audited by one of the joint ventures of international
Big 4 audit firms and domestic audit firms, and 0 otherwise.

Following Jin and Myers (2006), the third measure of firm transparency, DIVSTY, is the
standard deviation of analysts’ forecasts of a firm’s earnings in the following year.
In particular, we provide the following definition:

DIVSTY ¼ ŝ=m̂ffiffiffiffi
N

p ; (6)

where m̂ and ŝ are the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of the earnings
forecast by financial analysts; and N the number of analysts covering the firm. Firms
followed by fewer than three analysts are excluded. We multiply DIVSTY by −1 so that a
higher value indicates a smaller variation in earnings forecasts, thereby suggesting higher
information transparency.

The fourth transparency proxy is built on the Information Disclosure Ratings released
annually by the Shenzhen Stock Exchange. Since 2001, the Shenzhen Stock Exchange has
assessed all listed firms every year with respect to the quality of the information disclosed
to the public, and ranked them into four categories: excellent, good, qualified and
unqualified. We collect this information from the exchange’s website and construct a
discrete variable, DSCORE, which has values of 4, 3, 2 and 1 for firms ranked into the
respective four categories.

3.5 Regression models
To test the relation between managerial overconfidence and stock price crash risk, we
estimate the following regression model:

CrashRiskt ¼ b0þb1OCt�1þ
X
k

jCONTROL kð Þ
t�1þYearDumþ IndustryDumþxt ; (7)

where CrashRiskt is the stock price crash risk proxied by COLLARt or NCSKEWt; OCt−1
refers to the overconfidence variables, OC_CEOt−1 and OC_CHMt−1; CONTROL a set of
control variables; YearDum and IndustryDum represent the year and industry dummy
variables, respectively; and ξt the random error term. H1 predicts a positive coefficient
of OCt−1.

Following Chen et al. (2001), Hutton et al. (2009) and Kim et al. (2011a), we control a
set of variables that are deemed to be associated with crash risk, including lagged firm size
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(SIZEt−1); return on net assets (ROEt); lagged market-to-book ratio (MtoBt−1); lagged
financial leverage (LEVt−1); detrended stock turnover ratio in year t−1 (DTURNt−1);
lagged negative skewness (NCSKEWt−1); average firm-specific weekly returns in year t−1
(FSRETt−1); the volatility of firm-specific weekly returns in year t−1 (SIGMAt−1); and an
indicator for ST (PT) firms (STPTt)[2]. Year and industry fixed effects are included. The
Appendix presents all the variable definitions.

To test H2, we expand Equation (7) with firm transparency variables and their
interactions with managerial overconfidence variables as follows:

CrashRiskt ¼ b0þb1OCt�1þb2OCt�1 � TRANSt�1þb3TRANSt�1

þ
X
k

jkCONTROL kð Þ
t�1þYearDumþ IndustryDumþxt ; (8)

where TRANSt−1 refers to firm transparency, measured by DDt−1, BIG4t−1, DIVSTYt−1 and
DSCOREt−1, respectively. We expect that when a firm is more transparent, the effect of
managerial overconfidence on the crash risk is less pronounced, that is, β2o0.

4. Empirical results
4.1 Descriptive statistics and univariate analysis
Table I reports the descriptive statistics of the key variables used in analysis. The mean
value of COLLAR is −0.081, standard deviation is 0.450 and maximum (minimum) value is
3.617 (−7.526). As per NCSKEW, its mean (median) is −0.270 (−0.251), the standard
deviation is 0.677 and maximum (minimum) value is 3.526 (−3.537). These results indicate
that our sample firms have a large variation in stock price crash risk. The mean values of
OC_CEO and OC_CHM are 0.201 and 0.167, respectively, suggesting that approximately
20 percent of the CEOs and 17 percent of the chairs in our sample firms exhibit
overconfidence. The unreported analysis shows that the correlation coefficient between
OC_CEO and OC_CHM is 0.369.

Variables n Mean SD Min. 25th Pctl. Median 75th Pctl. Max.

COLLARt 5,996 −0.081 0.450 −7.526 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.617
NCSKEWt 5,996 −0.270 0.677 −3.537 −0.628 −0.251 0.106 3.750
OC_CEOt−1 5,996 0.201 0.401 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
OC_CHMt−1 5,996 0.167 0.373 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
DDt−1 4,788 −0.219 0.155 −1.050 −0.282 −0.176 −0.109 −0.007
BIG4t−1 5,996 0.040 0.195 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
DIVSTYt−1 2,389 −0.092 0.094 −0.527 −0.112 −0.061 −0.033 0.000
DSCOREt−1 2,956 2.782 0.685 1.000 2.000 3.000 3.000 4.000
SIZEt−1 5,996 14.690 0.921 12.101 14.050 14.610 15.235 18.747
ROEt 5,996 0.047 0.230 −1.687 0.022 0.069 0.125 0.504
MtoBt−1 5,996 1.823 1.187 0.773 1.124 1.422 2.042 9.109
LEVt−1 5,996 0.471 0.190 0.095 0.331 0.480 0.610 0.990
DTURNt−1 5,996 −0.384 4.750 −11.640 −2.878 −0.139 2.086 11.560
NCSKEWt−1 5,996 −0.267 0.662 −3.863 −0.631 −0.251 0.108 3.750
FSRETt−1 5,996 −0.113 0.165 −9.664 −0.142 −0.086 −0.050 −0.001
SIGMAt−1 5,996 0.044 0.018 0.004 0.032 0.042 0.053 0.467
STPTt 5,996 0.117 0.321 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
Notes: This table shows the descriptive statistics of the variables measuring stock price crash risk,
managerial overconfidence, firm transparency and other control variables used in analysis. The sample
period is from 2000 to 2012. All variables are defined in the Appendix
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Table II presents the results of the univariate test on the relation between managerial
overconfidence and crash risk. Panel A of Table II reports the difference in crash risk
between firms with overconfident and non-overconfident CEOs. Compared with firms with
non-overconfident CEOs, firms with overconfident CEOs have higher levels of crash risk,
regardless of using COLLAR or NCSKEW as the crash risk measure. The results of the
t- and Wilcoxon rank-sum tests show that the differences are statistically significant at least
at the 5 percent level. This is consistent with H1. In Panel B, we consider the difference
between firms with overconfident and non-overconfident chairs, and the results are
qualitatively similar to those reported in Panel A.

4.2 Multivariate test of H1
Table III presents the coefficient estimates for Equation (7). In Columns (1)–(3), COLLAR is the
dependent variable and replaced by NCSKEW in Columns (4)–(6). The t-statistics reported in
parentheses are based on robust standard errors clustered at the firm level. Columns (1) and
(4) show that the coefficients of OC_CEO are highly significant with expected positive sign
(0.047 with t¼ 3.671 and 0.057 with t¼ 2.899). Columns (2) and (5) present consistent results of
a positive effect of the overconfidence of a chair on crash risk, as indicated by the positive and
significant coefficients of OC_CHM (0.045 with t¼ 3.210 and 0.071 with t¼ 3.383). From
Columns (3) and (6), we observe that when OC_CEO and OC_CHM are included in the
regression model, the coefficients of these two variables remain positive and statistically
significant. This significantly positive association between managerial overconfidence and
future crash risk is consistent with H1, suggesting that overconfident managers are more
likely to conceal negative information or maintain negative NPV projects for extended periods,
which in turn leads to an increase in future crash risk.

The estimated coefficients of the control variables are generally consistent with the findings
in prior studies. For example, consistent with Hutton et al. (2009), the coefficients of SIZE are all
positive and significant in all columns and those of ROE are negative and significant when
NCSKEW is used as proxy for crash risk. The coefficients ofMtoB are positive in all regressions
and those of LEV are positive in regressions where COLLAR is the dependent variable.

Panel A: CEO overconfidence and crash risk
COLLARt NCSKEWt

Overconfident
(n¼ 1,203)

Non-overconfident
(n¼ 4,793)

Overconfident
(n¼ 1,203)

Non-overconfident
(n¼ 4,793)

Mean −0.050 −0.089 −0.230 −0.280
Mean-Diff 0.039 0.050
t-test 2.705*** 2.310**
Wilcoxon test 2.578*** 2.174**

Panel B: chair overconfidence and crash risk
COLLARt NCSKEWt

Overconfident
(n¼ 999)

Non-overconfident
(n¼ 4,997)

Overconfident
(n¼ 999)

Non-overconfident
(n¼ 4,997)

Mean −0.055 −0.086 −0.231 −0.278
Mean-Diff 0.031 0.047
t-test 1.996** 2.001**
Wilcoxon test 2.938*** 1.759*
Notes: This table presents the mean values of crash risk for the sample of firms with overconfident
managers and firms with non-overconfident managers. The sample period is from 2000 to 2012. Panel A
reports the difference in crash risk between firms with overconfident and non-overconfident CEOs. Panel B
reports the difference in crash risk between firms with overconfident and non-overconfident chairs.
All variables are defined in the Appendix. *,**,***Significant at 10, 5 and 1 percent levels, respectively
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We further examine the impact of each component of managerial overconfidence on crash
risk and report the regression results in Table IV. Panels A and B document the results for
CEO overconfidence. As shown in Panel A, the estimated coefficients of all components of
CEO overconfidence are positively, but only the coefficients of Age and CEO duality are
statistically significant at the conventional levels. The results reported in Panel B are
similar, as all coefficients of overconfidence component are positive (but not statistically
significant). Panels C and D report the results of regressions of Chair’s overconfidence on
crash risk. We find that in both panels the majority coefficients of all components are
positive and statistically significant, except for that of MajorDum. Overall, our results
suggest that the results of main regressions demonstrated in Table III are not driven by only
one or two components of managerial overconfidence.

4.3 Test of H2
If opacity facilitates bad news hoarding activities for managers, then one can expect
the strength of the relation to be attenuated for firms with more transparency, as
proposed in H2. Table V shows the estimated results of Equation (8), in which the
managerial overconfidence proxies are interacted with the firm transparency proxies. In

COLLARt NCSKEWt
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

OC_CEOt−1 0.047***
(3.67)

0.036**
(2.57)

0.057***
(2.90)

0.037*
(1.73)

OC_CHMt−1 0.048***
(3.36)

0.034**
(2.22)

0.074***
(3.50)

0.060***
(2.61)

SIZEt−1 0.018*
(1.78)

0.018*
(1.80)

0.019*
(1.82)

0.037***
(2.87)

0.037***
(2.90)

0.037***
(2.93)

ROEt −0.009
(−0.19)

−0.009
(−0.20)

−0.008
(−0.18)

−0.109***
(−2.68)

−0.109***
(−2.66)

−0.108***
(−2.65)

MtoBt−1 0.031***
(5.81)

0.031***
(5.87)

0.031***
(5.81)

0.062***
(6.72)

0.063***
(6.76)

0.062***
(6.73)

LEVt−1 0.053*
(1.84)

0.058**
(1.97)

0.055*
(1.90)

0.056
(1.21)

0.062
(1.33)

0.060
(1.28)

DTURNt−1 −0.002
(−0.97)

−0.002
(−1.00)

−0.002
(−1.00)

−0.002
(−0.60)

−0.002
(−0.63)

−0.002
(−0.64)

NCSKEWt−1 o0.001
(0.01)

o0.001
(0.05)

o0.001
(0.01)

0.024*
(1.69)

0.025*
(1.71)

0.024*
(1.68)

FSRETt−1 −0.057**
(−1.96)

−0.057*
(−1.95)

−0.057*
(−1.96)

−0.045
(−1.26)

−0.044
(−1.25)

−0.044
(−1.24)

SIGMAt−1 −6.683***
(−4.10)

−6.678***
(−4.10)

−6.699***
(−4.11)

−5.850***
(−4.60)

−5.857***
(−4.61)

−5.878***
(−4.62)

STPTt 0.070***
(3.23)

0.071***
(3.27)

0.071***
(3.28)

0.154***
(5.29)

0.156***
(5.35)

0.157***
(5.37)

Intercept −0.216
(−1.11)

−0.213
(−1.09)

−0.222
(−1.14)

−0.729***
(−3.08)

−0.730***
(−3.07)

−0.740***
(−3.12)

Industry fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Adjusted R2 0.071 0.071 0.072 0.089 0.089 0.089
No. of obs. 5,996 5,996 5,996 5,996 5,996 5,996
Notes: This table presents the regression results of the effect of managerial overconfidence on stock price
crash risk. The sample period is from 2000 to 2012. The dependent variables are the crash risk measures
COLLAR and NCSKEW. The t-statistics reported in parentheses are computed using the robust standard
error clustered at the firm level. All variables are defined in the Appendix. *,**,***Significant at 10, 5 and
1 percent levels, respectively
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel A: COLLARt

GenderDum_CEOt−1 0.005 (0.48)
MajorDum_CEOt−1 0.010 (0.60)
EduDum_CEOt−1 0.014 (1.16)
TenDum_CEOt−1 0.018 (1.51)
AgeDum_CEOt−1 0.030** (2.50)
DualDum_CEOt−1 0.025* (1.67)
Other control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Adjusted R2 0.069 0.069 0.069 0.069 0.070 0.069
No. of obs. 5,996 5,996 5,996 5,996 5,996 5,996

Panel B: NCSKEWt

GenderDum_CEOt−1 −0.000 (−0.02)
MajorDum_CEOt−1 0.031 (1.26)
EduDum_CEOt−1 0.011 (0.58)
TenDum_CEOt−1 0.014 (0.71)
AgeDum_CEOt−1 0.025 (1.43)
DualDum_CEOt−1 0.038 (1.52)
Other control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Adjusted R2 0.087 0.087 0.087 0.087 0.087 0.087
No. of obs. 5,996 5,996 5,996 5,996 5,996 5,996

Panel A: COLLARt

GenderDum_CHMt−1 0.020 (1.54)
MajorDum_CHMt−1 −0.011 (−0.62)
EduDum_CHMt−1 0.022* (1.83)
TenDum_CHMt−1 0.040*** (3.34)
AgeDum_CHMt−1 0.047*** (3.89)
DualDum_CHMt−1 0.028**

(2.13)
Other control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Adjusted R2 0.089 0.070 0.070 0.070 0.071 0.072
No. of obs. 5,996 5,996 5,996 5,996 5,996 5,996

Panel B: NCSKEWt

GenderDum_CHMt−1 0.036* (1.81)
MajorDum_CHMt−1 −0.009 (−0.35)
EduDum_CHMt−1 0.041** (2.25)
TenDum_CHMt−1 0.044** (2.42)
AgeDum_CHMt−1 0.074*** (4.32)
DualDum_CHMt−1 0.039* (1.71)
Other control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Adjusted R2 0.088 0.087 0.088 0.088 0.090 0.088
No. of obs. 5,996 5,996 5,996 5,996 5,996 5,996
Notes: This table presents the regression results of the effect of managerial overconfidence components on
stock price crash risk. The sample period is from 2000 to 2012. The dependent variables are the crash risk
measures COLLAR and NCSKEW. The t-statistics reported in parentheses are computed using the robust standard
error clustered at the firm level. All variables are defined in the Appendix. *,**,***Significant at 10, 5 and 1 percent
levels, respectively
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COLLARt NCSKEWt
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel A: measuring firm transparency by DD
OC_CEOt−1 −0.006 (−0.17) 0.026 (0.35)
OC_CHMt−1 0.009 (0.37) −0.026 (−0.56)
OC_CEOt−1×DDt−1 −0.445** (−2.33) −0.311 (−0.67)
OC_CHMt−1×DDt−1 0.561* (2.15) 0.369 (0.57)
OC_CEOt−1×DDt−1

2 −0.312** (−2.78) −0.585** (−2.34)
OC_CHMt−1×DDt−1

2 0.377** (2.84) 0.347 (1.06)
DDt−1 0.093 (0.55) 0.139 (1.03) 0.254 (0.86) 0.214 (0.92)
DDt−1

2 −0.018 (−0.08) −0.084 (−0.39) −0.175 (−0.44) −0.188 (−0.52)
Other control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Adjusted R2 0.071 0.070 0.100 0.101
No. of obs. 4,788 4,788 4,788 4,788

Panel B: measuring firm transparency by BIG4
OC_CEOt−1 0.049*** (4.68) 0.072*** (3.82)
OC_CHMt−1 0.050*** (4.10) 0.085*** (4.45)
OC_CEOt−1×BIG4t−1 −0.059*** (−3.48) −0.082* (−2.00)
OC_CHMt−1×BIG4t−1 −0.075** (−2.42) −0.208** (−2.35)
Other control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Adjusted R2 0.071 0.071 0.098 0.098
No. of obs. 5,996 5,996 5,996 5,996

Panel C: measuring firm transparency by DIVSTY
OC_CEOt−1 0.027 (1.52) −0.004 (−0.09)
OC_CHMt−1 0.017 (1.19) −0.009 (−0.19)
OC_CEOt−1×DIVSTYt−1 −0.241*** (−3.89) −0.386 (−1.10)
OC_CHMt−1×DIVSTYt−1 −0.380** (−2.33) −0.716** (−2.10)
DIVSTYt−1 −0.154* (−1.88) −0.142* (−1.89) 0.211 (1.27) 0.255 (1.50)
Other control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Adjusted R2 0.103 0.104 0.087 0.089
No. of obs. 2,389 2,389 2,389 2,389

Panel D: measuring firm transparency by DSCORE
OC_CEOt−1 0.137*** (4.32) 0.149*** (4.48)
OC_CHMt−1 0.152*** (3.83) 0.259*** (4.01)
OC_CEOt−1×DSCOREt−1 −0.024** (−2.43) −0.045*** (−3.65)
OC_CHMt−1×DSCOREt−1 −0.045** (−3.03) −0.077** (−2.96)
DSCOREt−1 −0.016 (−1.05) 0.004 (0.80) −0.008 (−0.82) −0.001 (−0.05)
Other control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Adjusted R2 0.069 0.035 0.069 0.070
No. of obs. 2,956 2,956 2,956 2,956
Notes: This table presents the regression results of the impact of firm transparency on the relation between
managerial overconfidence and stock price crash risk. The sample period is from 2000 to 2012. The dependent
variables are the crash risk measures COLLAR and NCSKEW. In Panels A, B, C and D, DD, BIG4, DIVSTY
and DSCORE are used as proxy for firm transparency, respectively. The t-statistics reported in parentheses
are computed using the robust standard error clustered at the firm level. All variables are defined in the
Appendix. *,**,***Significant at 10, 5 and 1 percent levels, respectively
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Panel A, we use the measure of earnings quality DD as the proxy for firm transparency.
Following Hutton et al. (2009), we control for the quadratic term of DD in the regression. The
results are generally consistent with our expectations. Except for those under Column (3),
the coefficients of OC_CEO×DD and OC_CHM×DD are negative and statistically
significant at least at the 5 percent levels. The positive coefficients of OC_CEO×DD2 and
OC_CHM×DD2 are statistically significant in Columns (1) and (2), thus suggesting the
impact of transparency on the relation between managerial overconfidence and crash risk
diminishes as firm transparency increases.

Panel B presents the results when we use BIG4 to proxy for firm transparency. As seen
in Table IV, the positive coefficients of OC_CEO and OC_CHM remain statistically
significant in all four columns. Regardless of using COLLAR or NCSKEW as the dependent
variable, the coefficients of the interaction terms OC_CEO×BIG4 and OC_CHM×BIG4 are
negative and significant at the 5 percent level. This result implies that the effect of
managerial overconfidence on crash risk is less pronounced when the firm is audited by the
Big 4 auditors.

Panel C represents the results in which DIVSTY is used as a proxy for firm transparency.
The results illustrate that, except for Column (3), the coefficients of OC_CEO×DIVSTY and
OC_CHM×DIVSTY are negative and statistically significant at least at the 5 percent level,
indicating a considerably weak effect of overconfidence on crash risk in firms with a large
dispersion in analyst’s earnings forecasts.

When firm transparency is measured by DSCORE, we qualitatively obtain the same
results reported in Panel D. The coefficients of OC_CEO and OC_CHM are positive and
significant across all columns. Moreover, the coefficients of the two interaction terms
OC_CEO×DSCORE and OC_CHM×DSCORE are consistently negative and significant at
least at the 5 percent level.

In summary, firm transparency measurably affects the relation between managerial
overconfidence and crash risk. The marginal effect of overconfidence on the risk is
more pronounced for firms with low earnings quality, audited by non-Big 4 auditors, with
large dispersion in analyst earnings forecasts, and with low ratings on information
disclosure. These findings are consistent with H2.

5. Robustness checks and additional tests
5.1 Endogeneity Issues
We first consider the potential self-selection bias that might arise from the fact that firms
self-select their top managers. One cannot rule out the possibility that high-crash risk firms
are more likely to hire overconfident managers. In such a case, estimating the impact of
overconfident CEO (Chairman) vs non-overconfident CEO (Chairman) in a single equation
context may introduce a self-selection bias into the coefficients of CEO (Chairman)
overconfidence. We try to mitigate this issue using a two-stage regression approach.

In the first stage, we estimate a probit model in which the likelihood of CEO (Chairman)
overconfidence, denoted by Pr(OC_CEO/OC_CHM), is regressed on a set of firm-specific
characteristics that might influence the choice of CEO or board chair:

Pr OC_CEO=OC_CHM
	 


it ¼ j0þj1SIZEitþj2LEVitþj3MtoBitþj4ROEit

þj5GROWTHitþj6RETURNitj7RISKit

þj8CEOTURNit=CHMTURNit

þj9TOPHOLDitþj10BSIZEitþ xit : (9)

The firm-specific variables include firm size (SIZE), financial leverage (LEV ), market-to-book
ratio (MtoB), return on net assets (ROE), sales growth (GROWTH), yearly stock return
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(RETURN), firm risk (RISK, measured as the volatility of weekly stock returns), CEO
(Chairman) turnover (CEOTURN/CHMTURN), the percentage of shares held by the largest
shareholder (TOPHOLD) and board size (BSIZE). Year and industry dummies are included to
control for year and industry fixed effects.

In the second stage, we follow Gul et al. (2010) to estimate our main regression in two
different ways to address potential self-selection biases. First, we follow Heckman’s (1979)
two-stage treatment effect procedure. In particular, we calculate the inverse Mills ratio,
denoted as λ, from the first-stage probit regression of Equation (9), and then include λ in
the second-stage regression. Second, we estimate our main regression with the fitted
value of Pr(OC_CEO/OC_CHM), denoted by PredOC_CEO/PredOC_CHM, from the
first-stage probit regression as an instrument for the managerial overconfidence variables
in the second-stage regression.

Panel A of Table VI reports first-stage probit estimates. The results show that the
likelihood of a firm to choose overconfidence CEO (Chairman) is positively related to
leverage and CEO (Chairman) turnover and firm risk, and is insignificantly associated with
firm size, market-to-book ratio, sales growth and stock return, while it has a significantly
negative relation with return on net assets, firm age and ownership concentration.

Panel B of Table VI presents second-stage results with the inverse Mills ratio included in
Columns (1)–(4), while Columns (5)–(8) presents those with PredOC_CEO/PredOC_CHM lieu
of OC_CEO/OC_CHM. As shown in the table, the coefficients on OC_CEO/OC_CHM and
PredOC_CEO/PredOC_CHM are significantly positive, suggesting that corrections for
self-selection bias do not alter the main results presented in Table III.

We also employ an event study to clarify the causality relationship between managerial
overconfidence and crash risk using shocks associated with manager turnover. The sample
is selected based on the following procedures: identify the CEO (Chairman) turnovers that
cause switches between overconfident CEO (Chairman) and non-overconfident CEO
(Chairman) and require no CEO (Chairman) overconfidence status changes and CEO
(Chairman) turnovers either in the prior or the subsequent year. Thus, we obtain 69 cases of
managerial overconfidence status changes (OC–NonOC), among which 41 occur between
CEOs (OC_CEO–NonOC_CEO) and 28 between board Chairs (OC_CHM–NonOC_CHM).
Identify a matching firm for each event firm in the year of the CEO (Chairman) turnover.
The matching firm is required to have experienced CEO (Chairman) turnover, operate in the
same industry, and is closest in firm size but with no change in managerial overconfidence
status during the event window [t−1, t+1].

We then compute the changes in crash risk surrounding the event year (D_COLLAR and
D_NCSKEW) for event and matching firms, respectively. The changes in crash risk are
computed as year(t+1)−year(t−1) for switches from non-overconfidence CEO (Chairman) to
overconfidence CEO (Chairman) and as year(t−1)−year(t+1) for switches from overconfident
CEO (Chairman) to non-overconfident CEO (Chairman). We further compute the
differences in crash risk changes between event firms and matching firms. The
univariate results are shown in Table VII. For event firms, crash risk increases for both
groups of OC_CEO–NonOC_CEO and OC_CHM–NonOC_CHM. By contrast, matching
firms do not exhibit such a pattern in their crash risk measures. The t-test further suggests
that the differences in crash risk changes between event firms and matching firms are
statistically significant for the groups of OC–NonOC and OC_CEO–NonOC_CEO,
suggesting that in comparison with the matching sample, crash risk increases significantly
when a firm’s top manager changes from a non-overconfident one to an overconfident one,
and vice versa.

Managerial overconfidence and crash risk may be simultaneously driven by a few
unobserved, firm-level time-constant factors. Accordingly, the estimated coefficients from
the regression might be biased. In the robustness test shown in Table VIII, we control for
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firm fixed effects to address the aforementioned endogeneity problem and conclude that the
results are consistent with our previous findings.

5.2 Alternative measures of managerial overconfidence
In the main analysis, the overconfidence measures are constructed based on the personal
characteristics of the CEO and chair. To assess the robustness of our main results, we redo

OC_CEOt OC_CHMt
(1) (2)

Panel A: first-stage regression
SIZEt −0.037 (−1.54) −0.022 (−0.81)
LEVt 0.304*** (2.71) 0.352*** (2.80)
MtoBt 0.030 (1.46) 0.005 (0.21)
ROEt −0.545* (−1.88) −0.822** (−2.54)
GROWTHt 0.004 (0.16) 0.029 (1.01)
RETURNt 0.026 (0.65) 0.010 (0.24)
RISKt 0.044 (0.89) 0.104* (1.83)
AGEt −0.028*** (−5.79) −0.010* (−1.80)
CEOTURNt 0.242*** (5.42)
CHMTURNt 0.195*** (3.35)
TOPHOLDt −0.290** (−2.09) −0.166 (−1.06)
BSIZEt −0.031*** (−2.99) −0.004 (−0.38)
Intercept 0.360 (0.69) −0.746 (−1.28)
Industry fixed
effects

Yes Yes

Year fixed effects Yes Yes
Pseudo R2 0.024 0.020
No. of obs. 5,940 5,940

Panel B: second-stage regression
COLLARt NCSKEWt COLLARt NCSKEWt

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
OC_CEOt−1 0.350***

(2.89)
0.449***
(2.79)

OC_CHMt−1 1.016***
(4.39)

1.027***
(3.39)

PredOC_CEOt−1 0.367***
(2.60)

0.525***
(3.05)

PredOC_CHMt−1 1.044**
(2.24)

0.840**
(1.98)

λ −0.175**
(−2.52)

−0.517***
(−4.19)

−0.241***
(−2.61)

−0.534***
(-3.31)

Other control
variables

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry fixed
effects

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Adjusted R2 0.071 0.072 0.075 0.074 0.0704 0.071 0.074 0.073
No. of obs. 5,940 5,940 5,940 5,940 5,940 5,940 5,940 5,940
Notes: This table presents two-stage regressions to examine self-selection bias associated with managerial
overconfidence. Panel A reports the first-stage probit regression results and Panel B reports the second-stage
regression results. The sample period is from 2000 to 2012. The dependent variables in Panel A are the
managerial overconfidence measures OC_CEO and OC_CHM. The dependent variables in Panel B are
the crash risk measures COLLAR and NCSKEW. The t-statistics reported in parentheses are computed
using the robust standard error clustered at the firm level. All variables are defined in the Appendix.
*,**,***Significant at 10, 5 and 1 percent levels, respectively

Table VI.
Results of two-stage
regressions to
examine self-selection
bias associated with
managerial
overconfidence
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the empirical analysis with three alternative measures of managerial overconfidence.
Following Schrand and Zechman (2012), we build the first additional overconfidence
variable OC_FIRM using four measures of firm-level investing and financing activities that
prior research has found to be related to managerial overconfidence. For a given firm in a
given year, OC_FIRM equals 1 if the firm meets the requirements of at least three of four
criteria following, and 0 otherwise. First, the excess investment is higher than the industry
median, where the excess investment is the residual from the regression of the total asset
growth on sales growth; second, the value of the net asset acquisition is higher than the
industry median, where net asset acquisition is calculated as the amount of asset acquisition
minus the amount of the stripped assets; third, the debt-to-equity ratio is higher than the

Average crash risk
Event sample (1) Matching sample (2) Difference (1)−(2) t-test of (1)−(2) n

Panel A: D_COLLAR
OC–NonOC 0.196 −0.156 0.352 2.409** 28
OC_CEO–NonOC_CEO 0.267 −0.151 0.418 2.733*** 41
OC_CHM–NonOC_CHM 0.091 −0.164 0.255 0.896 28

Panel B: D_NCSKEW
OC–NonOC 0.213 −0.081 0.294 1.842* 69
OC_CEO–NonOC_CEO 0.222 −0.174 0.396 1.853* 41
OC_CHM–NonOC_CHM 0.198 0.054 0.418 0.600 28
Notes: This table presents results of the change of crash risk when a firm’s CEO or Chairman changes from an
overconfidence one to a non-overconfidence one, and vice versa. The event sample consists of firms that
experiencemanagerial overconfidence switches between overconfidence CEO (Chairman) and non-overconfidence
CEO (Chairman) during the sample period. For each event firm, we find a matching firm also experiencing CEO
(Chairman) turnover, operating in the same industry, and closest in firm size but with no change in managerial
overconfidence status during the event window [t−1, t+1]. D_COLLAR and D_NCSKEW denote the changes in
crash risk surrounding the event window. They are computed as year(t+1)–year(t−1) for switches from
non-overconfidence CEO (Chairman) to overconfidence CEO (Chairman) and as year(t−1)–year(t+1) for switches
from overconfidence CEO (Chairman) to non-overconfidence CEO (Chairman). The differences in the changes of
crash risk between the event sample and the matching sample, t-Statistics associated with these differences,
and the number of event are reported in the last three columns. *,**,***Significant at 10, 5 and 1 percent
levels, respectively

Table VII.
Managerial

overconfidence and
crash risk:

event study

COLLARt NCSKEWt
(1) (2) (3) (4)

OC_CEOt−1 0.062*** (3.02) 0.058** (1.98)
OC_CHMt−1 0.070*** (2.70) 0.073** (2.09)
Other control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Adjusted R2 0.088 0.088 0.111 0.111
No. of obs. 5,996 5,996 5,996 5,996
Notes: This table presents the regression results of crash risk on managerial overconfidence after controlling
for firm fixed effects. The sample period is from 2000 to 2012. The dependent variables are the crash risk
measures COLLAR and NCSKEW. The t-statistics reported in parentheses are computed using the robust
standard error clustered at the firm level. All variables are defined in the Appendix. *,**,***Significant at 10,
5 and 1 percent levels, respectively

Table VIII.
Controlling for firm

fixed effects
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industry median, where the debt-to-equity ratio is defined as the long-term debt divided by
the total market capitalization of the equity; and fourth, the firm’s dividend payout ratio is 0.

Following Huang et al. (2011), we use the relative ratio of executive salary
(OC_RS) as another managerial overconfidence measure. For each firm in each year,
we compute the relative ratio of executive salary, which is the ratio of the sum of the
three highest-paid managers’ salaries to the sum of all managers’ salaries. Thereafter,
OC_RS is assigned a value of 1 if the relative ratio is higher than the industry median,
and 0 otherwise.

Following Lin et al. (2005) and Huang et al. (2011), the last overconfidence measure
OC_PB is based on the difference between manager’s forecast and actual earnings. If the
number of incidences in which the realized earnings are lower than the forecast earnings
exceeds the number of incidences in which the realized earnings are higher during the
sample period, then the CEO/chair of a firm is defined as being overconfident. Thus, OC_PB
takes a value of 1, and 0 otherwise.

Table IX presents new results with additional three measures of managerial
overconfidence. The coefficients of the three alternative overconfidence variables are
consistently positive and statistically significant at the 5 and 10 percent levels, except for
the insignificant coefficient of OC_CP in Column (2). These results are generally in line with
those presented in Table III.

5.3 Alternative measures of crash risk
In this section, we re-estimate Equation (7) with two alternative measures of crash risk.
Following Chen et al. (2001) and Kim et al. (2011a), the first risk measure DUVOL measures
stock return asymmetries. For each firm in each year, we identify the trading weeks with
firm-specific return below the annual mean (thereafter, down weeks) and the weeks with
firm-specific return above the annual mean (thereafter, up weeks). Consequently, we
compute the standard deviation of the returns for down and up weeks, respectively. In the
last step, we compute DUVOL using the following equation:

DUVOLit ¼ log nu�1ð Þ
X
down

w2
it= nd�1ð Þ

X
up

w2
it

( )
; (10)

COLLARt NCSKEWt
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

OC_FIRMt−1 0.023** (2.32) 0.035*** (3.37)
OC_RSt−1 0.020 (1.51) 0.048*** (2.66)
OC_PBt−1 0.046*** (4.40) 0.066*** (3.22)
Other control
variables

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry fixed
effects

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year fixed
effects

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Adjusted R2 0.076 0.081 0.084 0.087 0.090 0.099
No. of obs. 5,317 5,711 4,674 5,322 5,711 4,674
Notes: This table presents the regression results of crash risk on alternative measures of managerial
overconfidence. The sample period is from 2000 to 2012. The dependent variables are the crash risk measures
COLLAR and NCSKEW. The t-statistics reported in parentheses are computed using the robust standard
error clustered at the firm level. All variables are defined in the Appendix. *,**,***Significant at 10, 5 and
1 percent levels, respectively

Table IX.
Alternative measures
of managerial
overconfidence
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where w is the firm-specific weekly return and nd and nu are the number of down and up
weeks, respectively. The higher the value of DUVOL, the higher the crash risk.

We also follow Jin and Myers (2006) to redefine crash risk presented by COUNT, which
is based on the frequency of firm-specific weekly returns that exceed 3.2 standard
deviations above and below the mean. In particular, COUNT is computed as the upside
frequencies subtracted by the downside frequencies, where a high value of COUNT
suggests a high frequency of crashes.

As indicated by the results reported in Table X, our main conclusions remain the same
despite using different crash risk measures.

5.4 Controlling for the influence of corporate governance
To disentangle the effects of overconfidence from those of agency conflicts, we build our main
measure of overconfidence on managers’ personal characteristics. However, one cannot rule
out the possibility that overconfident managers are self-selected by firms with a particular
governance structure. In addition, our composite measure of managerial overconfidence
includes a dummy variable for CEO duality, which may capture worse corporate governance
(Cornett et al., 2008)[3]. We perform two tests to mitigate the above-mentioned concerns.
First, we control for additional elements of corporate governance, including the percentage of
shares held by the largest shareholder (TOPHOLD) and executives (MSHAR) and the
proportion of independent directors (OUTR). The results presented in Columns (1)–(4) of
Table XI indicate that the sign and significance level of the estimated coefficients ofOC_CHM
and OC_CHM do not change, and confirm the main findings presented in Table III. Second,
we exclude firms with CEO duality and re-estimate Equation (7). The results shown in
Columns (5)–(8) of Table XI are consistent with the previous main findings.

5.5 Additional analysis
Ahmed and Duellman (2013) find that overconfident managers are prone to disclose good
news more promptly than they would disclose bad news, which suggests that good news is
less likely to be concealed within a firm. Thus, a negative relationship should exist between
managerial overconfidence and the probability of a positive jump in stock price. Following
Hutton et al. (2009), we define JUMP as a dummy variable that equals 1 if, within a calendar
year, the firm-specific weekly return is over 3.2 standard deviations above the mean, and 0
otherwise. Table XII presents the results of the regression of the positive jump risk on
various measures of managerial overconfidence. Except for the insignificant coefficient of

DUVOLt COUNTt
(1) (2) (3) (4)

OC_CEOt−1 0.027*** (2.62) 0.034** (2.27)
OC_CHMt−1 0.034*** (3.14) 0.054* (1.82)
Other control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Adjusted R2 0.147 0.148 0.357 0.357
No. of obs. 5,996 5,996 5,996 5,996
Notes: This table presents the regression results of alternative measures of crash risk on managerial
overconfidence. The sample period is from 2000 to 2012. The dependent variables are the crash risk measures
DUVOL and COUNT. The t-statistics reported in parentheses are computed using the robust standard error
clustered at the firm level. All variables are defined in the Appendix. *,**,***Significant at 10, 5 and 1 percent
levels, respectively

Table X.
Alternative measures

of crash risk
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Panel A: controlling for corporate governance
factors

Panel B: excluding firms with CEO
duality

COLLARt NCSKEWt COLLARt NCSKEWt
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

OC_CEOt−1 0.046***
(3.51)

0.058***
(2.93)

0.042***
(2.67)

0.042*
(1.80)

OC_CHMt−1 0.049***
(3.38)

0.077***
(3.60)

0.043**
(2.20)

0.064**
(2.26)

TOPHOLDt−1 −0.097**
(−2.27)

−0.100**
(−2.33)

−0.066
(−1.10)

−0.071
(−1.18)

MSHARt−1 0.080**
(1.97)

0.084**
(2.06)

0.058
(0.87)

0.060
(0.91)

OUTRt−1 −0.063
(−0.59)

−0.056
(−0.52)

−0.089
(−0.52)

−0.084
(−0.49)

Other control
variables

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry fixed
effects

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year fixed
effects

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Adjusted R2 0.072 0.072 0.089 0.090 0.070 0.069 0.088 0.089
No. of obs. 5,940 5,940 5,940 5,940 4,772 4,772 4,772 4,772
Notes: This table presents the regression results of crash risk on managerial overconfidence with additional
control variables of corporate governance, including the percentage of shares held by the largest shareholder
(TOPHOLD), executive ownership (MSHAR) and the proportion of independent directors in the board
(OUTR). The sample period is from 2000 to 2012. The dependent variables are the crash risk measures
COLLAR and NCSKEW. The t-statistics reported in parentheses are computed using the robust standard
error clustered at the firm level. All variables are defined in the Appendix. *,**,***Significant at 10, 5 and 1
percent levels, respectively

Table XI.
Controlling for the
influence of corporate
governance

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

OC_CEOt−1 −0.131*** (−2.77)
OC_CHMt−1 −0.166** (−2.35)
OC_FIRMt−1 −0.109 (−1.58)
OC_RSt−1 −0.136** (−2.34)
OC_PBt−1 −0.188* (−1.78)
Other control
variables

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry fixed
effects

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Pseudo R2 0.146 0.146 0.153 0.149 0.114
No. of obs. 5,996 5,996 5,322 5,711 4,674
Notes: This table presents the logistic regression results of positive jump risk of stock price on the
managerial overconfidence. The sample period is from 2000 to 2012. The dependent variable is JUMP, which
takes the value of one if a firm experiences one or more firm-specific weekly returns exceeding 3.2 standard
deviations above the mean within its fiscal year, and zero otherwise. The t-statistics reported in parentheses
are computed using the robust standard error clustered at the firm level. All variables are defined in the
Appendix. *,**,***Significant at 10, 5 and 1 percent levels, respectively

Table XII.
The effects of
managerial
overconfidence on
positive jump risk
of stock price
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OC_FIRMt−1, the coefficients of the other four overconfidence measures are consistently
negative and statistically significant at least at the 10 percent level.

Combined with the previous finding of a positive effect of managerial overconfidence on
crash risk, this result supports our prediction that overconfident managers have incentives
to hoard bad news within a firm, while they disclose good news in a timely manner.

6. Conclusion
This paper analyzes the impact of managerial overconfidence on stock price crash risk.
Using a large sample of Chinese non-state-owned firms from 2000 to 2012, we find that firms
with overconfident CEOs or board chairs are more likely to experience stock price crashes in
the future. In addition, the effects of managerial overconfidence on crash risk are more
pronounced for firms with lower transparency, indicated by lower earnings quality, being
audited by non-Big4 auditors, large dispersions in analysts’ earnings forecasts, and low
ratings on information disclosure. This finding implies that an opaque information
environment facilitates bad news hoarding activities by overconfident managers. We also
find that managerial overconfidence is negatively associated with future stock price jump
risk, suggesting that overconfident managers tend to release positive information in a
timely manner. The main results hold after a series of robustness tests. Our study
complements the research of Jin and Myers (2006), who emphasize the importance of
investor protection and firm transparency in reducing crash risk.

Notes

1. We re-estimate the model with value-weighted average return of the market and value-weighted
average industry return of the industry, and the results are qualitatively the same.

2. Liu and Lu (2007) state that “The stock exchanges will first label a firm in financial trouble as a
special treatment (ST) firm, then designate it a particular transfer (PT) firm if it fails to turn profitable
within one year” (p. 886).

3. We thank the reviewer for bringing this to our attention.
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Appendix. Variable definitions

Dependent variables: crash (jump) risk measures
COLLAR is the actual profits or losses from an option portfolio of buying an out-of-money put option
and shorting a call option on the firm-specific weekly return, times 1,000. The strike price of the put is
set to the mean minus 3.2 standard deviations and the strike price of the call is set to the mean plus 3.2
standard deviations, with 3.2 chosen to generate frequencies of 0.1 percent in the normal distribution
during the fiscal year period.

NCSKEW is the negative skewness of firm-specific weekly returns over the fiscal year.
DUVOL is the natural logarithm of the ratio of standard deviations of downward week to upward

week firm-specific returns.
COUNT is the difference between the numbers of firm-specific weekly returns exceeding 3.2

standard deviations below and above the mean.
JUMP is a dummy variable that equals one if a firm experience one or more firm-specific weekly

returns exceeding 3.2 standard deviations above the mean within its fiscal year, and zero otherwise.
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Managerial overconfidence variables
OC_CEO (OC_CHM) is a dummy variable that equals 1 if the CEO (chair) of a firm meets the
requirements of at least four of six criteria following, and 0 otherwise. First, the CEO (chair) is male;
second, the CEO’s (chair’s) age is below the sample mean; third, the CEO (chairman) has obtained a
master’s degree or higher; fourth, the CEO (chair) studied a business or economics major; fifth, the
CEO’s (chair’s) tenure is below the sample median; and sixth, the CEO is also the chair of the board
of directors.

GenderDum is a dummy variable that equals 1 when the CEO (chair) is male, and 0 otherwise.
AgeDum is a dummy variable that equals 1 if the CEO (chair) is male, and 0 otherwise.
EduDum is a dummy variable that equals 1 if a CEO (chair) has obtained a master’s degree or

higher, and 0 otherwise.
MajorDum is a dummy variable that equals 1 if a CEO (chair) pursued a business or economics

major, and 0 otherwise.
TenDum is a dummy variable that equals 1 if a CEO’s (chair’s) tenure is below the sample median,

and 0 otherwise.
DualDum is defined as an indicator that equals 1 if the CEO also holds the position of the chair of

the board, and 0 otherwise.

Firm transparency variables
DD is the moving sum of absolute value of discretionary accruals over the last three years, multiplied
by −1, where discretionary accruals are estimated from the modified Jones model (Dechow et al., 1995).

BIG4 is a dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if a firm is audited by one of the joint ventures of
international Big 4 audit firms and domestic audit firms, and 0 otherwise.

DIVSTY is the standard deviation of analysts’ forecasts of the firm’s earnings in the next year,
normalized by the mean forecast, and divided by the square root of the number of analysts following
that firm, and then multiplied by −1.

DSCORE is the transparency measure based on the information disclosure rating released by the
Shenzhen Stock Exchange. DSCORE has values of 4, 3, 2 and 1 for firms ranked into the respective four
categories: excellent, good, qualified and unqualified.

Other control variables
SIZE is the size of a firm, which is calculated as the natural logarithm of year-end market value
of equity.

ROE is return on net assets, which is calculated as the net income divided by the book value
of equity.

MtoB is market-to-book ratio, which is measured as the ratio of market value of equity to book
value of equity.

LEV is leverage ratio, which represents the ratio of the book value of total liabilities to the book
value of total assets.

DTURN is the detrended stock trading volume, which is measured as the difference between the
average monthly share turnover over the current fiscal year period and that of the previous fiscal year,
where monthly share turnover is calculated as the monthly trading volume divided by the total number
of shares outstanding during the month.

FSRET represents the average firm-specific weekly return over a fiscal year, times 100.
SIGMA is the standard deviation of firm-specific weekly returns over a fiscal year.
STPT is a dummy variable that equals 1 for the ST (special treatment) firms that reported negative

earnings in the past two successive fiscal years, and for the PT (particular transfer) firms that reported
negative earnings in the past three successive fiscal years, and zero otherwise.

TOPHOLD is the percentage of shares held by the largest shareholder.
MSHAR is the percentage of shares held by the executives.
OUTR is the ratio of number of independent directors to board size.
GROWTH is the growth rate of sales.
RETURN is the yearly buy and hold stock return.
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RISK is the standard deviation of weekly stock return.
CEOTURN is a dummy variable that equals 1 if CEO turnover occurs in a given year,

and 0 otherwise.
CHMTURN is a dummy variable that equals 1 if board chair turnover occurs in a given year,

and 0 otherwise.
BSIZE is the natural logarithm of the number of board directors.
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1. Introduction

Information dissemination among financial market participants is a topic of
significant interest to financial economists. There is limited empirical research
addressing the influence of interpersonal relationships on information sharing
contributing to asset-price formation (Shiller and Pound, 1989; Hong et al.,
2005; Massa and Simonov, 2005; Cohen et al., 2008, 2010). One reason for this
relative lack of attention on the role of personal relationships in the investment
industry is the challenge of credibly identifying these relationships (Brochet
et al., 2014). Brochet et al. (2014) deviated from prior research that first
identified relationships and then examined their influence on market partici-
pants’ behaviour, and adopted a novel method using the observable event of
initiating analyst coverage to infer and investigate relationships between
analysts and corporate executives. They show that corporate executives moving
from one firm (origin) to another (destination) can trigger a small subset of
analysts who originally followed the origin firm to initiate coverage of the
destination firm. Furthermore, these analysts exhibit more accurate coverage of
the origin firm than they do in other firms and compared to other analysts
covering the origin firm. Our present study follows the methods of Brochet
et al. (2014) to investigate the relationships between mutual fund managers and
corporate executives. We focus on fund managers’ investment decisions
following the migration of a top corporate executive in a currently invested
firm to a new firm.
We originally observed the following phenomenon in the Chinese capital

market: certain mutual funds initiated investments in firms that had recently
hired a corporate executive who had left the company (origin) previously
invested by these funds. Namely, mutual funds comigrate with the departing
executive. Because the investments of time, energy and money required to
develop a close and valuable relationship are costly, fund managers have
rational incentives to maintain established relationships with corporate
executives. We posit that if a fund manager is more closely connected than
his peers are to a specific corporate executive, then he or she is more likely to
comigrate when the executive moves to another company (destination). By
examining 223 incidents from 2006–2013 of corporate executive migration
between Chinese publicly traded firms and the holdings of actively managed
equity mutual funds, we find that in a significant number of cases, a corporate
manager’s relocation prompted mutual funds to divest from origin firms and
initiate investments in destination firms. Among the mutual funds that had
invested in origin firms, about 3.6 percent comigrated; this figure is significantly
higher than the 2.1 percent for the funds that had invested in the controlled
firms selected by migration–propensity score-based proximity to the actual
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origin–destination pairs.1 When we controlled for two types of connections,
i.e., shared educational background and living locations, that can link
corporate executives and fund managers, we find that if an executive with
whom a fund had a prior equity relationship moves to a new firm, then the
probability that the fund will initiate investment in that firm is 1.41 times
greater than the probability of not investing. This comigrating behaviour is
more pronounced among mutual funds that benefited from their investments in
the origin firms. To be specific, a larger concentrated bet in the origin firm,
combined with higher cumulative abnormal returns (CARs) around the firm’s
earnings announcement dates, can increase the probability of comigration.
Another interesting finding is a positive relation between mutual fund

comigration and fundmanagers’ demands for information about the destination
firm. Specifically, the probability of fund comigration increases in the R2 of the
regression of the destination firm’s stock returns; the probability also increases
with thedistancebetween themutual fund’s headquarters and theheadquarters of
the destination firm. Roll (1988) uses R2 of the regression of stock returns on
market returns to measure information asymmetry of the firm, and a larger R2

indicatesgreaterfirmopacity. Ifa fund’sheadquarters is far fromtheheadquarters
of a firm in which the fund invests, the fundmanager will be less familiar with the
firm.We contend that, when firms are less transparent orwhen fundmanagers are
not familiar with the firm, they needmore information tomake better investment
decisions.As a result, an additional information source such as a connected senior
manager may become a valuable resource.
We also investigate whether the comigration strategy benefits mutual funds

by examining the performance of funds after they initiate investments in
destination firms. A fund manager who follows a departing executive is likely to
have preferred access to valuable information concerning the destination firm
and thus achieve abnormal returns on those connected holdings. Our empirical
results strongly support this prediction. In contrast to non-comigration funds’
holding changes in firms invested after managerial departure, comigration
funds’ holding changes in destination firms more accurately predict CARs
around earnings announcements. In addition, comigration funds’ holding
changes in destination firms predict subsequent CARs significantly better than
their holding changes in other stocks. These findings are consistent with the
presence of close relationships between the departing executives and the
comigrating fund managers, who apparently receive exclusive information on
the destination firm. We further compare the one-factor and three-factor

1 In sum, we compute the propensity of managerial switch from any potential origin firm
to the actual destination firm; we then pick as the control firm of origin that firm whose
propensity score is the closest to that of the actual origin firm. Similarly, we compute the
propensity score of the managerial move from the actual origin firm to all potential
destination firms, and then choose as the control firm of destination the firm with the
closest propensity score to that of the actual destination firm. Section 3 provides a
detailed explanation of this propensity score matching process.
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adjusted returns between comigration funds and non-comigration funds;
results indicate that these funds have performed similarly, thereby suggesting
that comigrating managers do not have better investment skills than the other
group. Further, we find no evidence that mutual funds follow departing
executives specifically for their talent, as we find that the operating performance
of the destination firms does not improve after the recruitment of these
executives.
Regardless of observed ongoing business relationships, the combination of

revealedinvestmentpatternsofcertainmutual fundsandtheir superior investment
performance implies the existence of heretofore unobserved interpersonal
relationships between institutional investors and corporate executives. In this
context, our paper contributes to the growing finance literature addressing the
influence of personal connections on information dissemination that specifically
contributes to asset-price formation in the financial markets.2 For instance,
empirical evidence exists for the effectof informationdisseminatedamong local or
socially connected stock investors on their investment decisions and performance
(Shiller and Pound, 1989; Hong et al., 2005; Ozsoylev et al., 2014; Pool et al.,
2015). In addition to the social networks formed according to geographic distance
and company boundaries, alumni relationships form a channel through which
information may be exchanged among investors (Massa and Simonov, 2005;
Cohen et al., 2010). Our study corresponds more closely to Cohen et al. (2008),
who investigate college alumni connections between mutual fund managers and
corporate boardmembers.However, becausewe have controlled for the potential
effectsof locationproximityandalumnirelationshipsinouranalysis,weextendthe
literature by providing new evidence for the influence of other forms of personal
connections on investment decisions. Further, because this paper provides
substantive indirect evidence consistentwith the existenceof selective information
disclosure leading to superior investment performance, we also contribute to the
strain of financial literature on insider trading (Jaffe, 1974; Jarrell and Poulsen,
1989;Meulbroek, 1992; Seyhun, 1992; Chen et al., 2018).
Our findings are drawn from the samples of mutual funds and companies

listed in China’s stock markets; therefore, we also contribute to the literature
addressing important contemporary research questions concerning the Chinese
capital market, which has the world’s second largest stock market and the third
largest bond market.3 Unlike the US financial markets, in which trading on
material non-public information is strictly prohibited, tipping with non-public

2 The sociology and economics literatures have documented that personal relationships
and social networks influence behaviour (Ellison and Fudenberg, 1995; Glaeser et al.,
1996; Akerlof, 1997; Bala and Goyal, 1998; Bertrand et al., 2000).

3 Please see Han et al. (2018) for a comprehensive literature review of accounting and
finance research on the Chinese capital market over the past two decades.
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information is a much more serious problem in China.4 Despite recent
institutional and regulatory improvements, the Chinese capital market contin-
ues to be plagued by weak investor protection and low-quality financial
information in a low-transparency environment (Allen et al., 2005; Berkman
et al., 2010; Piotroski and Wong, 2012; Chen et al., 2013). In addition, both
information leakage from insiders and active illegal insider trading remain
common. According to the China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC)
(http://www.csrc.gov.cn/pub/csrc_en/), between 2008 and 2013, 785 insider-
trading cases were investigated, with a notable proliferation in recent years.
Characterised by low transparency and weak investor protection, China’s
relationship-driven equity market provides a unique institutional setting in
which to examine the effect on investor behaviour of a country’s institutional
background and culture. In this context, our paper complements prior studies
investigating the importance of social networks, such as political connections,
in the Chinese financial markets (Peng et al., 2017; Kong et al., 2019; Shen
et al., 2019).
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. We develop hypotheses in

Section 2. Section 3 describes the data and the propensity score matching
method used to construct a control group of firms. We present in Section 4 the
methodology and discussion of the empirical results. Section 5 concludes the
paper.

2. Hypothesis development

In this section, we develop several hypotheses regarding the main factors
affecting mutual funds’ comigrating behaviours as well as the consequences of
these investment decisions on fund performance.
In China, a critical factor leading to business success is guanxi (roughly

translated into English as relationship or connection), which describes the
dynamics of influence in personalised networks. Guanxi refers to both social
connections and the benefits gained from these social connections, and the
scope of guanxi usually encompasses the individual’s extended family, alumni,
workmates and fellow members of organisations. Implicit mutual obligations,
reciprocity and trust are the essential foundations of guanxi, which is crucial for
the development of the private sector that contributes most significantly to
Chinese economic growth (Allen et al., 2005). Combining our understanding of
the Chinese institutional environment with documented evidence for exclusive
information flow between connected board members and fund managers in US

4 The Regulation Fair Disclosure (or Regulation FD) instituted by the US Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) in August 2000 mandates that all publicly traded
companies must disclose material information to all investors at the same time. As
illustrated by Cohen et al. (2008) and Tang (2013), this regulation has significantly
reduced selective information disclosure by insiders.
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financial markets allows us to propose the following claim: a substantive
probability obtains that a given senior manager of a Chinese firm may convey
certain types of information to a mutual fund manager prior to release of this
information to the general public if the two managers are strongly connected
through certain social networks. This selective information disclosure by
corporate executives may constitute reciprocity for benefits offered by
connected mutual fund managers. As documented in Davis and Kim (2007),
a positive relation exists between mutual funds’ business ties with their
portfolio firms and the funds’ propensity to vote with corporate management.
Another empirical study finds that mutual fund managers who share the same
educational network as a firm’s CEO are more likely than are out-of-network
fund managers to vote against shareholder-initiated proposals to limit
executive compensation (Butler and Gurun, 2012).
Ontheotherhand,developingastrongrelationshipentails costly investmentsof

time and energy; hence, these relationships tend to bemaintained amonga limited
subset of corporate executives and fund managers. A connected money manager
understands that he or she has a comparative advantage in collecting information
and can benefit from the relationships with corporate managers, as long as the
latterdeliversvaluableprivate information. If the fundmanagerbelieves thatheor
shewill continue to receive information via the connected executive after the latter
movestoanewfirm,thenarationalbehaviourwouldbetofollowandsubsequently
invest in the destination company.Meanwhile, after the executive’s departure, the
fundmanager may lose preferred access to information regarding the origin firm,
and would unload his asset allocation in the origin firm. Accordingly, our first
hypothesis is:

H1: Relative to a matched sample of firms selected by propensity score-based
proximity to the actual origin–destination firm pairs, a mutual fund is more
likely to initiate investments in the destination firm and divest from the
origin firm.

In financial markets, valuable information brings premium returns. Institu-
tional investors spend considerable time and financial resources in search of
information. If a fund manager is familiar with a firm, or if the firm itself is
transparent, the manager would be less compelled to spend time and money on
obtaining additional information. In the case of transparency or familiarity,
personal connections with insiders may be less valuable. However, in those cases
involving a firm’s opacity, or the fundmanager’s lack of familiarity with the firm,
themanagerwouldrequireextra informationfromreliable sources suchas insiders
to facilitate his or her investment decisions. Along this reasoning, we posit that:

H2: The greater a mutual fund’s demand on the destination firm for extra
information, the greater the probability that the fund will comigrate with
the departing corporate manager.
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The closeness of the relationship between a fund manager and a corporate
executive will directly affect the fund manager’s preferred access to the
information provided by the insider. Prior studies have shown that superior
information channels help investors achieve higher returns (Choe et al., 2005;
Dvo�r�ak, 2005). We argue that a fund manager with a closer relationship to a
corporate executive is more likely to receive private information (such as
earnings) from the executive, and subsequently rebalance his or her portfolios
prior to public release of the information, thereby enhancing portfolio
performance. It is reasonable to assume that compared to their peers, fund
managers benefiting from connections have a stronger incentive to comigrate
with the moving executives. Our third hypothesis is as follows:

H3: A mutual fund that has benefited more from the investments in the origin firm is
more likely to comigrate with the departing corporate manager.

A fund manager is more likely to access a firm’s private information if he or
she is more closely connected to the corporate insiders. The fund manager
should purchase the pertinent stock after receiving positive information from
the insiders, or unload the stock if provided with negative information.
Therefore, we expect to observe patterns of his or her trading on the stock
before corporate news events, and this trading activity should predict the stock
returns when the news is released to the public. To be specific, we expect
comigration funds to show a positive relation between changes in the
stockholdings of destination firms and future stock returns around earnings
announcement dates. Our final hypothesis is:

H4: Compared to non-comigration funds’ holding changes, comigration funds’
holding changes in destination firms are superior predictors of future
abnormal returns around earnings announcement dates.

3. Data source and sample

3.1. Sample selection and variables

Wind Information Co., Ltd. (http://www.wind.com.cn/en/), headquartered
in Shanghai, provides information on Chinese stocks, bonds, funds, futures and
the economy. Its data are frequently cited by both Chinese and international
media, as well as in research reports and academic papers. We collected from
the Wind financial database employment information concerning presidents,
vice presidents, CEOs and other chief officers of all companies listed on Chinese
stock markets from January 2006 to December 2013, in order to use career
histories to identify those managers who switched between listed firms. We
consequently identified 315 instances of managerial migration between listed
firms in the sample period. To be included in our final sample, managerial
migration events had to meet the following two requirements: (i) the migrating
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manager must have worked in the top management teams at both origin and
destination firms; and (ii) at least one mutual fund must have invested in the
origin firm in the calendar year prior to the event of managerial migration. The
first requirement, a top management position, ensures the migrating executive
will have access to inside information at the destination firm, thereby
incentivising a fund manager’s comigration. The second requirement ensures
consistency with the intuition of fund comigration: i.e., a fund has a long
position in the origin firm before comigration. After excluding unqualified
observations, our final sample consisted of 223 managerial migration events.
We also use stock prices, daily returns and trade volume in our empirical

analysis, and collected these variables from the China Stock Market and
Accounting Research (CSMAR) database (http://csmar.gtadata.com/), which
is a comprehensive financial database jointly produced by GTA Information
Technology Co., Ltd., the University of Hong Kong and the China Accounting
and Finance Research Center of the Hong Kong Polytechnic University. From
CSMAR we also collected financial analysts’ report data such as earnings
forecasts and purchase/sell suggestions.
Our empirical analysis focuses on mutual funds’ responses to managerial

migration: we examine performance and changes in holdings. The CSMAR
database provides Chinese mutual fund data including monthly net returns,
total net assets under management, expense ratio, etc., as well as mutual fund
stockholdings disclosed at the end of each calendar quarter. We fill in any
missing value in the variables provided by the CSMAR database with
supplementary data from RESSET Technology Co., Ltd. (RESSET), another
leading provider of financial research data in China (http://www.resset.cn:8080/
en/about/about_resset.jsp).
The main subject under investigation in this paper is mutual funds’

comigrating behaviour following a corporate executive’s move from an origin
firm to a destination firm. A mutual fund is classified as a comigration fund if
and only if it meets the following situations: (i) the fund had disclosed
stockholdings of the origin firm but not the destination firm in at least two
successive semi-annual reports when the migrating manager was a corporate
senior manager in the origin firm; and (ii) the fund holds the destination firm’s
stock within a year following the corporate manager’s relocation to the
destination firm.5 A dummy variable, CoMigrate, is defined as 1 for those
comigration funds, and 0 otherwise.

5 In China, mutual funds are required by law to disclose their complete portfolio
holdings as of the end of June and the end of December, and their top-10 holdings as of
the end of March and the end of September. As a mutual fund can invest in more than
10 firms, the top-10 holdings will not provide enough information regarding a fund’s
complete holdings. As a result, we examine the portfolio composition as of the end of
June and the end of December only.
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One of our hypotheses entails a mutual fund’s demand on the destination
firm for extra information. We use two different measures to proxy a fund
manager’s information demand: the geographical distance between the
headquarters of a fund and that of the holding firm, and the R2 of the
regression of a stock return on the return of the market. As found in the extant
literature, investors living closer to firm headquarters have an information
advantage and consequently superior investment performance (Ivkovi�c and
Weisbenner, 2005; Baik et al., 2010). We assume that if a fund’s headquarters is
far from the headquarters of a firm in which the fund invests, that fund
manager will be less familiar with the firm, and therefore have a greater
demand for extra information about the firm.
The R2 of the regression of stock returns on market returns is used in the

literature to measure information asymmetry of the firm (Roll, 1988; Piotroski and
Roulstone, 2004; Gul et al., 2010); a larger R2 indicates that the variation in stock
price is comparatively better explained by non-firm-specific information rather than
by firm-specific information, and therefore greater information asymmetry obtains.
Following Piotroski and Roulstone (2004), we regress weekly stock returns on the
current and prior week’s value-weighted returns of the equity market and the
current and prior week’s value-weighted industry returns, and transform R2 values
obtained from regressions to the natural logarithm of R2/(1 � R2).
Other controls used in our empirical analysis include origin and destination

firms’ ages, total assets, return on assets, liabilities, board size, independent
director ratio, and the indicator for state-owned enterprises (SOEs), as well as
characteristics of mutual funds including total assets under management, 6-
month performance, the percentage of assets invested in the origin and
destination firms, etc. We create a dummy variable, Same City, to indicate
whether the headquarters of a firm and those of a mutual fund are located in
the same city. Another dummy, Same School, indicates whether a corporate
executive and a fund manager attended the same college/university. For
concision, we report the definitions of all variables in the Appendix.
Table 1 reports descriptive statistics of the origin and destination firms

associated with managerial migrations in our sample. We observe that mutual
fundsonaverageholda largerpercentageofcommonsharesoforiginfirms thanof
destination firms. The mean (median) percentage of shares held by funds
(measuredbyFundShrP) is 9.8 percent (3.6 percent) for originfirms vs. 8.4 percent
(1.4 percent) for destinationfirms.Corporatemanagers tend tomigrate to smaller
firms, as the average size (LogAsset) of the origin firms is 22.410 while that of the
destination firms is 22.115. The average book-to-market ratio (BM) of the origin
and destination firms are 0.457 and 0.408, respectively, indicating that firm
managers generallymoved tofirmswithhigher growthprospects.Larger firmsare
usually covered by more financial analysts; therefore, we are not surprised to see
that a larger number of financial analysts (AnaCov) covered origin firms than
covered destination firms, specifically, 16.937 vs. 15.816.However, the origin firm
and thedestinationfirmdonotdiffer significantly fromeachother in termsof sales
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growth (SaleGrth), 12-month stock return up to the month before managerial
turnover (HPR12M), independentdirector ratio (IndDir) and the sizeof theboard
(Boardsize).

3.2. Hypothetical origin and destination firms as the control firm sample

Brochet et al. (2014) study manager–analyst comigrations. We build on their
methodology and construct a control sample that consists of hypothetic origin
and destination firms using propensity score-based proximity to the actual
origin–destination firm pairs. Using a set of control firms will correct for
potential self-selection issues in managerial migration behaviour.
First, based on the sample of actual destination firms paired with each firm in

the actual origin firms’ industry sector and also held by at least one mutual
fund, we run a logistic regression with the following model specification:

ProbabilityðMigrateimt ¼ 1Þ ¼ fðFundShrP Oriit�1;FundShrP Dstit�1;

LogAsset Oriit�1;LogAsset Dstit�1;

BM Oriit�1;BMDstit�1
;HPR12M Oriit�1;

HPR12M Dstit�1;AnaCov Oriit�1;

AnaCov Dstit�1;AssetGrth Oriit�1;

AssetGrth Dstit�1;SaleGrth Oriit�1;

SaleGrth Dstit�1;SOE Oriit�1;

SOE Dstit�1;IndDir Oriit�1;IndDir Dstit�1;

Boardsize Oriit�1;Boardize Dstit�1;

Industry and Year EffectÞ;
ð1Þ

where the dependent variable Migrate equals 1 if the actual destination firm is
paired with the actual origin firm, and 0 when paired with other firms. The
subscript variable i refers to the pair of (hypothetical) origin and destination
firms; m refers to the migrating manager; and t refers to the year when
managerial turnover took place. All variables are defined in the Appendix.
Equation 1 models the destination firm’s decision to hire a manager from a
certain origin firm. Based on the coefficient estimates from this regression, we
compute the propensity of managerial switch from any potential origin firm to
the actual destination firm and pick as the control firm the firm whose
propensity score is the closest to that of the actual origin firm.
Next, based on the sample of actual origin firms paired with all firms in the

destination firm’s industry, we model the decision of a firm manager to leave
the origin firm and join a certain destination firm by running the following
logistic regression:
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ProbabilityðMigrateimt ¼ 1Þ¼fðFundShrP Oriit�1;FundShrP Dstit�1;

LogAsset Oriit�1;LogAsset Dstit�1;

BM Oriit�1;BMDstit�1
;HPR12M Oriit�1;

HPR12M Dstit�1;AnaCov Oriit�1;

AnaCov Dstit�1;AssetGrth Oriit�1;

AssetGrth Dstit�1;SaleGrth Oriit�1;

SaleGrth Dstit�1;SOE Oriit�1;SOE Dstit�1;

IndDir Oriit�1;IndDir Dstit�1;

Boardsize Oriit�1;Boardize Dstit�1;

Industry and Year EffectÞ

ð2Þ

This time, the dependent variable Migrate equals 1 if the actual origin firm is
paired with the actual destination firm, and 0 otherwise. Variable i refers to the
pair of origin and (hypothetical) destination firms; m refers to the migrating
manager; and t refers to the year when managerial turnover took place. We
compute the propensity score of the managerial move from the actual origin
firm to all potential destination firms, and then choose as the control firm the
firm with the propensity score closest to that of the actual destination firm.
After theprocedurementionedabove,wefoundapairofhypotheticaloriginand

destination firms for each pair of actual origin–destination firms involved in a
particularmanagerialmigration event. Table 2 presents summary statistics of the

Table 1

Descriptive statistics for origin firms and destination firms

Origin firm (Ori)

Destination firm

(Dst) p-value for diff.

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

FundShrP % 9.8 3.6 8.4 1.4 0.302 0.000

LogAsset 22.410 22.146 22.115 21.741 0.048 0.007

BM 0.457 0.420 0.408 0.360 0.061 0.051

HPR12M �0.075 �0.120 �0.077 �0.119 0.949 0.802

AnaCov 16.937 10.000 15.816 7.000 0.540 0.096

AssetGrth 0.211 0.115 0.404 0.128 0.022 0.433

SaleGrth 0.152 0.107 0.205 0.135 0.393 0.865

SOE 0.704 1.000 0.628 1.000 0.088 0.088

IndDir 0.361 0.333 0.369 0.333 0.118 0.187

Boardsize 2.230 2.197 2.209 2.197 0.304 0.170

This table reports summary statistics of the firms involved in 223 corporate executive

(manager) migration events, in which executives migrate from origin to destination firms

listed in Chinese stock markets from 2006 to 2013. All continuous variables are winsorised at

1 and 99 percent, and all variables are defined as in the Appendix.
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origin and destination firms in the treatment and control groups, respectively.We
directly compare theorigin (anddestination)firms fromthe twogroupsanddonot
findasignificantdifferenceinvariousperspectives.Thesestatistics indicatethatthe
hypothetical firms identified by propensity scores are economically comparable
withtheactualoriginanddestinationfirms.Therefore, thehypotheticalfirmsserve
as qualified control firm samples to be used in empirical analyses.

4. Empirical results and discussion

4.1. Test on H1

In this section, we compare mutual fund switching behaviour between the
origin–destination firms and hypothetical origin–destination firms. Among the

Table 2

Firm characteristics of origin and destination firms compared to the matched samples

Actual (N = 223) Matched (N = 223) p-value for diff.

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

FundShrP_Ori 0.098 0.036 0.100 0.042 0.883 0.683

FundShrP_Dst 0.084 0.014 0.079 0.018 0.669 0.642

LogAsset_Ori 22.410 22.146 22.439 22.243 0.831 0.748

LogAsset_Dst 22.115 21.741 22.135 21.817 0.893 0.581

BM_Ori 0.457 0.420 0.476 0.418 0.455 0.426

BM_Dst 0.408 0.360 0.436 0.392 0.298 0.312

HPR12M_Ori �0.075 �0.120 �0.101 �0.137 0.387 0.816

HPR12M_Dst �0.077 �0.119 �0.106 �0.158 0.377 0.229

AnaCov_Ori 16.937 10.000 17.363 10.000 0.808 0.614

AnaCov_Dst 15.816 7.000 15.852 9.000 0.984 0.678

AssetGrth_Ori 0.211 0.115 0.167 0.124 0.217 0.488

AssetGrth_Dst 0.404 0.128 0.253 0.124 0.080 0.970

SaleGrth_Ori 0.152 0.107 0.170 0.157 0.560 0.094

SaleGrth_Dst 0.205 0.135 0.157 0.138 0.453 0.631

SOE_Ori 0.704 1.000 0.709 1.000 0.917 0.918

SOE_Dst 0.628 1.000 0.677 1.000 0.275 0.275

IndDir_Ori 0.361 0.333 0.356 0.333 0.354 0.543

IndDir_Dst 0.369 0.333 0.363 0.333 0.340 0.363

Boardsize_Ori 2.230 2.197 2.241 2.197 0.546 0.683

Boardsize_Dst 2.209 2.197 2.233 2.197 0.259 0.150

This table reports mean and median values for firm characteristic variables. The sample

consists of 223 pairs of firms where a corporate executive migrates from the origin to the

destination company, and 223 pairs of firms with no managerial turnover matched by

propensity score obtained from the estimation of Equations 1 and 2. The sample period is

from 2006 to 2013. All continuous variables are winsorised at 1 percent and 99 percent, and

all variables are defined as in the Appendix.
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223 incidents of managerial turnover (actual origin–destination pairs), 82
incidents were associated with at least one mutual fund initiating investments in
the destination firm. For the control group (223 hypothetical origin–destination
pairs), this number is significantly smaller, only 57. Further, for each
managerial turnover, about 1.906 funds initiate investments in the actual
destination firm, while only 0.991 funds initiate investments in the correspond-
ing hypothetical destination firm.
For further analysis, we explore mutual fund holdings to examine funds’

comigrating behaviour. In particular, we contrast two groups of mutual funds:
the mutual funds that had exhibited holdings of the origin firm in two
successive semi-annual reports prior to the migrating executive’s departure, and
the mutual funds that had invested in the hypothetical origin firm during the
same investment periods.
Panel A of Table 3 presents the percentage of funds that comigrated and the

comigration funds’ average percentage of assets invested in destination firms, in
contrast to those invested in hypothetical destination firms. The result indicates
that, among mutual funds that had invested in origin firms, about 3.579 percent
of the sample comigrated; this number is significantly higher than the 2.095
percent of those funds invested in the hypothetical origin firms. The t-test
shows a 1 percent statistical significance for the difference. After comigration,
funds have invested on average 1.247 percent of their assets in destination
firms, compared to 0.897 percent in the hypothetical destination firms. The
difference is statistically significant at the 1 percent level. Panel B of Table 3
demonstrates the percentage of comigration funds still holding stocks in the
(hypothetical) origin firms and the proportion of assets invested. We note that

Table 3

Mutual fund comigration compared to the matched samples (fund level)

Actual Matched p-value for diff.

Panel A: Investment in the destination firm after comigration

CoMigrate % 3.579 2.095 0.000

Holding_Dst % 1.247 0.897 0.006

Panel B: Investment in the origin firm after comigration

If Holding_Ori % 21.951 32.524 0.006

Holding_Ori % 0.247 0.227 0.732

This table reports the results of univariate analysis on mutual fund holdings for the analysis

of mutual fund comigration behaviour with top corporate manager relocations from origin

firms to destination firms. The sample consists of 223 pairs of firms where a corporate

executive migrates from the origin to the destination company, and 223 pairs of firms with no

manager turnover matched by propensity score. The sample period is from 2006 to 2013. All

variables are defined as in the Appendix.
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only 21.957 percent of the comigration funds in the treatment group still invest
in origin firms, a number that is significantly less than the 32.524 percent of the
funds that previously invested in the hypothetical origin firms. As per the
percentage of assets invested in the origin firms, no statistically significant
difference is observed between the two fund groups. These results support our

Table 4

Regression of mutual fund investment in destination firms

Logistic Tobit OLS

(dep. = CoMigrate) (dep. = Holding_Dst) (dep. = Holding_Dst)

Migrate 0.342*** 0.477*** 0.019***
(3.06) (4.01) (3.04)

Fund LogAsset 0.120** 0.108** �0.002

(2.29) (2.41) (�1.23)

NVGrth �0.265 �0.469* �0.017**
(�1.60) (�1.88) (�1.98)

Fund Mger Turnover 0.175 0.233 0.006

(1.09) (1.31) (0.64)

Same School �0.124 �0.264 �0.022**
(�0.30) (�0.53) (�2.01)

Same City 0.126 0.190 0.008

(0.68) 1.14) (0.79)

FundShrP_Diff �0.246 �0.547 �0.013

(�0.80) (�1.49) (�0.60)

LogAsset_Diff �0.120*** �0.172*** �0.008***
(�3.47) (�4.61) (�3.92)

BM_Diff 0.183 0.247 0.021***
(1.06) (1.38) (4.06)

HPR12M_Diff 0.078 0.102 0.008

(0.54) (0.62) (1.02)

AnaCov_Diff �0.462*** �0.577*** �0.009***
(�8.57) (�8.00) (�4.95)

AssetGrth_Diff �0.186*** �0.247*** 0.000

(�3.15) (�3.45) (�0.17)

SaleGrth_Diff �0.184 �0.198 �0.005

(�1.32) (�1.14) (�1.10)

AnaMigrate 0.494*** 0.710*** 0.018**
(5.30) (4.70) (2.13)

HighRank_Diff 0.084 0.147 0.002

(0.59) (0.94) (0.38)

SOE_Diff 0.340*** 0.454*** 0.013***
(3.48) (3.79) (2.98)

IndDir_Diff �0.330 �0.328 �0.018

(�0.45) (�0.41) (�0.56)

Boardsize_Diff 0.032** 0.031* �0.001

(2.01) (1.65) (�1.22)

Intercept �6.141*** �8.020*** 0.085**
(�4.37) (�7.10) (2.06)

(continued)
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first hypothesis that managerial turnover triggers certain mutual funds to
follow, and comigrating funds tend to divest from origin firms.
Based on the holdings of funds invested in origin firms and hypothetical

origin firms before managerial turnovers, we next employ multivariate analysis
to re-examine the relation between managerial turnover and the mutual fund’s
comigration decision. The regression model is:

Y ¼ fðMigratefi;FundLogAssetft�1;NVGrthft�1;FundMger Turnoverft�1;

SameSchoolfit�1;SameCityfit�1;FundShrP Diffit�1;LogAsset Diffit�1;

BM Diffit�1 HPR12M Diffit�1;AnaCov Diffit�1;AssetGrth Diffit�1;

SaleGrth Diffit�1;AnaMigrateit�1HighRank Diffit�1;SOE Diffit�1;

IndDir Diffit�1; Boardsize Diffit�1;Year and Fund InvType EffectÞ;
ð3Þ

where the dependent variable Y is Probability (CoMigrate = 1) (in the logistic
model) and Holding_Dst (in the Tobit and linear OLS models)6 ; the subscript
letter i refers to the pair of (hypothetical) origin and destination firms; f refers
to the mutual fund; m refers to the migrating manager; t refers to the year when
managerial turnover took place. Table 4 presents the regression results.

Table 4 (continued)

Logistic Tobit OLS

(dep. = CoMigrate) (dep. = Holding_Dst) (dep. = Holding_Dst)

Year and Fund Style effect Yes Yes Yes

Cluster on fund family Yes Yes Yes

Observations 21,123 21,123 21,123

Pseudo/Adj. R2 0.097 0.075 0.014

This table reports logistic, Tobit and OLS regression results for the analysis of mutual fund

comigration with 223 top corporate managers moving from origin firms to destination firms.

The sample consists of mutual funds that had exhibited holdings of the origin firm in two

successive semi-annual reports (where the migrating executive was still working in the origin

firm) prior to the departure of the migrating executive, but not invested in the destination firm

in the year prior to the turnover of executive and the mutual funds that had invested in the

hypothetical origin firms during the same investment periods, but not invested in the

destination firm in the year prior to the turnover of executive. The sample period is from 2006

to 2013. All variables are defined as in the Appendix. *, ** and *** indicate significance at the
0.10, 0.05 and 0.01 two-tailed levels, respectively.

6 For robustness we use the Tobit model (i.e., censored regression model) because
mutual fund managers are prohibited from short selling and as a result, their stock
holdings cannot be lower than zero. In this sense, the distribution of Holding_Dst is left-
censored.
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The coefficient of Migrate from the logistic model is 0.342 with the 1 percent
significance level, indicating a positive relation between managerial turnover
and fund comigration. This statistic implies an odds ratio of 1.41, which
indicates that if a top manager with whom the fund had a prior equity

Table 5

Regression of mutual fund divestment in origin firms

Logistic

(dep. = IfHolding_Ori)

Tobit

(dep. = Holding_Ori)

OLS

(dep. = Holding_Ori)

Migrate �0.105** �0.134*** �0.004

(�2.34) (�3.22) (�0.47)

Fund LogAsset �0.024 �0.131*** �0.014***
(�0.62) (�8.48) (�2.88)

NVGrth �0.279* �0.419*** �0.013

(�1.79) (�4.13) (�0.37)

Fund Mger Turnover �0.071 �0.167** �0.017

(�0.61) (�2.10) (�1.03)

Same School �0.299 �0.429* �0.057*
(�1.08) (�1.96) (�1.95)

Same City 0.003 0.094 0.004

(0.04) (1.56) (0.24)

FundShrP_Diff 1.720*** 0.981*** 0.256***
(8.31) (6.07) (6.69)

LogAsset_Diff 0.086*** 0.103*** 0.010***
(5.06) (7.00) (3.11)

BM_Diff �0.638*** �0.322*** �0.031*
(�6.60) (�4.86) (�1.92)

HPR12M_Diff 0.116 0.345*** 0.069***
(1.54) (5.63) (5.16)

AnaCov_Diff 0.003 �0.055** �0.020***
(0.12) (�2.46) (�4.24)

AssetGrth_Diff �0.200*** �0.096*** �0.028***
(�5.63) (�3.14) (�6.05)

SaleGrth_Diff 0.332*** 0.267*** 0.066***
(4.06) (4.13) (3.35)

AnaMigrate 0.566*** 0.570*** 0.114***
(8.26) (10.85) (7.83)

HighRank_Diff �0.015 �0.058 0.022**
(�0.24) (�1.06) (2.29)

SOE_Diff 0.024 �0.025 �0.013

(0.50) (�0.56) (�1.11)

IndDir_Diff 1.335*** 1.618*** 0.180***
(4.03) (6.12) (3.05)

Boardsize_Diff 0.045*** 0.057*** 0.010***
(4.22) (5.33) (3.09)

Intercept �3.264*** �0.171 0.231**

(continued)
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relationship moves to a new firm, the probability of a fund initiating investment
in that new firm is 1.41 times more than that of not investing. After exploring
the Tobit and linear OLS regression models, we find similar qualitative results
reported in Columns 2 and 3. These findings illustrate corporate managerial
turnover triggering mutual fund comigration after controlling for other firm
and fund characteristics.
In an unreported OLS regression, we test the influence of managerial moves

on mutual fund managers’ investment decisions for a separate sample of funds
that had invested in both origin and destination firms before managerial
turnovers. The regression observations consist of the holding changes of the
mutual funds that had invested in both the (hypothetical) origin firm and the
(hypothetical) destination firm in the year prior to the executive’s departure.
The regression results indicate that firm manager’s move does not predict
holding changes in destination firms. This finding is consistent with the
assumption that mutual fund portfolios should be diversified and consequently
have low exposure to any one stock. Since mutual fund managers had already
invested in the destination firm before the executive switched, they may hesitate
to put in more money due to their fiduciary duty. This evidence further
supports our investigative focus on those comigrating funds that had disclosed
stockholdings of the origin firm but not the destination firm prior to the
departure of the migrating executive.
If a corporate executive moves from the origin firm to the destination firm, a

closely connected fund manager may lose preferred access to information
regarding the origin firm, and the manager may rationally decide to divest from
the origin firm. To test this conjecture in a multivariate setting, we replace the
dependent variable in Equation 3 with IfHolding_Ori in the logistic regression
model and Holding_Ori for the Tobit and OLS models.

Table 5 (continued)

Logistic

(dep. = IfHolding_Ori)

Tobit

(dep. = Holding_Ori)

OLS

(dep. = Holding_Ori)

(�3.52) (�0.46) (2.21)

Year and Fund Style effect Yes Yes Yes

Cluster on fund family Yes Yes Yes

Observations 21,123 21,123 21,123

Pseudo/Adj. R2 0.260 0.024 0.022

This table reports logistic, Tobit and OLS regression results for the analysis of mutual fund

divestment in 223 origin firms after managerial turnover. The sample consists of mutual funds

that had exhibited holdings of the origin firm in two successive semi-annual reports (where

the migrating executive was still working in the origin firm) prior to the departure of the

migrating executive and the mutual funds that had invested in the hypothetical origin firms

during the same investment periods. The sample period is from 2006 to 2013. All variables are

defined as in the Appendix. *, ** and *** indicate significance at the 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01 two-

tailed levels, respectively.
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The results reported in Table 5 indicate that the coefficients ofMigrate in both
logistic and Tobit models are negative and statistically significant. The results are
not, however, statistically significant in the OLS model. This indicates that after
comigration, mutual funds tend to decrease their investments in origin firms,
probably because the managers have lost their preferred access to corporate
information. In sum, the results of both univariate and multivariate analyses
demonstrate managerial turnover causing mutual funds to invest in destination
firms but divest from origin firms, which is consistent with H1.

4.2. Test on H2

The information provided by a connected executive will be more valuable if
the firm is less transparent or less familiar to fund managers. In this section, we
investigate the influence of location proximity and the extent of transparency of
destination firms on a mutual fund manager’s comigration decision. Logically,
given higher information asymmetry and less familiarity with the firm, a fund
manager’s demand for information provided by connected firm managers
should be proportionately greater. As explained in Section 3, we use two
variables as the instruments for the extent of familiarity and of firm
transparency: the distance between the firm’s and the mutual fund’s head-
quarters and the R2 of the regression of stock returns.
We perform tests on a mutual fund holding sample consisting of comigration

funds’ stockholding in the destination firm disclosed in the annual report after
managerial turnover, and non-comigration funds’ contemporaneous new
stockholdings, assuming that the variation in demand for extra corporate
information results in a number of fund managers comigrating with the moving
executive and investing in the destination firm, while other fund managers
instead invested in different companies. We estimate the following logistic
regression model:

ProbabilityðCoMigratefit ¼ 1Þ ¼ fðDistancefitorRsqrfit;FundLogAssetft�1;

NVGrthft�1;FundMger Turnoverft�1;

SameSchoolfit�1;SameCityfit�1;

FundShrPit�1;LogAssetit�1;BMit�1;

HPR12Mit�1;AnaCovit�1;AssetGrthit�1;

SaleGrthit�1;HighRankit�1;SOEit�1;

IndDirit�1;Boardsizeit�1;

Year and Fund InvType Effect

ð4Þ

The dependent variable is CoMigrate, and both firm- and fund-level controls
and year dummies are included in the model. Variable i refers to a particular
stock (or firm) holding, f refers to a particular fund, and t refers to the year
when fund comigration occurred.
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The results reported in Table 6 are consistent with our second hypothesis
concerning the relationship between fund comigration and location proximity
and transparency of the destination firm. For example, in Column 1, the
estimated coefficient of Distance is 0.832 and at the 1 percent significance level,
indicating a positive relation between fund comigration and managers’ unfamil-
iarity with the destination firm. This finding deviates from the prior research
documenting portfolio managers’ tendency to invest disproportionately in
nearby companies (Coval and Moskowitz, 1999) and earn higher returns on their
local holdings (Coval and Moskowitz, 2001). When we replace Distance by Rsqr,
the regression results demonstrated in Column 2 are qualitatively the same.
Based on these findings, we claim that when the destination firm exhibits

greater opacity or when fund managers are less familiar with the firm, the
managers have a greater demand for preferred access to information, and are
consequently more likely to follow the connected corporate executive.

4.3. Test on H3

If we observe that a given fund has in contrast with other funds consistently
obtained abnormal returns around earnings announcement windows, we may
intuit the probability that the fund manager is connected with an insider, and
therefore he or she is more likely to comigrate with the insider. Using all mutual
funds’ holdings in the origin firm disclosed in the annual reports prior to the
moving executives’ departure, we estimate the following logistic model:

ProbabilityðCoMigratefit ¼ 1Þ ¼ fðCARit�1;MeanHolding Orifit�1;

CARit�1 �MeanHolding Orifit�1;

FundLogAssetft�1;NVGrthft�1;

FundMger Turnoverft�1;School Tiefit�1;

GeographyTiefit�1;Executive Tenurefit�1;

FundShrPit�1;LogAssetit�1;BMit�1;

HPR12Mit�1;AnaCovit�1;AssetGrthit�1;

SaleGrthit�1;HighRankit�1;SOEit�1;

IndDirit�1;Boardsizeit�1;

Year and Fund InvType Effect

ð5Þ

Variable i refers to a particular stockholding, f refers to a particular fund,
and t refers to the year when a fund comigrated.
CAR is a stock’s cumulative abnormal return over the 3-day window around

earnings announcement dates divided by three and then multiplied by 365. We
use the average CAR if there are two or more earnings announcement events in
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Table 6

Regression of fund comigration on demand for insider information

(1) (2)

Distance 0.832***

(3.64)
Rsqr 0.500***

(3.21)
Fund LogAsset 0.097** 0.111**

(2.09) (2.40)
NVGrth �0.408 �0.399

(�1.50) (�1.45)
Fund Mger Turnover �0.077 �0.053

(�0.40) (�0.28)
Same School �0.145 �0.053

(�0.40) (�0.28)
Same City 0.044 �0.080

(0.27) (�0.50)
FundShrP 2.007*** 1.785***

(3.66) (3.19)
LogAsset 0.201*** 0.218***

(4.06) (4.35)
BM 0.218 0.224

(0.59) (0.62)
HPR12M �0.299 �0.704***

(�1.38) (�2.84)
AnaCov 0.524*** 0.727***

(4.36) (6.03)
AssetGrth 0.123 0.100

(1.45) (1.17)
SaleGrth 0.122 0.115

(0.85) (0.80)
HighRank �0.311 �0.435

(�1.04) (�1.47)
SOE �0.341** �0.362**

(�2.38) (�2.51)
IndDir 3.769*** 4.618***

(3.46) (4.12)
Boardsize �0.359 �0.511*

(�1.14) (�1.65)
Intercept �5.246*** �4.592***

(�3.35) (�2.91)
Year and Fund Style effect Yes Yes
Cluster on fund family Yes Yes
Observations 11,379 11,379
Pseudo R2 0.148 0.169

This table reports logistic regression results for the analysis of mutual fund comigration with

top corporate managers moving from origin firms to destination firms. The sample is

constructed with the comigration funds’ stockholding in the destination firm disclosed in the

annual report the year following the manager turnover and non-comigration funds’

contemporaneous new stockholdings. All variables are defined as in the Appendix. *, **

and *** indicate significance at the 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01 two-tailed levels, respectively.
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the same year. In order to better interpret the estimated coefficient of the
interaction term, we add one to CAR to make its value non-negative. The main
reason for using CAR rather than holding period return is that CAR around
corporate news announcement events is a better measure for capturing the
benefit from non-public information. Mean Holding_Ori, the average percentage
of fund assets invested in the origin firm, is computed based on the stockholdings
disclosed in semi-annual and annual reports. Our third hypothesis predicts that
the coefficient of the interaction term (CAR 9 Mean Holding_Ori) is positive.
Column 1 of Table 7 shows that CAR and its interaction term with the

percentage asset invested in original firms are positive but not statistically
significant at the 10 percent level. In an alternative regression model, we replace
CAR with CAR_Dum, which is defined as 1 if CAR is positive and 0 otherwise.
The results presented in Column 2 of Table 7 show that the coefficient of
CAR_Dum 9 Mean Holding_Ori is positive and statistically significant at the
10 percent level.7 This is consistent with the third hypothesis that in contrast to
its peers, a mutual fund that has benefited more from its investments in the
origin firm is more likely to follow the moving corporate executive and invest in
the destination firm.

4.4. Test on H4

If a fund manager comigrates with a connected executive, he or she is likely
to have preferred access to value-relevant information regarding the destination
firm and rebalance his or her portfolio accordingly before the information
becomes public. However, we expect non-connected fund managers to be less
likely to adjust their portfolio composition in a timely manner. This
assumption implies that compared to non-comigration funds’ asset changes,
comigration funds’ asset changes in destination firms should more accurately
predict CARs around earnings announcement dates. We test this hypothesis
with the following OLS regression specification:

CARfitþ1 ¼ aþ c0CoMigratefit�1 þ c1ChgOwnfit þ c2CoMigratefit�1

� ChgOwnfit þ c3LogAssetit þ c4BMit þ c5ROAit þ c6Debtit

þ c7Dividendit þ c8Priceit þ c9HPRP6Mit þ c10StockTurnoverit
þ c11StdRetit þ c12AnaCovit þ c13FirmAgeit þ c14IfCSI300it
þ c15SchoolTieit þ c16GeographyTieit þ c17SOEit þ c18IndDirit

þ c19Boardsizeit þYear and Industry Effect þ efitþ1

ð6Þ

7 In a robustness test, we replace the origin firm stock’s CAR with the alpha obtained
from the CAPM model using 6-month daily stock returns, and the results remain
qualitatively the same.
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Variable i refers to a particular stockholding, f refers to a particular fund,
and t refers to the half-year period. The sample used in the regression consists
of observations of comigration funds’ holding changes in destination firms and
non-comigration funds’ holding changes in stocks bought after managerial
turnover. Similar to the adjustment we made when estimating Equation 5, we
annualise CAR and use the average if there are two earnings announcement
events in a given time period. All other variables used in the regression are
defined as in the Appendix.

Table 7

Regression of fund comigration on prior investment in origin firms

(1) (2)

CAR �0.015

(�0.67)

CAR_Dum �0.086

(�0.49)

Mean Holding_Ori �0.024 �0.297*

(�0.25) (�1.71)

CAR 9 Mean Holding_Ori 0.011

(0.63)

CAR_ Dum 9 Mean Holding_Ori 0.338*

(1.90)

Fund LogAsset 0.068 0.061

(1.06) (0.97)

NVGrth �0.575** �0.588**

(�2.02) (�2.06)

Fund Mger Turnover �0.072 �0.093

(�0.35) (�0.45)

Same School �0.033 �0.055

(�0.08) (�0.14)

Same City 0.005 0.001

(0.03) (0.00)

Executive Tenure �0.719*** �0.725***

(�6.70) (�6.68)

Intercept �3.207** �2.952*

(�1.97) (�1.84)

Year effect Yes Yes

Investment style effect Yes Yes

Cluster on fund family Yes Yes

Observations 9,906 9,906

Pseudo R2 0.046 0.049

This table reports logistic regression results for the analysis of mutual fund comigration with

223 top corporate managers moving from origin firms to destination firms from 2006 to 2013.

The sample is constructed with all mutual funds’ holdings in the origin firm disclosed in the

annual reports prior to the executives’ departure. All variables are defined as in the Appendix.

*, ** and *** indicate significance at the 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01 two-tailed levels, respectively.
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The results presented in the first column of Table 8 are consistent with our
prediction. The coefficient of CoMigrate 9 ChgOwn is positive at the 1 percent
significance level. The finding that comigration funds’ holding changes in
destination firms more accurately predict the variation in subsequent CARs
around firm earnings announcements indicates that comigration funds are able
to adjust their holdings before the events.8 Therefore, we posit a high
probability for comigration funds having received certain types of information
before earnings announcement dates, which enables managers to rebalance
their portfolio compositions early.
We may argue that comigration managers have better skills than do other

fund managers and therefore have the ability to forecast the earnings to be
announced. To address concerns arising from this competing explanation, we
re-estimate Equation 6 with a second data set consisting of all stocks held by
comigration funds after managerial turnover. Under this research setup, the
independent variable CoMigrate in Equation 6 identifying holdings of
comigration funds is replaced by Migrate, which indicates whether the
holding stock was issued by the destination firm or by other firms. If the
comigration managers have the ability to forecast earnings beyond specific
firms, then the coefficients of Migrate 9 ChgOwn should not be statistically
different from zero. However, the regression results shown in Column 2 of
Table 8 indicate that the estimate is positive and statistically significant at the
1 percent level.
We further perform univariate analysis to compare the one-factor and Fama

and French (1993) three-factor adjusted returns between comigration funds
and non-comigration funds. Table 9 reports average performance evaluated by
the two measurements over the 1-, 2-, and 3-year windows after fund
comigrations, for the sample of 230 comigration funds and 774 non-
comigration funds. Results show no significant difference in risk-adjusted
performance between the two fund groups. Together with the findings reported
in Table 8, the empirical data do not support the argument that the managers
of comigration funds have better investment skills than do the managers of
non-comigration funds. Instead, these findings are consistent with the presence
of close relationships between the moving executives and the comigrating fund
managers, who seemed to receive exclusive information on the destination firm.

4.5. Chasing executive talent?

If certain mutual fund managers are better able than the market to identify
skilled firm managers, then these fund managers may choose to follow those
skilled executives to new firms. To exclude this alternative explanation, i.e.,

8 In robustness tests, we also find that comigration funds’ holding changes in destination
firms are better able to explain the variation in subsequent earnings surprises and alpha
obtained from the CAPM model using 6-month daily stock returns.
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Table 8

Regression of subsequent CARs on fund comigration

(1) (2)

CoMigrate �0.613**

(�1.98)

ChgOwn 0.026 0.242***

(0.88) (2.73)

CoMigrate 9 ChgOwn 1.834***

(2.73)

Migrate �0.600**

(�2.26)

Migrate 9 ChgOwn 1.745***

(2.86)

LogAsset �0.003 �0.040

(�0.18) (�0.87)

BM �0.194** �0.179*

(�2.24) (�1.72)

ROA 0.051*** 0.011***

(9.35) (2.60)

Debt 0.543*** 0.457*

(5.43) (1.88)

Dividend 23.486*** 34.735***

(11.13) (12.25)

Price 0.003 0.006**

(0.93) (2.30)

HPR6M 0.844*** 0.652***

(9.33) (6.23)

Stock Turnover �0.018*** �0.027***

(�10.05) (�11.02)

StdRet �0.528 0.607

(�1.07) (1.11)

AnaCov 0.005 0.020

(0.47) (1.16)

FirmAge 0.001*** 0.002***

(2.98) (3.09)

IfCSI300 0.227*** 0.336***

(5.17) (2.88)

Same School 2.340*** 1.766***

(6.95) (6.04)

Same City 0.225*** 0.098

(2.84) (0.97)

SOE 0.049 �0.136**

(1.01) (�2.08)

IndDir 0.053 0.293

(0.15) (0.57)

Boardsize 0.037*** 0.012

(4.62) (0.61)

Intercept �1.766*** �0.284

(continued)
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mutual fund managers comigrate to chase managerial talent rather than to
secure the potential benefits from personal connections, we conduct additional
tests by comparing the operating performance of the destination firms before

Table 8 (continued)

(1) (2)

(�5.16) (�0.27)

Year effect Yes Yes

Industry effect Yes Yes

Cluster on fund family Yes Yes

Observations 322,392 30,658

Adj. R2 0.045 0.044

This table reports OLS regression results for the analysis of mutual fund CAR performance

after comigration with 223 top corporate managers moving from origin firms to destination

firms from 2006 to 2013. The regression reported in Column 1 uses a sample that consists of

the observations of comigration funds’ changes of asset invested in destination firms and non-

comigration funds’ changes of asset invested in new stocks bought after managerial turnover.

The regression reported in Column 2 uses a sample that consists of all stocks held by

comigration funds after managerial turnover. All variables are defined as in the Appendix. *,

** and *** indicate significance at the 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01 two-tailed levels, respectively.

Table 9

Comparison of fund performance

Comigration fund Non-comigration fund p-value (t-test on Diff.)

Panel A: One-factor alpha

1 Year �0.0034 0.0023 0.337

2 Year �0.0064 �0.0018 0.535

3 Year 0.0131 �0.0032 0.097

Panel B: Three-factor alpha

1 Year �0.0308 �0.0314 0.895

2 Year �0.0632 �0.0576 0.481

3 Year �0.0830 �0.0787 0.709

This table reports the mean values of one-factor and three-factor adjusted returns of

comigration funds and non-comigration funds after 223 corporate executives move from the

origin to destination companies listed on the Chinese equity market from 2006 to 2013. For a

given fund, one-factor alpha is the summation of the daily fund return adjusted by market

factor; three-factor alpha is the summation of daily risk-adjusted returns computed from the

regression of daily fund net return on the three risk factors constructed in the spirit of Fama and

French (1993) three factors. The results in Panel A are based on the sample of 230 comigration

funds and 774 non-comigrating funds, while the results in Panel B are based on the sample of

230 comigration funds and 230 non-comigration funds matched by fund size and expense ratios.
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and after managerial turnover. Industry-median adjusted return-on-asset
(ROA), return-on-equity (ROE), sales growth (SaleGrth) and market-to-book
(MB) ratio are used as the measures for the 1-, 2-, and 3-year operating
performance of the destination firms. If the migrating executive has exceptional
skills, then destination firm performance should improve after he or she joins
the firm. As a result, the difference in these measures between the two time
periods should be positive and statistically significant.
Table 10 reports the means and medians of firm performance variables for

the time period before managerial moving in and for the period after (Before
vs. After), as well as the differences between the two periods (After–Before). As
indicated by the large discrepancy between the means and medians for all
performance measures, the distributions of the performance variables are
highly skewed, which suggests the necessity to employ both t-test and Wilcoxon

Table 10

Firm performance before and after hiring the moving executives

Before After After � Before p-value

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median t-test Wilcoxon test

Panel A: ROA (%)

1 year 1.609 0.500 �0.508 0.005 �2.116 �0.495 0.005 0.024

2 years 1.185 0.078 0.340 0.100 �0.845 0.023 0.189 0.170

3 years 1.872 1.357 �0.041 0.251 �1.913 �1.106 0.012 0.008

Panel B: ROE (%)

1 year 3.140 2.160 �2.505 �0.195 �5.644 �2.355 0.003 0.028

2 years 3.179 2.475 0.418 1.940 �2.762 �0.535 0.034 0.082

3 years 3.307 2.919 �0.445 1.093 �3.752 �1.827 0.094 0.012

Panel C: Sale Growth (%)

1 year 43.511 4.732 1.272 1.913 �42.239 �2.818 0.011 0.010

2 years 29.492 2.370 1.947 2.080 �27.544 �0.003 0.019 0.166

3 years 30.510 3.670 1.371 1.998 �29.139 �1.672 0.039 0.061

Panel D: MB

1 year �0.138 �0.395 �0.156 �0.450 �0.018 �0.055 0.906 0.605

2 years 0.174 �0.610 �0.325 �0.435 �0.499 0.175 0.148 0.491

3 years 0.228 �0.475 �0.322 �0.597 �0.550 �0.122 0.222 0.532

This table reports the average operating performance of 223 destination firms before and after

executive’s moving in, as well as p-values of the t-tests and Wilcoxon signed rank tests for the

difference in performance between the two periods. All variables are defined as in the

Appendix.
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signed rank test when testing whether the differences are statistically significant
from zero.
These statistics indicate that the operating performance of destination firms

declined after managerial migration. For example, in Panel A of Table 10, the
ex-post ROA over the 1- and 3-year windows are lower than the corresponding
values for the periods before managerial turnover. The tests indicate that the
differences in the means and medians are both statistically significant. The ROE
reported in Panel B of Table 10 and sales growth reported in Panel C of
Table 10 exhibit similar patterns: their values decline after the executive moved
in. A larger market-to-book ratio (MB) indicates more growth opportunities.
As shown in Panel D of Table 10, the changes in MB are not statistically
significant from zero at the 10 percent level. In sum, firm performance declines
after hiring the migrating manager, indicating low probability that a given
manager’s ability is the reason for the mutual funds’ comigration activities.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we investigate the determinants and consequences of mutual
fund comigration behaviours to infer potential connections between fund
managers and corporate executives. By exploring a manually collected data set
of 223 managerial migrations between firms listed on Chinese stock markets
during 2006–2013, we find that departing corporate executives are followed by
certain fund managers who divest from origin firms while initiating investments
in destination firms. The probability of fund comigration is significantly higher
if a mutual fund has obtained greater benefit from its prior investments in the
origin firm. A mutual fund’s comigration decision is also influenced by its
demand for extra sources of information regarding the destination firm, as the
probability of comigration increases with the level of the destination firm’s
information asymmetry and the fund manager’s unfamiliarity with the firm.
Other evidence indicates that comigration funds had access to earnings
information before this information had been disclosed to the public; as a
result, these funds adjusted their holdings before the news announcements and
earned superior returns. Finally, we find that the investment skills of
comigrating managers are not superior to those of non-comigrating managers
and that the destination firms see no improvement in operating performance
after hiring the moving executives. In sum, our findings reveal investment
patterns for a subset of mutual fund managers, which result from corporate
executives’ switching to other companies. These findings ultimately substantiate
the existence of important and ongoing relationships between corporate
executives and a small number of institutional investors.
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Appendix

Variable definition

Table A1

Definition of variables used in propensity score matching

Variable Definition

Migrate An indicator variable that equals 1 if the executive moves from the origin

firm to the destination firm, and 0 otherwise

FundShrP_Ori(Dst) The amount of an origin (or destination) firm’s common shares held by all

mutual funds divided by the total number of shares outstanding

LogAsset_Ori(Dst) The natural logarithm of total assets of an origin (or destination) firm

BM_Ori(Dst) The original (or destination) firm’s book-to-market ratio, which is the

total equity divided by market capitalisation

HPR12M_Ori(Dst) The origin (or destination) firm’s 12-month holding period return up to

the managerial turnover month

AnaCov_Or(Dst)i The natural logarithm of the number of financial analysts covering an

origin (or destination) firm

AssetGrth_Ori(Dst) The annual growth rate of total assets of an origin (or destination) firm

SaleGrth_Ori(Dst) The annual growth rate of net sales of an origin (or destination) firm

SOE_Ori(Dst) A dummy variable that equals 1 if an origin (or destination) firm is state-

owned, and 0 otherwise

IndDir_Ori(Dst) The origin (or destination) firm’s number of independent directors divided

by to the total number of board directors

Boardsize_Ori(Dst) The origin (or destination) firm’s total number of board directors

Table A2

Definition of other variables used in main analysis

Variable Definition

CoMigrate A dummy defined as 1 if a mutual fund had disclosed stockholdings of the

origin firm by the destination firm in at least two successive semi-annual

reports when the migrating executive was still working in the origin firm

and prior to the managerial departure, and if it holds the destination

firm’s stock within a year after the turnover, and 0 otherwise

IfHolding_Ori A fund-level indicator that equals 1 if a fund held stocks of the origin firm

within a year before managerial turnover, and still held the stocks at the

end of the year after turnover

Holding_Ori(Dst) The percentage of fund assets invested in an origin (or destination) firm

Mean Holding_Ori The average percentage of fund assets invested in the origin firm before

executive turnover

ChgOwn The changes in the number of common shares held by the fund scaled by

the total number of shares outstanding

CAR The cumulative abnormal return over a 3-day earnings announcement

time window divided by three and multiplied by 365

CAR_Dum An indicator variable that equals 1 if CAR > 0, and 0 otherwise.

(continued)
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Table A2 (continued)

Variable Definition

Distance The distance between the headquarters of the mutual fund and that of the

destination firm, scaled by the maximum distance value of the sample

Rsqr The natural logarithm of R2/(1 � R2), where R2 is the R2 of a regression

of weekly stock return on the current and prior week’s value-weighted

returns of the equity market and the current and prior week’s value-

weighted industry returns

ROA Net income divided by the average total assets based on year-begin and

year-end value

ROE Net income divided by the average total equity based on year-begin and

year-end value

AdjRet_One The summation of daily 1-factor adjusted returns computed from the

regression of daily fund net return on market excess return

AdjRet_Thr The summation of daily 3-factor adjusted returns computed from the

regression of daily fund net return on three risk factors constructed

similarly to the Fama and French (1993) three factors

MB The firm’s market-to-book ratio, which is the market value of the shares

outstanding divided by the book value of total equity

Fund LogAsset The natural logarithm of total assets under management

NVGrth The growth rate of total assets under management

Fund Mger Turnover An indicator variable that equals 1 if a fund manager turnover occurred at

the same year as the executive turnover, and 0 otherwise

Same School An indicator variable that equals 1 if both migrating executive and fund

manager graduated from the same college or university, and 0 otherwise

Same City An indicator variable that equals 1 if a mutual fund and company’s

headquarters are located in the same city, and 0 otherwise

AnaMigrate An indicator variable that equals 1 if an analyst had followed the origin

firm when the migrating executive was still working in the origin firm and

prior to the managerial departure, and if he or she follows the destination

firm within a year after the turnover, and 0 otherwise

HighRank The percentage of analysts’ reports that recommend ‘outperform’ and

‘buy’

Debt Total liability divided by total assets

Dividend The amount of cash dividend divided by the closing price in June or

December

Price The closing price on the last trading day in June or December

HPR6M Mutual fund’s 6-month holding period return, and then annualised by

times two

Stock Turnover The average daily trading volume scaled by the same-day market

capitalisation of the firm

Executive Tenure The natural logarithm of number of years the executive is in office

StdRet The standard deviation of daily stock return in the prior year

FirmAge The number of months since the firm’s stock was listed on the stock

exchange

IfCSI300 An indicator variable that equals 1 if the stock is included in the CSI300

index of the Chinese stock market, and 0 otherwise

_Diff The value of the origin firm minus the value of the destination firm

© 2019 Accounting and Finance Association of Australia and New Zealand
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1. Introduction 

Economists have debated the driving forces behind China’s remarkable economic growth, which took hold in the 1980s.

While some scholars attribute China’s economic success to top-down factors such as national leadership ( Shirk, 1993 ), de

facto federalism ( Montinola et al., 1995 ), and successful rural reforms ( Lin, 1992 ), several researchers propose that the ef-

forts of regional political leaders are equally important ( Blanchard and Shleifer, 2001; Li, 1998; Li and Bachman, 1989 ). These

studies argue that China’s performance-based cadre evaluation system has provided strong incentives for local administra-

tors to compete for promotions and contribute to the spectacular nationwide economic growth. The significant role played

by regional officials in China’s growth provokes the question, what are the central factors determining the career paths of

government officials? The answers to this question can help us better understand both the role of political incentive in facil-

itating local economies and the mechanism used by the Communist Party of China (CPC) to screen elite members for future
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national leadership. This paper deviates from prior studies that focus on political and economic factors affecting a Chinese

official’s career mobility to investigate the influence of regional leaders’ physical appearance on their chance of promotion.

Does attractiveness affect political turnover? If a “beauty effect” exists, is it a signal of a public administrator’s ability? Or is

it a function of the appearance-based discrimination commonly seen in the labor market? Answering these research ques-

tions are important, since the possibility of suboptimal promotion decisions due to such discrimination may lead to the

assignment of political leaders to jobs that are incompatible with their qualifications. 

Considerable research demonstrates that both perception and subsequent decision making are subject to bias: i.e., our

perceptions of external reality result in discriminatory decision making. A list of biases has been identified by researchers

studying human decision making in the fields of social psychology and economics, with the conclusion that these biases can

lead to irrational judgements, suboptimal decisions, and inefficiency in social activities. Racial discrimination, for example,

has been proven to be widespread in the labor market ( Bertrand and Mullainathan, 2004; Grodsky and Pager, 2001; Pager

et al., 2009 ). Recently, appearance-based discrimination has attracted increasing attention from sociologists and economists.

Our visual perception of an object’s appearance plays a significant role in how we evaluate the object. Although we are edu-

cated from early childhood that we should not “judge a book by its cover," we tend to prejudge objects and other people by

their appearance. Evidence exists to support a beauty effect—hiring decisions based on appearance bias—in the labor mar-

ket. The literature shows that people who are more attractive not only have a better chance of employment ( Heilman and

Saruwatari, 1979; Marlowe et al., 1996; Morrow et al., 1990; Ruffle and Shtudiner, 2014 ), but are also likely to earn higher

wages ( Biddle and Hamermesh, 1998; Hamermesh and Biddle, 1994; Mobius and Rosenblat, 2006; Pfann et al., 20 0 0 ). 1 The

phenomenon of attractive people receiving preferential treatment has also been studied in political contexts. In countries

that have adopted a democratic election system to select political leaders, voters are found to favor candidates who appear

more attractive ( Banducci et al., 2008; Berggren et al., 2010; Lenz and Lawson, 2011 ). These findings are consistent with

psychological research into the mechanism of human judgment: people often evaluate unfamiliar individuals’ traits such as

trustworthiness, competence, and intelligence based on external appearance ( Hassin and Trope, 20 0 0; Todorov et al., 20 05;

Zebrowitz et al., 2002 ). 

The CPC’s internal labor market provides a unique setting in which to study the influence of facial appearance on an

individual’s career development. Berggren et al., (2017) find that beauty serves as a cue for ideology in Europe, the United

States, and Australia, as a political candidate’s ideology could significantly affect voters’ lives. In contrast, the mobility of

local political leaders in China is determined by a small group of leaders in the upper levels of government. The life quality

of these decision makers should not be significantly influenced by their subordinates’ ideology. Another significant difference

in China is that in Chinese political hierarchy all local senior administrators are evaluated every one or two years by their

supervisors and by the Organization Department, the human resources unit of the CPC. Thus, unlike the majority of voters

in democratic countries who have limited work-related information about political candidates running for mayor, governor,

or even president, the CPC’s Organization Department maintains personnel files for all senior officials. In addition, politicians

in western countries may advance without experience in politics or public administration, while most Chinese subnational

leaders do not enter politics from other career paths but begin their political careers soon after graduation from college. 

According to the extant literature, limited information is the main reason people often judge unfamiliar individuals’

competence based on their appearance; appearance only affects those voters who know next to nothing about politicians

( Lenz and Lawson, 2011 ); therefore, the CPC’s access to extensive work-related information should significantly reduce the

influence of appearance-based discrimination in the selection of Chinese subnational leaders. Surprisingly, our data analysis

provides solid evidence of the beauty effect operating in Chinese cadre evaluation system, wherein voters are familiar with

political candidates. Specifically, we find that government officials who were rated as more attractive enjoyed a higher

probability of promotion when their ability to facilitate economic growth, as well as their personal characteristics such

as age, gender, education, etc. are controlled for. These findings are robust to various sensitivity tests. 2 

Our study contributes to the strand of the literature that explores human behaviors as a result of cognition bias. Re-

search shows that attractive people are perceived to be more intellectually competent than their less attractive peers ( Eagly

et al., 1991; Feingold, 1992; Jackson et al., 1995 ) and that better-looking applicants are perceived to be more qualified for

employment ( Cash et al., 1977; Dipboye et al., 1975; Raza and Carpenter, 1987 ). In addition, there is a significant correlation

between attractiveness and perceived trustworthiness ( Berggren et al., 2010; Eagly et al., 1991; Till and Busler, 20 0 0 ). On

the other hand, psychological studies find weak evidence ( Jackson et al., 1995; Rule and Ambady, 2008 ), or no evidence

( Graham et al., 2016; Mobius and Rosenblat, 2006 ), for a correlation between performance and physical attractiveness. Con-

sistent with the extant literature, we find that more attractive government officials are perceived as more competent and

trustworthy than others and that, like physical attractiveness, perceived competence and trustworthiness positively affect 

officials’ career mobility. We find no evidence, however, that government officials who are rated as attractive, competent,
1 For general research purposes, physical appearance may include facial characteristics, height, weight, appropriateness of dress, hair color, and physical 

disability. This paper examines only facial characteristics. 
2 The statistical theory and the taste-based theory compete to explain various types of discrimination in the labor market. According to the statistical 

theory, the employer who does not have access to a potential employee’s past work performance tends to evaluate the applicant based on the attributes 

of an average worker belonging to the same group ( Arrow, 1973; Bielby and Baron, 1986; Phelps, 1972 ). According to the taste-based theory, employers’ 

biases against particular groups of people will cause unequal labor-market outcomes ( Arrow, 1973; Becker, 1957 ). 
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or trustworthy exhibited better measurable skills in various aspects of administering and advancing a local economy. These

findings indicate that a political leader’s physical appearance does not predict his skills or abilities in public administrations.

Our findings also contribute to a growing body of research on the role of subnational leaders in economic growth. The

argument for a promotion tournament among Chinese local political leaders is supported by empirical studies examining the

relation between the promotion of provincial leaders and local GDP growth ( Jia et al., 2015; Li and Zhou, 2005; Maskin et al.,

20 0 0; Xu, 2011 ). 3 Yao and Zhang (2015) study city leaders and document a positive relation between promotion probability

and leaders’ capability. The current study explores a much larger sample of city leaders and shows consistent evidence that

government officials with higher economic skills are more likely to be promoted. More importantly, this paper extends the

literature by providing novel evidence that, other things being equal, an official with an appealing face has a better chance

to win in the tournament. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to document the existence of cognition bias in the

political selection process in China, and thus provide a new perspective when investigating the promotion of politicians in

a nondemocratic country in general. 

2. The data sources and variables 

Our sample consists of 270 cities covering the period 1999–2013. The growth rates of local gross domestic products (GDP)

were collected from the China City Statistical Yearbook ( http://chinadataonline.org/member/yearbooknew/yearbook/Ayblist.

aspx ). Other economic data such as fiscal revenue, total bank loans, and foreign direct investments were downloaded from

the China Stock Market and Accounting Research Database ( http://www.gtadata.com/products/plist.aspx ) and the database

of the Development Research Center of the State Council of the People’s Republic of China ( http://en.drc.gov.cn/ ). 

The Chinese government consists of a region-based multilevel hierarchy. Below the central government five levels of

subnational administrative bureaucracies descend as follows: province, prefecture (city), county, township, and village. Each

subnational government is led by the Communist Party secretary whose immediate subordinate is the local chief of gov-

ernment, the mayor, for example, at the city level. In this case, the party secretary is in charge of personnel and other

political duties, while the mayor is in charge of the daily operation of the government. In practice, the mayor is usually

the immediate successor after the party secretary position is vacated; it is noteworthy that promotions based on automatic

succession are not the same as promotions based on personal ability, performance, and other determinants. Prior studies

merging party secretaries and governors (or mayors) do not consider the cases of automatic successors, and, as a result,

their empirical findings may be biased. In this study, we avoid this potential problem by limiting our focus to the set of top

city leaders, the party secretaries. 

For the 981 party secretaries of the municipal committee of the cities in our sample, we collected their biographical data

and official portrait photographs through the Renmin Net ( http://people.com.cn/ ), the Local Party and Government Leaders

Database provided by China Economic Net ( http://www.ce.cn/ ), and the Party and Government Leaders Database provided

by the News of the Communist Party of China ( http://cpc.people.com.cn ). These databases and online resources contain

information such as the career histories of senior political leaders. Our sample required at least four municipality party

secretaries for a given province and a given year, including those whose age approaches the retirement age. 

The turnover of party secretaries at the city level is usually jointly determined by the leaders of the provincial and

central governments. We define Mobility as an indicator variable whose value may be 1, 0, and − 1. The value of 1 indicates

the scenario wherein a party secretary was promoted to a provincial position with a higher bureaucratic rank such as the

vice governor, a provincial position with equivalent bureaucratic rank but more power and prestige, leadership positions of

the provincial legislative institutions, or leadership positions of a subprovincial city. 4 The value 0 represents the cases in

which a secretary held the same position or relocated with the same title to another prefecture-level city. Finally, the value

of − 1 refers to all other situations in which a city leader retired or moved to a position with lower bureaucratic rank or

less power. The data indicates that political turnover can take place one, two, three and even ten years after a government

official assumed office. The average length of a city leader’s tenure is around 3.6 years. 

2.1. Perceived attractiveness 

The extant literature on physical appearance uses subjective beauty ratings given by survey respondents (typically stu-

dents) for the aesthetic evaluation of faces ( Cunningham et al., 1990; Cunningham et al., 1995; Rhodes et al., 1999; Rhodes

and Tremewan, 1996 ). We followed these articles and used undergraduate students studying in a large-sized university in

China to evaluate physical attractiveness of those government officials in our sample. 5 Since each participant evaluated 50

officials and each official was evaluated by five students, we had 99 participants in total in this process. Each official was
3 Chen and Kung (2016) analyze the political selection of China’s county leaders and find that both GDPGrowth and land revenue have a significant and 

positive effect on promotion. 
4 In a robustness test, we include a third scenario of promotion wherein an official was placed in a city with larger jurisdiction and population as the 

party secretary or mayor, and the empirical results are similar. 
5 This university locates in Guangdong province. It is possible that some respondents are from the same province and know well those government 

officials working in Guangdong. To control for the potential bias from recognition, we perform tests while excluding the observations of government 

officials who worked in Guangdong province. The results are robust and reported in an online appendix. 

http://chinadataonline.org/member/yearbooknew/yearbook/Ayblist.aspx
http://www.gtadata.com/products/plist.aspx
http://en.drc.gov.cn/
http://people.com.cn/
http://www.ce.cn/
http://cpc.people.com.cn
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evaluated regarding its attractiveness (1 = very unattractive, 2 = unattractive, 3 = average, 4 = attractive, 5 = very attractive).

Please see Appendix A for a detailed description of the survey questions. Based on the aesthetic scores from five students,

we computed the average score, which is named Attractiveness , as the measure for viewers’ perceived attractiveness for the

official in the photograph. 

In general, a small group of secretaries working in the same province (rather than nationwide) compete for an emerging

promotion opportunity. Under such a setup, we preferred to use a relative measure for their facial attractiveness. Therefore,

we adjusted Attractiveness by the median value of all those competing secretaries from the same province and of the same

year to obtain a relative measure, RelativeBeauty , for use in the main empirical analyses. 

2.2. Personal abilities 

Labor economics literature has recognized that workers differ in skills along multiple dimensions (such as manual, cogni-

tive, and interpersonal) and that occupations require different combinations of various types of skills ( Abraham and Spletzer,

20 09; Borghans et al., 20 08; Heckman and Sedlacek, 1985; Lazear, 2009; Poletaev and Robinson, 2008; Sanders and Taber,

2012; Yamaguchi, 2012 ). Our samples contain senior political officials whose jobs rarely require manual skills. However,

cognitive and interpersonal skills are critical for these leaders and significantly affect their work performance. Although

government officials are generally evaluated based on a list of criteria and goals, the ability to facilitate economic growth

is the dominant factor, because all subnational governments have been motivated to pursue economic development after

China began its economic reforms in the early 1980s. Accordingly, based on the information on local GDP growth, we have

constructed an economic performance measure, Ability , as the proxy for the officials’ capability related to economic growth.

Li and Zhou (2005) and Chen and Kung (2016) use the average GDP growth rate from the date the incumbent government

official assumed office to measure the official’s economic performance. We refine this measure as the average abnormal GDP

growth since the incumbent government official assumed office, whereas abnormal GDP growth is the annual GDP growth

rate subtracted by the median value of all competing officials’ GDP growth rates in the same province and at the same year. 6 

The reason for the median-adjustment is that, similar to tournaments in corporations ( Main et al., 1993 ), the CPC promotes

a tournament competition among local political leaders. Therefore, a relative performance measure is appropriate. 

2.3. Other control variables 

As shown by prior research, nepotism and loyalty may also affect Chinese officials’ political careers ( Opper and Brehm

2007; Jia et al., 2015 ). The Communist Youth League (CYL) is one of the most influential political organizations in China, and

it traditionally constitutes a recruitment pool for the Communist Party and government leadership. A leading position in the

CYL implies strong political credentials and connections to top Communist leaders who can influence promotion decisions.

We constructed a dummy variable, CYL , to indicate if a secretary had formerly worked as the regional chief secretary/vice

secretary in this organization. An indicator variable, PartySchool , is defined as 1 if a secretary graduated from Communist

Party schools, and 0 otherwise. This variable is used as another proxy for the official’s loyalty to the CPC. Cen_pro is a

dummy variable that indicates whether a secretary formerly worked in the central or provincial governments; experience

in upper-level bureaucracies may provide opportunities to cultivate personal relationships with top leaders. Other control

variables include the official’s age, gender, education, length of office tenure, and level of economic development, among

others. The Appendix B presents the definitions of all main variables used in this research. 

Table 1 presents the summary statistics of main variables used in our analysis. There are a total of 3552 secretary-year

observations, which include 508 (14.3%) observations of promotion, 2761 (77.7%) of stay or relocation to equivalent positions,

and 283 (8.0%) observations of demotion. The maximum value of Attractiveness is 4, while the minimum value is 1.2, with

the mean (median) of 2.6 (3) . The average age of these local leaders is about 51.796 years, varying from 43 to 59 years. 65.6%

of them have a graduate degree. Male officials dominate upper-level political bureaucracies in China, so it is unsurprising

that only about 2.7% of our sample observations are of female officials (38 unique female officials). We also observe a wide

dispersion in annual GDP growth across cities and years. 

3. Empirical results and discussion 

3.1. Career mobility and beauty effects 

We report in Table 2 Panel A the means of variables by the three categories of mobility: promotion ( mobility = 1), non-

promotion ( mobility = 0), and demotion ( mobility = − 1). We notice that promoted officials have a higher average attractive-

ness score (2.683) than those not promoted (2.663) and demoted (2.542), and 21.9% of promoted officials advanced from the

CYL, compared to 18.1% for non-promoted and 12% for demoted officials. A larger percentage (45.3%) of promoted officials
6 Alternatively, we follow Shih et al. (2012) and adjust for each local GDP growth by subtracting the median value of all competing officials’ GDP growth 

rates in the same province and at the same year, and then by subtracting the average GDP growth rate for the five-year period before the incumbent 

party secretary was appointed. Using this alternative economic performance measure does not change our main finding of a beauty effect on government 

officials’ political mobility. 
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Table 1 

Summary Statistics of 981 Chinese Communist Party Secretaries, 1999–2013. All variables are 

defined in Appendix B . All continuous variables are winsorized at the 1st and 99th percentiles. 

variable N mean s.d. min p25 p50 p75 max 

Mobility 3552 0.063 0.468 −1 0 0 0 1 

Attractiveness 3552 2.656 0.628 1.2 2.2 2.6 3 4 

RelativeBeauty 3552 0.005 0.593 −1.4 −0.400 0 0.400 1.5 

GDP growth 3552 0.158 0.076 −0.079 0.107 0.159 0.205 0.374 

Ability 3552 0.001 0.037 −0.110 −0.017 0 0.017 0.129 

CYL 3552 0.182 0.386 0 0 0 0 1 

Cen_pro 3552 0.421 0.494 0 0 0 1 1 

Female 3552 0.027 0.162 0 0 0 0 1 

Tenure 3552 2.613 1.552 1 1 2 4 7 

FirstYear 3552 0.299 0.458 0 0 0 1 1 

LogPCGDP 3552 0.217 0.237 0.028 0.078 0.137 0.257 1.455 

PartySchool 3552 0.127 0.333 0 0 0 0 1 

Graduate 3552 0.656 0.475 0 0 1 1 1 

Age 3552 51.796 3.811 43 49 52 55 59 

Table 2 

Summary Statistics by Category. This table reports the means of main variables used in the empirical analyses. All 

variables are defined in Appendix B . " ∗", " ∗∗", and " ∗∗∗" represent statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, 

respectively. 

Panel A: by Categories of Mobility 

Mobility = − 1 Mobility = 0 Mobility = 1 

(1) (2) (3) (1) − (3) 

Observation 283 2761 508 

Attractiveness 2.542 2.663 2.683 −0.141 ∗∗∗

RelativeBeauty −0.108 0.011 0.031 −0.140 ∗∗∗

GDP growth 0.152 0.158 0.161 −0.011 

Ability −0.002 0.001 0.004 −0.005 ∗∗

CYL 0.120 0.181 0.219 −0.098 ∗∗∗

Cen_pro 0.367 0.421 0.453 −0.085 ∗∗

Female 0.011 0.026 0.041 −0.031 ∗∗

Tenure 3.753 2.336 3.488 0.264 ∗∗

FirstYear 0.088 0.359 0.094 −0.006 

LogPCGDP 0.223 0.213 0.238 −0.015 

PartySchool 0.081 0.131 0.132 −0.051 ∗∗

Graduate 0.519 0.665 0.683 −0.164 ∗∗∗

Age 55.078 51.388 52.187 2.891 ∗∗∗

Panel B: by Categories of RelativeBeauty 

RelativeBeauty percentile rank (in descending order) < 20% [20%, 80%] > 80% Difference 

(1) (2) (3) (1) − (3) 

Mobility 0.033 0.057 0.096 −0.064 ∗∗

Attractiveness 1.605 2.533 3.505 −1.899 ∗∗∗

RelativeBeauty −0.866 −0.11 0.744 −1.610 ∗∗∗

GDP growth 0.157 0.157 0.160 −0.004 

Ability 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.0 0 0 

CYL 0.120 0.168 0.249 −0.129 ∗∗∗

Cen_pro 0.435 0.41 0.446 −0.011 

Female 0.0 0 0 0.012 0.081 −0.081 ∗∗∗

Tenure 0.399 0.21 0.122 0.277 ∗∗∗

FirstYear 0.275 0.296 0.321 −0.046 ∗

LogPCGDP 0.176 0.221 0.226 −0.051 ∗∗∗

PartySchool 0.108 0.124 0.146 −0.038 ∗

Graduate 0.585 0.639 0.739 −0.154 ∗∗∗

Age 52.493 51.847 51.316 1.176 ∗∗∗

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

previously worked in the upper levels of the government, compared to 42.1% for the non-promotion group, and 36.7% for

the demotion group. It seems that advanced age is a negative factor for career advancement, since demoted officials are on

average much older than those in the other two groups. 

In panel B, we divide government officials into three groups based on their attractiveness percentile rankings. It is noted

that, for the group wherein the ranks of attractiveness scores are above the 80th percentile in ascending order, the mean of

Mobility is 0.096, which is much higher than 0.033 for the low-attractiveness group wherein the ranks of attractiveness are

below the 20th percentile. The t -test indicates that the difference is statistically significant at the 5% level. This finding sug-

gests that better-looking officials are statistically more likely to be promoted. The table also shows that government officials
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Table 3 

Ordered Logit Regressions of Mobility on Beauty Measures. This table reports the results of ordered logit regres- 

sions of Mobility on various measures of facial attractiveness in column (1) through (5) and of the logit regression 

of Promotion in column (6). All variables are defined in Appendix B . Heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors 

clustered at the city level are reported in parenthesis. " ∗", " ∗∗", and " ∗∗∗" represent statistical significance at the 

10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Dep. = Mobility Dep. = Promotion 

RelativeBeauty 0.254 ∗∗∗ 0.202 ∗∗ 0.253 ∗∗ 0.331 ∗∗

(0.086) (0.090) (0.113) (0.137) 

BeautyRank 0.073 ∗

(0.042) 

Top20%Beauty 0.300 ∗∗

(0.119) 

Bottom20%Beauty −0.009 

(0.175) 

Ability 2.779 ∗∗ 2.777 ∗∗ 2.752 ∗∗ 3.325 ∗ 3.778 ∗

(1.322) (1.324) (1.320) (1.780) (2.218) 

CYL 0.074 0.080 0.083 0.165 0.375 ∗∗

(0.128) (0.128) (0.128) (0.161) (0.186) 

Cen_pro 0.071 0.077 0.078 0.163 0.254 

(0.106) (0.106) (0.105) (0.125) (0.157) 

Female 0.391 0.422 0.385 0.582 ∗ 0.633 ∗

(0.307) (0.310) (0.307) (0.337) (0.384) 

Tenure 0.165 ∗∗∗ 0.162 ∗∗∗ 0.164 ∗∗∗ 0.343 ∗∗∗ 0.514 ∗∗∗

(0.048) (0.048) (0.048) (0.043) (0.056) 

FirstYear −0.275 ∗∗∗ −0.279 ∗∗∗ −0.280 ∗∗∗ −0.764 ∗∗∗ −1.253 ∗∗∗

(0.099) (0.100) (0.100) (0.153) (0.207) 

LogPCGDP −0.364 −0.349 −0.334 −0.286 −0.571 

(0.481) (0.484) (0.480) (0.511) (0.596) 

PartySchool 0.315 ∗∗ 0.309 ∗∗ 0.301 ∗∗ 0.222 0.367 ∗∗

(0.136) (0.137) (0.134) (0.177) (0.183) 

Graduate 0.070 0.068 0.059 0.085 0.121 

(0.128) (0.129) (0.129) (0.142) (0.189) 

Age 1.565 ∗∗∗ 1.572 ∗∗∗ 1.550 ∗∗∗ 0.419 −0.415 

(0.339) (0.339) (0.342) (0.354) (0.419) 

Age_Square −0.016 ∗∗∗ −0.016 ∗∗∗ −0.016 ∗∗∗ −0.004 0.004 

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) 

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

City FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Position FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Pseudo R-squared 0.053 0.091 0.091 0.092 0.197 0.322 

Observations 3552 3552 3552 3552 3552 3552 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

from these two categories are statistically significant in age, office tenure, and other political and educational background,

which suggests the necessity to control for these variables when investigating the relation between physical appearance and

work promotion. 

Next, we employ multivariate analysis to study the effect of facial attractiveness on the mobility of government officials.

An ordered logistic regression model is defined as 

Mobility 
∗
it = βRelat i v eBeaut y it + X 

′ 
it � + ε it , (1) 

Mobilit y it = k i f λk ≤ Mobility ∗it < λk +1 , (2) 

where k = − 1, 0 and 1, Mobility 
∗
it is the latent variable, λk is the threshold of the latent variable that separates Mobilit y it =

k and Mobilit y it = k + 1 , and X is a vector of control variables including Ability, CYL, Cen_pro, Age , etc. We estimate the

ordered logistic fixed effect model employed by Baetschmann et al. (2015) and Dickerson et al. (2014) (the so-called Blow-up

and Cluster or BUC method), controlling both city fixed-effect and year fixed-effect. A set of dummies for different promotion

positions is created to control for the possible endogeneity issue that facial attractiveness is one of the main requirements

for specific promotion positions. Further, the standard errors of the estimated coefficients are adjusted by clustering at the

city levels. 

Table 3 shows the results of ordered logit regressions with various model specifications. In column (1) , the main variable

of interest is RelativeBeauty . Its estimated coefficient is 0.254 and is statistically significant at the 1% level, which suggests

that an official’s physical attractiveness has a positive effect on the probability of promotion. The results of column (2) are

from a full model that includes all control variables. Although more control variables have been included, the estimated

coefficient of RelativeBeauty changes slightly to 0.202 with a 5% significance level. The estimation results suggest that a one

standard deviation increase in RelativeBeauty increases the log odds of promotion by 17%. 
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The officials’ ability to facilitate economic growth has a positive impact on the probability of promotion, as the estimated

coefficient of Ability in column (2) is 2.779, and is statistically significant at the 5% level. This evidence is consistent with

the findings in prior literature; therefore, we provide additional evidence to suggest the CPC adopts a performance-based

cadre management system to select capable regional leaders. Graduating from Communist Party schools also helps boost

the probability of promotion, as suggested by the positive and statistically significant coefficient of PartySchool . Meanwhile,

an official is more likely to be promoted if he or she is more experienced or relatively older; the probability of promotion

declines, however, if the candidate is too old. This regression model does not support that argument that city leaders’

promotion is affected by his prior experience in CYL and in the upper level governments. There is neither solid evidence

that promotion is closely related to official’s gender, probably because of the small sample size of female officials. 

The RelativeBeauty used in the regressions for column (1) and (2) is a continuous variable. To exclude the possibility that

our results may be sensitive to the way the perceived attractiveness is measured, we construct a rank variable based on the

original attractiveness scores. We sort all party secretaries of the same provinces and of the same year by Attractiveness in

ascending order and then assign a value one to the observations located in the first quintile, and two to the second quintile,

and so on. Thus the newly constructed variable, BeautyRank, has a range of one to five. Then we rerun the regression with

BeautyRank , and the results reported in Table 3 column (3) are consistent with those from the first two regressions. It is

noticed that the coefficient of BeautyRank is 0.073 and statistically significant at the 10% level. 

To improve our confidence in the robustness of the results reported in Table 3 , column (1) through column (3) , we

create a dummy Top20%Beauty and Bottom20%Beauty based on the quintile rankings of attractiveness score and then rees-

timate the regression. Top20%Beauty equals one if a beauty observation is ranked to the fifth quintile, and zero otherwise.

Meanwhile, Bottom20%Beauty is defined as one if the observation is ranked to the first quintile, and zero otherwise. We

report the results in column (4) of Table 3 . Consistent with the results of the prior three regressions, we find that the co-

efficient on Top20%Beauty is 0.3 and significant at the 5% level. In contrast, Bottom20%Beauty ’s coefficient is − 0.009 but not

statistically significant at the 10% level. For additional robustness, we follow the method proposed by Ferrer-i-Carbonell and

Frijters (2004) to estimate the model and report the results in column (5). The estimated coefficient of RelativeBeauty is

0.253, which is very close to the 0.202 reported in column (2) , but the coefficients of PartySchool, Age , and Age_Square are

not statistically significant anymore. 

In column (6), we report the results of a logistic regression wherein the dependent variable is Promotion , which is defined

as one if the value of Mobility equals one, and zero otherwise. Consistent with the results of the five ordered logistic models,

facial attractiveness shows a positive effect on the probability of promotion. 7 

Based on the results of regressions with various model specifications, we conclude that there is a causal relationship

between physical attractiveness and work promotion in the CPC’s internal job market. With the assumption that no unob-

servable variables that determine attractiveness also determine work promotion, we are careful in selecting covariates when

running regressions. The control variables used in our regressions capture information on officials’ age, gender, education

background, office tenure, perceived ability, and their nepotism and loyalty to the Communist Party. We assume all other

determinants of physical attractiveness are orthogonal to the selected control variables and are therefore left in the error

term. In robustness tests, we add additional control variables to the regressions. For example, ethnicity could be an im-

portant control as upper government officials may prefer promoting minority ethnicity leaders for the purpose of national

unity, and certain ethnic groups may be deemed more attractive. As shown in Section 4 , the main results hold after we

control for additional demographics of government officials, including their ethnicities, social skills, and alumni connections

with senior government leaders. 

3.2. Beauty or ability? 

We have provided evidence that party secretaries with comparatively greater physical attractiveness have higher chances

of promotion than their less attractive peers. This phenomenon may be driven by the appearance-based bias, i.e., individ-

uals who make promotion decisions act on perceptual distortions and irrational correlations between a person’s looks and

his or her ability. Although the observed beauty premium might be the reward for unobserved beauty-related ability un-

accounted for in our analysis, the psychology literature provides weak to no evidence for the relation of beauty to better

performance ( Jackson et al., 1995; Rule and Ambady, 2008 ). In this section, we investigate whether beauty is correlated to

ability measured in different dimensions. 

We use growth rates of GDP, unemployment rate, fiscal revenue, bank loans, and foreign direct investment (FDI) as

various proxies for a party secretary’s ability to advance economic development. In a fixed-effect panel setting, we run the

following regression: 

Performanc e it = βRelativeBeaut y it + X 

′ 
it � + αi + τt + ε it , (3)

where i and t index city and year, respectively. αi and τ t denote, respectively, to city and year fixed effects. X is a set of

control variables including lagged Log PCGDP , lagged fixed asset investment, lagged growth rate of employed labor, Tenure,

Age, Age_Square . The dependent variables of performance are measured by GDP growth rate, unemployment rate, the growth

rate of fiscal revenue, the growth rate of commercial loan, and the growth rate of foreign direct investments, respectively. 
7 After excluding 96 female observations, we perform tests again and obtain results similar to those reported in Table 3 . 
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Table 4 

OLS Regressions of Various Performance Measures on Beauty. This table reports the results of OLS regressions of various work per- 

formance on RelativeBeauty . The dependent variables are GDP growth rate; unemployment rate; growth rate of fiscal revenue; growth 

rate of bank loans; and the growth rate of foreign direct investment (FDI). Fixed Asset Investment is the amount of fixed asset in- 

vestment scaled by GDP; Employed Labor Growth is the growth rate of labor force. All other variables are defined in Appendix B . 

Heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors clustered at the city level are reported in parenthesis. " ∗", " ∗∗", and " ∗∗∗" represent statis- 

tical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. 

GDP Growth Unemployment rate Fiscal Revenue Growth Bank Loan Growth FDI Growth 

RelativeBeauty 0.001 0.0 0 0 −0.001 −0.007 0.041 

(0.003) (0.001) (0.007) (0.011) (0.047) 

LogPCGDP t-1 −0.123 ∗∗∗ 0.001 −0.219 ∗∗∗ −0.152 ∗∗ −0.318 

(0.014) (0.003) (0.043) (0.062) (0.240) 

Fixed Asset Investment t-1 0.012 ∗∗∗ 0.0 0 0 0.022 ∗∗∗ −0.003 −0.061 ∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.0 0 0) (0.005) (0.004) (0.018) 

Employed Labor Growth t-1 0.001 −0.001 0.022 ∗∗∗ −0.005 −0.012 

(0.002) (0.001) (0.007) (0.021) (0.049) 

Tenure −0.0 0 0 −0.0 0 0 −0.002 −0.001 0.008 

(0.001) (0.0 0 0) (0.002) (0.004) (0.015) 

Age 0.016 ∗∗ 0.004 ∗ −0.005 −0.030 0.251 ∗

(0.006) (0.002) (0.021) (0.032) (0.134) 

Age_Square −0.0 0 0 ∗∗ −0.0 0 0 ∗ 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 −0.003 ∗

(0.0 0 0) (0.0 0 0) (0.0 0 0) (0.0 0 0) (0.001) 

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

City FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

R-squared 0.271 0.0 0 0 0.164 0.107 0.018 

Observations 2898 3071 2275 2046 2808 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We find that the estimates of the coefficient of RelativeBeauty are not significant in all regression specifications presented

in Table 4 . Results are similar when we replace RelativeBeauty by Attractiveness , lagged one- and lagged two-period Relative-

Beauty . These results are consistent with the research of Mobius and Rosenblat (2006) : there is no relationship between the

maze-solving skill and physical attractiveness. We conclude that the effect of the beauty premium on a regional leader’s

promotion is more likely driven by the appearance-based bias, rather than an unobserved relation between skills and a

person’s look. 

4. Robustness tests 

Ethnicity may be an important determinant for Chinese officials’ political mobility, especially in minority autonomous

regions. An official of minority ethnicity may have a higher likelihood of promotion in order to fulfill the purpose of national

unity and stability. Another potential factor is the alumni connection. An official may win in the promotion competition

because of a close alumni relationship with top leaders in the upper level of government. It is possible that an official’s

physical appearance is correlated with his ethnicity and his baccalaureate college or university. To rule out this possibility,

we add two new variables, Minority and Alumni , as additional controls in the baseline regression Eq. (1) . Minority is defined

as one if the official belongs to any minority ethnicity and zero otherwise. Alumni is defined as one if the official went to

the same college or university as the provincial secretary or governor and zero otherwise. 

In Eq. (1) we already control for local leaders’ ability related to economic growth. Since social skills are supposed to

contribute to vocational success, we intend to control for officials’ social skills in multivariate analysis. We use an official’s

undergraduate major as the variable to proxy for his extroversion personality trait and interpersonal skills. Several psychol-

ogy researchers suggest that college students’ choices of educational majors are indirectly influenced by their personalities

( Larson et al., 2007; Larson et al., 2010; Lounsbury et al., 2009 ). Based on these findings, we assume that the personal-

ity traits of Chinese students with STEM majors (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) generally differ from

those of liberal arts majors and business and economics majors, especially with respect to extroversion and social closeness.

Accordingly, we use undergraduate majors as a proxy for officials’ social skills. Although an undergraduate major is not a

perfect measurement for interpersonal skills, it is a suitable proxy for our purpose, since it is impossible for us to conduct

a large-scale survey of Chinese senior government officers to determine their personality traits. We do not observe any gov-

ernment officer in our sample who graduated from college with an art major, and therefore we treat STEM majors as the

reference group and create two major dummies, Liberal and Business . We are able to find undergraduate major information

for 800 officials in the sample. 

The results of the new regression reported in Table 5 indicate that, after controlling for undergraduate majors and mi-

nority ethnicity as well as alumni connections with provincial leaders, the estimated coefficient of RelativeBeauty is 0.288

and remains statistically significant at the 5% level; the coefficient of BeautyRank is 0.103 and significant at the 10% level. 

In the second robustness test, we split the whole sample into two periods, 1999–2007 and 2008–2013, and then reesti-

mate Eq. (1) with these two subsamples. The results reported in the online appendix are consistent and robust. 
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Table 5 

Ordered Logit Regressions of Mobility on Beauty Measures with Additional 

Controls. This table reports the results of ordered logit regressions of Mo- 

bility on various measures of facial attractiveness, including four new con- 

trol variables, Minority, Alumni, Business, and Liberal. Minority is defined as 

1 if the official belongs to any minority ethnicity and 0 otherwise. Alumni 

is defined as 1 if the official went to the same college or university as the 

provincial secretary or governor and 0 otherwise. Business is defined as 1 

if the official’s undergraduate major is business or economics, and 0 oth- 

erwise. Liberal is defined as 1 if the official’s undergraduate major is lib- 

eral arts, and 0 otherwise. All other variables are defined in Appendix B . 

Heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors clustered at the city level are 

reported in parenthesis. " ∗", " ∗∗", and " ∗∗∗" represent statistical significance 

at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

RelativeBeauty 0.283 ∗∗ 0.288 ∗∗

(0.113) (0.124) 

BeautyRank 0.101 ∗ 0.103 ∗

(0.052) (0.058) 

Ability 1.845 1.844 2.193 2.161 

(1.432) (1.447) (1.656) (1.671) 

CCYL 0.083 0.084 −0.033 −0.025 

(0.148) (0.147) (0.175) (0.175) 

Cen_pro −0.006 0.008 0.015 0.029 

(0.128) (0.128) (0.157) (0.156) 

Female 0.531 ∗ 0.574 ∗ 0.607 0.653 ∗

(0.301) (0.302) (0.382) (0.377) 

Tenure 0.219 ∗∗∗ 0.215 ∗∗∗ 0.261 ∗∗∗ 0.257 ∗∗∗

(0.057) (0.056) (0.062) (0.062) 

FirstYear −0.248 ∗∗ −0.255 ∗∗ −0.253 ∗ −0.260 ∗∗

(0.120) (0.119) (0.130) (0.130) 

LogPCGDP −0.113 −0.097 0.084 0.106 

(0.614) (0.618) (0.726) (0.732) 

PartySchool 0.275 0.273 0.161 0.158 

(0.172) (0.172) (0.193) (0.193) 

Graduate 0.104 0.100 0.212 0.206 

(0.150) (0.150) (0.184) (0.185) 

Age 1.859 ∗∗∗ 1.862 ∗∗∗ 1.798 ∗∗∗ 1.800 ∗∗∗

(0.426) (0.427) (0.499) (0.500) 

Age_Square −0.019 ∗∗∗ −0.019 ∗∗∗ −0.018 ∗∗∗ −0.019 ∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.005) (0.005) 

Minority −0.151 −0.144 0.038 0.028 

(0.314) (0.316) (0.366) (0.369) 

Alumni 0.071 0.082 −0.006 0.007 

(0.122) (0.122) (0.140) (0.141) 

Business 0.270 ∗ 0.277 ∗

(0.162) (0.164) 

Liberal −0.368 ∗∗ −0.352 ∗

(0.184) (0.185) 

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes 

City FE Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Position FE Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Pseudo R-squared 0.100 0.099 0.103 0.102 

Observation 2706 2706 2296 2296 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All prior tests have been conducted on an unbalanced panel dataset wherein each official in our sample has multiple ob-

servations, since his office tenure may cover several years. In the last robustness test, the estimation of Eq. (1) is conducted

with only one observation for each person and each office post, that is, the observations of the last year in each office post.

Although the observation number drops to 886, the beauty effect on promotion remains. 

5. Perceived trustworthiness and competence 

The extant literature documents that we tend to judge other people’s competence, intelligence, and trustworthiness based

on external appearance ( Hassin and Trope, 20 0 0; Todorov et al., 20 05; Zebrowitz et al., 20 02 ). Numerous studies have shown

that attractive people are perceived as more trustworthy and competent than others ( Berggren et al., 2010; Cash et al., 1977;

Dipboye et al., 1975; Eagly et al., 1991; Feingold, 1992; Jackson et al., 1995; Raza and Carpenter, 1987; Till and Busler, 20 0 0 ).

To have a better understanding on the observed beauty effects in the promotion tournament among Chinese local political
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Table 6 

Correlation matrix of facial trait measures. This table reports Pearson corre- 

lation coefficients among measures of facial traits for 981 party secretaries 

of the municipal committees. Each government official in the photograph is 

rated by five undergraduate students regarding its perceived attractiveness 

(1 = very unattractive, 2 = unattractive, 3 = average, 4 = attractive, 5 = very at- 

tractive). We compute the average of these ratings and name it Attractiveness , 

which is adjusted by the median value of all competing secretaries from the 

same province and of the same year to obtain a relative measure, Relative- 

Beauty. Competence ( RelativeCompetence ) and Trustworthiness ( RelativeTrust ) are 

constructed in the same way. 

Panel A 

Mobility RelativeBeauty RelativeCompetence 

RelativeBeauty 0.05 

RelativeCompetence 0.03 0.54 

RelativeTrust 0.02 0.60 0.62 

Panel B 

Mobility Attractiveness Competence 

Attractiveness 0.04 

Competence 0.02 0.59 

Trustworthiness 0.02 0.63 0.66 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

leaders, we step further to investigate whether the perceived attractiveness of these government officials is related to other

facial traits such as the perceived trustworthiness and competence. 

In addition to rating perceived attractiveness, in the survey students also provided their ratings of perceived competence

and trustworthiness for every government official in our sample. For example, each face in the photograph was rated by

five students regarding the perception of competence (1 = very incompetent, 2 = incompetent, 3 = average, 4 = competent,

5 = very competent). The average of these five rating scores was named Competence , which was then adjusted by the me-

dian value of all competing secretaries from the same province and of the same year to obtain a relative measure, Rela-

tiveCompetence. Trustworthiness and RelativeTrust were constructed in the same way and used as the measures for perceived

trustworthiness. 

The analysis of Pearson correlation allows us to compare the relationship between political promotion and assessments

of the three facial traits one at a time. As reported in Panel A of Table 6 , Mobility has a higher correlation with facial attrac-

tiveness (0.05) than with the other two traits. Further, there are high correlations among the three facial traits. The Pearson

correlation coefficient between RelativeBeauty and RelativeCompetence is 0.54; The correlation between RelativeBeauty and 

RelativeTrust is 0.60; We also notice a high correlation between perceived competence and trustworthiness: 0.62. It seems

that these three cognition measures share information about certain facial characters perceived by survey participants, and

this information is most likely related to the impression of attractiveness, as the literature has shown that physically attrac-

tive individuals are ascribed a multitude of additional positive traits. Panel B shows similar results with absolute assessment

values. In sum, the correlation analyses suggest that attractive government officials are perceived as more competent and

trustworthy than others. 

Prior studies have shown that the look of competence and perceived trustworthiness have significant impacts on com-

mercial and political activities. For example, Graham et al. (2016) document that large-firm CEOs look more competent

than CEOs from smaller firms; Todorov et al. (2005) show that U.S. politicians with competent-looking faces have a greater

chance of being elected; Pareek and Zuckerman (2013) find that hedge fund managers whose photographs are rated as more

trustworthy attract greater fund flows. Along this line, we further investigate whether China’s political selection process of

regional leaders is affected by the perceptions of competence and trustworthiness. We expect that officials who look more

competent and trustworthy are more likely to be promoted. Similar to Eq. (1) , we firstly estimate ordered logistic regression

of Mobility on RelativeCompetence and RelativeTrust , respectively. Then, in a revised regression model, we include all three

assessment measures of facial trait, controlling for other personal attributes. 

Table 7 reports the regression results, which are consistent with our propositions. In column (1) , perceived competence

is the only facial trait tested. The coefficient of RelativeCompetence is 0.290 with a 5% significance level. For the perceived

trustworthiness measure, as reported in column (2) , its coefficient is 0.227 with a 10% significance level. These results indi-

cate that, like physical attractiveness, perceived competence and trustworthiness may positively affect officials’ career mo-

bility. Column (3) shows the regressions results when all three facial trait measures are included in the empirical model.

Compared to those reported in Table 3 , the coefficient of RelativeBeauty becomes marginally smaller, and its statistical sig-

nificance vanishes. RelativeCompetence and RelativeTrust do not sustain their statistical significance, either. Since these three

variables have very high correlations with each other, the observed disappearance of statistical significance of beauty and

other two facial traits is likely driven by the potential multicollinearity issue. Next, we perform a joint significance test

to determine whether these trait variables considered as a whole is statistically significant or not. We find that the Chi-
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Table 7 

Ordered Logit regressions of Mobility on other facial trait mea- 

sures. This table reports the results of ordered logit regressions 

of Mobility on various facial trait measures. Each government 

official in the photograph is rated by five undergraduate stu- 

dents regarding its perceived attractiveness (1 = very unattrac- 

tive, 2 = unattractive, 3 = average, 4 = attractive, 5 = very attrac- 

tive). We compute the average of these ratings and name it At- 

tractiveness , which is adjusted by the median value of all com- 

peting secretaries from the same province and of the same year 

to obtain a relative measure, RelativeBeauty. RelativeCompetence 

and RelativeTrust are constructed in the same way and used as 

the measures for perceived competence and trustworthiness. All 

other variables are defined in Appendix B . Heteroskedasticity- 

consistent standard errors clustered at the city level are reported 

in parenthesis. " ∗", " ∗∗", and " ∗∗∗" represent statistical significance 

at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. 

(1) (2) (3) 

RelativeBeauty 0.166 

(0.143) 

RelativeCompetence 0.290 ∗∗ 0.154 

(0.141) (0.178) 

RelativeTrust 0.227 ∗ 0.045 

(0.127) (0.165) 

Ability 3.198 ∗ 3.303 ∗ 3.375 ∗

(1.781) (1.776) (0.161) 

CYL 0.159 0.163 0.156 

(0.161) (0.161) (0.161) 

Cen_pro 0.171 0.167 0.158 

(0.125) (0.125) (0.125) 

Female 0.620 ∗ 0.660 ∗∗ 0.580 ∗

(0.335) (0.332) (0.338) 

Tenure 0.339 ∗∗∗ 0.339 ∗∗∗ 0.343 ∗∗∗

(0.043) (0.043) (0.043) 

FirstYear −0.764 ∗∗∗ −0.776 ∗∗∗ −0.770 ∗∗∗

(0.153) (0.153) (0.153) 

LogPCGDP −0.280 −0.286 −0.273 

(0.508) (0.511) (0.512) 

PartySchool 0.218 0.192 0.212 

(0.176) (0.176) (0.177) 

Graduate 0.088 0.081 0.079 

(0.142) (0.142) (0.143) 

Age 0.440 0.414 0.428 

(0.356) (0.354) (0.355) 

Age_Square −0.005 −0.004 −0.004 

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) 

Year FE Yes Yes Yes 

City FE Yes Yes Yes 

Position FE Yes Yes Yes 

Pseudo R-squared 0.196 0.196 0.197 

Observations 3552 3552 3552 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

square statistics is 4.04 ( p -value = 0.0445), which suggests that our three measures contain common information that sig-

nificantly affects political leaders’ career path. Our findings echo the evidence of halo effect found in the extant literature.

Berggren et al. (2010) collect the same three measures as ours and study the role of these facial traits in electoral success

of Finnish political candidates. They find high correlations among these measures, too. They also find that only attractive-

ness sustains its statistical significance (but with much smaller marginal effect) when all three measures are included in the

same regression. 

It is possible our perceived competence and trustworthiness measures are good proxy for the candidate’s ability or com-

petence and nothing to do with attractiveness. In unreported tests, we examine the association between the perceptions

of competence and trustworthiness of an official and his economic performance. In particular, we reestimate Eq. (3) but

replace RelativeBeauty with RelativeTrust or RelativeCompetence as the main independent variable in the regressions, and we

do not find a significant relation between economic growth and perceived competence and trustworthiness. This evidence

suggests that the measures for perceived competence and trustworthiness do not contain information about sample offi-

cials’ true competence, and as a result, it is plausible that the perceived competence and trustworthiness are driven by a

halo effect. This implication is also suggested by the result of joint significance test and high correlations among the three

trait measures demonstrated in Table 6 . 
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6. Conclusion 

Drawing upon extensive literature on growth in transitional economies and literature on discrimination in the labor

market, we use a hand-collected dataset of 981 Chinese government officers to estimate the beauty effect on their career

advancement. Our findings indicate that more attractive and less attractive officials are not treated equally. When we con-

trol for personal ability, age, gender, education, and other individual characteristics, we find that attractive officials are more

likely to be promoted than are their less attractive peers. Although economic performance is a chief determinant for pro-

motion, a poorly performing official may still have a statistically significant chance of promotion if he or she is attractive.

In addition, more attractive leaders are assigned higher scores for trustworthiness and competence, which help raise the

chance of promotion. 

We also conduct research to determine whether attractive subnational leaders perform better than other unattractive

ones. Since we find no evidence of a positive relation between physical attractiveness (and perceived trustworthiness as

well as perceived competence) and economic performance measured in various dimensions, we conclude that the observed

beauty effects are more likely to be driven by a cognitive bias rather than a spurious relation between ability and attractive-

ness. While prior studies have offered evidence that Chinese political leaders assign promotions based on performance and

personal ability, the unequal promotion outcome between more attractive and less attractive officials, as found in this paper,

suggests that physical appearance matters in the tournament competition among CPC’s officials. This appearance-based bias

or discrimination may be inherited from historic Chinese culture. 

The ancient Chinese believed that one’s face reflects who one is, what one thinks, and why one behaves in particular

ways, and “judging a book by its cover” was once very common. Abundant historical documentation records that the ruling

bureaucracies in ancient China favored physical attractiveness in the selection of government officials. In the Han Dynasty,

for example, one of the criteria for selecting male government officials was “masculine beauty." Physical requirements in the

Tang, Ming, and Qing Dynasties were even more specific. Historical traditions of order, law, and culture may endure over

time and significantly affect a country’s development of new systems ( Acemoglu et al., 2001 ). Thus, it is not unexpected

that discrimination based on appearance is common in today’s China. Research on the Chinese job market by China Labor

Bulletin, a Hong Kong based non-governmental organization, shows that about 8% of job advertisements listed height re-

quirements and/or other discriminatory standards for physical appearance. 8 Our study provides new evidence that the CPC’s

human capital management system inherited the appearance-based discrimination of historic Chinese bureaucratic culture. 
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Appendix A. Survey questions 

1. Do you think this person is attractive? 

1) Very unattractive 

2) Unattractive 

3) Average 

4) Attractive 

5) Very attractive 

2. Do you think this person looks like a competent leader? 

1) Very incompetent 

2) Incompetent 

3) Average 

4) Competent 

5) Very competent 

3. Do you think this person looks trustworthy? 

1) Very untrustworthy 
8 The information is from the website http://www.clb.org.hk/ . 
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2) Untrustworthy 

3) Average 

4) Trustworthy 

5) Very trustworthy 

Appendix B. Variable definitions 

Variable Definition 

Ability The average abnormal GDP growth since the incumbent government official assumed office, whereas abnormal GDP 

growth is the annual GDP growth rate subtracted by the median value of all competing officials’ GDP growth rates in 

the same province and at the same year. 

Age The age of the secretary. 

Attractiveness Each face in the photograph is evaluated by five students regarding its attractiveness (1 = very unattractive, 

2 = unattractive, 3 = average, 4 = attractive, 5 = very attractive). Then the average of the five scores is computed. 

BeautyRank All secretaries of the same province and of the same year are sorted in ascending order by Attractiveness into quintile, 

and the observations located in a given quintile are assigned the number of that quintile. It has discrete values from 1 

to 5. 

Bottom20%Beauty An indicator variable that equals 1 if BeautyRank = 1, and 0 otherwise. 

CYL An indicator variable that equals 1 if the party secretary once held a managerial position as the secretary or 

vice-secretary of the Communist Youth League at the prefecture or upper level and 0 otherwise. 

Cen_pro An indicator variable that equals 1 if the party secretary once worked in the central or provincial government, and 0 

otherwise. 

Graduate An indicator variable that equals 1 if the secretary holds a master or higher degree, and 0 otherwise. 

Female An indicator variable that equals 1 if the party secretary is female, and 0 otherwise. 

FirstYear An indicator variable that equals 1 if the secretary is at the first year of the term, and 0 otherwise. 

GDP growth Annual growth rate of gross domestic product of a city. 

LogPCGDP The natural logarithm of per capita GDP (in 10 0 0 China Yuan). 

Mobility An indicator variable that equals 1 (for promotion), 0, and − 1 (for demotion). 

PartySchool An indicator variable that equals 1 if the secretary received a degree from the communist party schools, and 0 

otherwise. 

Promotion An indicator variable that equals 1 if the value of Mobility equals one, and 0 otherwise. 

RelativeBeauty The Attractiveness minus the median value of all competitors in the same province and at the same year. 

Tenure The number of year an officer has been in the incumbent position. 

Top20%Beauty It equals 1 if BeautyRank = 5, and 0 otherwise. 
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Abstract: This study investigates a firm’s financing, investment, and payout policies through a rational 
expectation equilibrium based on which managers and outside investors have heterogeneous prior beliefs. 
The proposed model demonstrates that managers tend to overinvest (underinvest) if the extent of 
heterogeneousness is above (below) a threshold, which differs under distinct circumstances. Moreover, a 
price bubble is positively related to overinvestment, and the model shows that a firm’s optimal financing 
choices and payout policies vary with the assumption of heterogeneous beliefs. 

Keywords: Heterogeneous beliefs; Corporate financing; Investment level; Cash dividend; Stock 
repurchase 

1. Introduction

Considerable studies on behavioral finance (Surveyed in Shleifer, 2000; Xiong, 2013), suggest that 
market participants are not always rational and may have differing opinions on future payoffs of assets. 
Such heterogeneous beliefs are based on gradual information flow, limited attention, and having 
heterogeneous priors (Hong and Stein, 2007). Using a setup in which a firm’s manager and outside investors 
have heterogeneous beliefs, we simultaneously investigated three important corporate finance-related topics: 
corporate financing decisions, investment at a firm level, and optimal payout policies. 

There have been a number of theoretical models and empirical evidence for these subjects. Stein (2003) 
summarized the previous research on how the efficiency of corporate investments is influenced via 
asymmetric information and agency problems. DeAngelo et al. (2008) demonstrated a synthesis of academic 
research on corporate payout policies that were based on the pioneering contributions of Lintner (1956) and 
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Miller and Modigliani (1961). They demonstrated that a simple asymmetric information framework, which 
focuses on the requirement to distribute free cash flow and integrates agency costs (Jensen, 1986) and 
security valuation problems (Myers and Majluf, 1984), does a better job of explaining the primary features of 
the observed payout policies. The recent research on these topics can be mainly categorized to three classes.  

One such class studies heterogeneous beliefs among investors. Differences in investors’ belief could 
cause stock prices to deviate from fundamentals, which would lead to market inefficiency. In fact, a firm’s 
manager would exploit such opportunities and make financial decisions for their own benefits. Related 
literature works include Shefrin and Statman (1984), Stein (1996), Baker and Wurgler (2002), Shleifer and 
Vishny (2003), Barberis and Thaler (2003), Baker and Wurgler (2004), Gilchrist et al. (2005), Li and Lie (2006), 
Chen and Liu (2007), Denis and Osobov (2008), Von Eije and Megginson (2008), Butler et al. (2011), Bayar et 
al. (2013), Frijns et al. (2013), Wang et al. (2013), Buisseret (2014), Jung and Subramanian (2014), Smith (2014), 
Baker et al. (2016), and Siganos et al. (2017), etc. 

A second strand of literature examines the behavioral bias of managers, such as overconfidence, which 
has been repeatedly established in the literature. Roll (1986) was one of the first researchers to explicitly 
introduce overconfidence within the corporate finance context by explaining a particular form of 
overinvestment, that is, overpayment by acquiring other firms. Other related works include Myers and 
Majluf (1984), Heaton (2002), Fairchild (2005), Malmendier and Tate (2005), Ben-David et al. (2007), 
Bontempi and Golinelli (2012), Banerjee et al. (2013), Niu et al. (2017), and Garlappi et al. (2017), etc. Note 
that overconfident managers believe that they are acting benevolently toward shareholders. This leads to 
less disciplined activities such as overinvestment or costly external financing, which has a great influence on 
corporate policies, and is not limited to certain investments or payout channels. 

Note that some researchers are more interested in disagreements between managers and outside 
investors. Because managers may have better information compared with outside investors about the firm 
(i.e., information asymmetry) and may invest excess cash in unprofitable projects rather than pay it 
back to shareholders (i.e., moral hazard), their disagreement will definitely have an effect on a firms’ 
financial policies (see, for example, Bigus, 2003; Gugler, 2003; Dittmar and Thakor, 2007; Lee, 2009; 
Shibata and Nishihara, 2010; Thanatawee, 2011; Morellec and Schürhoff, 2011; Yang, 2013; Delaney 
and Thijssen, 2015, etc.).  

Other related studies are as follows. Berkovitch and Kim (1990) investigated effects of seniority rules 
and restrictive dividend covenants on over- and under-investment incentives, which are associated with 
risky debt. Holt (2003) utilized a real options framework to explain how investment and payout decisions 
interacted over time when irreversibility and financial constraints were jointly bound. Childs et al. (2005) 
developed and analyzed a dynamic model of a firm’s investment and financing decisions within a setting 
that had stockholder–bondholder conflicts over investment policy. Similarly, Richardson (2006) examined 
corporate overinvestment activities. Huang and Thakor (2013) proposed a novel explanation on why firms 
should conduct open-market and privately-negotiated stock repurchases, for which they identified 
supporting empirical evidence. Sloan and You (2015) quantified the magnitude of wealth transfers via 
equity issuance and analyzed their implications. They identified that, on average, such wealth transfers are 
~40% of the net income, that these wealth transfers could be predicted using various characteristics of a firm, 
and that future wealth transfers are an important determinant for current stock prices. Munoz et al. (2016) 
proposed a novel two-phase bounding and decomposition approach for computing optimal and 
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near-optimal solutions for large-scale mixed-integer investment planning problems. 
To our knowledge, there is very less amount of research that has focused on the effects of 

heterogeneous prior beliefs among managers and investors for corporate investment and payout policies. 
Our study contributes to the extant literature by considering both heterogeneous prior beliefs among 
investors as well as those between managers and investors. Moreover, we extend the existing model by 
including firms’ financing, investment, and payout policies to establish a rational expectation equilibrium 
framework. In fact, our study provides several important implications. Unlike Bayar et al.’s (2013) results, 
we demonstrate that if heterogeneous beliefs exceed a certain level (i.e., higher information asymmetry or 
cognitive bias), managers will have a tendency to overinvest, whereas if such heterogeneous beliefs are 
lower than a threshold, managers will underinvest. Another interesting result is that there is a positive 
relation between price bubbles and level of overinvestment. Finally, we observe that optimal financing 
choices of firms and payout policies are different in various cases. 

The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 develops a theoretical framework for further 
analysis. Section 3 describes the investment and payout policies for heterogeneous prior beliefs without 
external financing. Section 4 discusses the investment and payout policies with debt or equity financing. The 
conclusion is presented in Section 5.  

2. Basic assumptions

We assume that a firm’s net cash flow realized at time t is Xt; the share price is Pt; and the new 
investment is t . New investment has two components: (1) the required investment expenditure to 

maintain assets in place and the expected investment expenditure in new positive net present value projects, 
denoted by tI . (2) The overinvestment or underinvestment level, denoted by t , i.e., t t tI    . Note that 

all the participants are risk neutral. 
Similar to Miller and Rock (1985), we assume that the evolution of the firm’s earnings stream tX  is 

described as  1t t tX F    ,  1 1t t tX F     , where   0tE   ,  1t t tE     ,   0tF   , 

 0 0F  ,   0tF    ,   0tF    , and the rate of return is tr . 

If only heterogeneous beliefs exist between the manager and outside investors, we assume the firm’s 
equity financing with total shares tN  at time t, among which the manager’s shareholding is t tN , without 
any moral hazard, and the outside shareholders hold  1 t tN . Both their heterogeneous beliefs are 

reflected in the form of investment functions, that is,    ln 1M
t tF a    ,      ln 1I

t t tF a d     .  

If heterogeneous beliefs exist between the manager and outside investors, and among outside investors, 
we assume the firm’s equity financing with total shares tN  at time t, among which the manager’s 
shareholding is t tN , without moral hazard; the outside optimistic shareholders hold t tN  and the 
pessimistic investors hold  1 t t tN   . Moreover, their heterogeneous beliefs are reflected in the form of 

investment functions, that is,    ln 1M
t tF a    ,      ln 1O

t t tF a d     , and 

     ln 1P
t t tF a d     , respectively.

Based on the settings provided by Fama and French (2012), we assume the firm determines to pay cash 
dividend to or repurchase stock from tD  (its shareholders) after satisfying the necessary investment. When 
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the net cash flow tX  is insufficient for the necessary investment tI , the firm has to rely on external 
financing tF , i.e., t t t tX F D     when t tX I . We will now discuss the following four types of 

situations: debt financing, equity financing, cash dividend, and stock repurchase. 

3. Investment and payout policies without external financing

When there is no external financing, i.e., the net cash flow is sufficient for necessary investment, i.e., 
t tX I , 0tF  , t t tX D   , we provide solutions for investment and payout policies along with cash 

dividends and stock repurchase, respectively. 

3.1. Firm’s investment level with cash dividend 

3.1.1. Heterogeneous beliefs between manager and outside investors 

Manager’s and outside investors’ estimations of the value of the firm are    1M M
t t t t t tV X F r       

and    1I I
t t t t t tV X F r        , respectively. Since managers have no moral hazard and their

target is wealth maximization of shareholders, a simple social welfare function is appropriate for objective 
functions, i.e., attaching weights to each group’s interests in proportion to the values of their holdings, which 
can be written as follows: 

          
   

1
max 1 ln 1

1
t t tM I

t t t t t t t t
t

a a d
E V E V E V X

r
 

 
            


, 

subject to t t tX D   . 
The first-order condition for the abovementioned maximization problem with respect to t  for a 

given tX  is
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1 0
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. Thus, the over- or 

underinvestment level is obtained as 
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. Then, we have the following results. 

Proposition 1. (1) If     1 1 1t t t ta d I r     , i.e., 
  

 
1 1
1

t t
t

t

I r a
d


  




, then * 0t  . This indicates 

that if heterogeneous beliefs between managers and investors exceed a certain level, a firm will have a tendency toward 

overinvestment. (2) If     1 1 1t t t ta d I r     , i.e., 
  

 
1 1
1

t t
t

t

I r a
d


  




, then * 0t  . This indicates that 

if heterogeneous beliefs between managers and investors are lower than that certain level, firms will have a tendency 
toward underinvestment. (3) *

t  has a positive relationship with td , which indicates that if participants are more 

optimistic, then the greater the dispersion of beliefs between managers and outside investors, the higher is the level of 
overinvestment. 

Furthermore, share prices estimated by two participants are 
 M
tM

t
t

E V
P

N
  and 

 ItI
t

t

E V
P

N
  and a 
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price bubble can be written as
 
 

ln 1
1

t tI M
t t t

t t

d
B P P

N r
 

  


. Therefore, 
  1 1

t t t

t t t t t t

B B d
N r I 

 
 

    
. 

From this information, we can obtain Proposition 2. 
Proposition 2. If td  is positive, i.e., outside investors are more optimistic, then the price bubble has a positive 

relationship with overinvestment and vice versa. 
Moreover, we can describe the expected value of the firm, i.e., 

         
 

 
 

1 1
1 = 1 ln

1 1
t t t tM I

t t t t t t
t t

a d a d
E V E V E V X

r e r
 

 
              

 
(1)

Propositions 1 and 2 indicate that when investors’ sentiments toward the security market are more 
optimistic, share prices are more likely to be overvalued; thus, managers tend to take advantage of such 
situations and promote investments. 

3.1.2. Heterogeneous beliefs between manager and outside investors, and among outside investors 

When heterogeneous beliefs exist between managers and outside investors and among outside 
investors, as shown in the calculation process in Appendix A, we obtain an over- or under-investment level 

which is 
 

   * 2 1
1

1
t t t

t t
t

a d
I
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. Thus, we get Proposition 3. 

Proposition 3. (1) If     2 1 1 1t t t t ta d I r       , i.e., 
  
 

1 1
2 1

t t
t

t t

I r a
d

 
  


 

, then * 0t  . This 

indicates that if heterogeneous beliefs between managers and investors exceed a certain level, firms will have a tendency 

toward overinvestment. (2) If     2 1 1 1t t t t ta d I r       , i.e., 
  
 

1 1
2 1

t t
t

t t

I r a
d

 
  


 

, then * 0t  . This 

indicates that if heterogeneous beliefs between managers and investors are lower than this level, firms will have a 
tendency toward underinvestment. (3) If 2 1t t   , *

t  has a positive relationship with td ; while if 2 1t t   , 
*
t has a negative relationship with td . 

Proposition 3 demonstrates that if more optimistic investors exist in the market, the possibility of 
overinvestment can increase. 

For such cases, the expected value of a firm can be defined as follows: 

           
 

 
 

2 1 2 1
1 = 1 ln

1 1
t t t t t tM O P

t t t t t t t t t
t t
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E V E V E V E V X

r e r
   

   
                  

 
 (2) 

3.2. Firm’s investment level with stock repurchase 

We assume that the firm decides to repurchase stocks from outside investors using an amount tD  after 

satisfying the necessary investment rather than paying cash-based dividend to its shareholders. Note that 
t t tX D    still holds. 
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3.2.1. Heterogeneous beliefs between the manager and outside investors 

Based on most recent research results, a firm will select to repurchase stocks if market prices of shares 
are lower than their fundamental value. Based on this assumption, if we assume here that firms decide to 
repurchase shares t tb N  with price tP  from outside investors, then t t t tD b N P , i.e., the manager’s 
shareholding is  t t tb N  , and outside shareholders hold  1 t t tb N   and 1 t tb  . Thus, the 

investment functions of managers and investors are    ln 1M
t tF a     and      ln 1I

t t tF a d     , 

respectively. As shown in Appendix B, the over- or underinvestment level is 
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1
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. Then, we can get the following results. 

Proposition 4. (1) If     1 1 1t t t t ta b d I r      , i.e., 
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, then * 0t  . This 

indicates that if heterogeneous beliefs between managers and investors exceed a certain level, firms will have a tendency 

toward overinvestment. (2) If     1 1 1t t t t ta b d I r      , i.e., 
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, then * 0t  . This 

indicates that if heterogeneous beliefs between managers and investors are lower than a specific level, firms will have a 
tendency toward underinvestment. (3) *

t  has a positive relationship with td , which indicates that if participants are 

more optimistic, the greater the dispersion of beliefs between managers and outside investors, the higher is the level of 
overinvestment.  

Thus, the expected value of the firm is as follows: 
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When considering equations (3) and (1), we have 
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. 

Thus, it is easy to get the following result. 
Proposition 5. If 0td  , then   0tE V  , which indicates that a cash dividend is better than stock repurchase. 

However, if 0td  , then   0tE V  , which indicates that stock repurchase is better than the cash dividend. 

Propositions 4 and 5 demonstrate that in a rising security market, which has more optimistic investors 
that disagree with each other, a firm’s investment may not be efficient enough for excessive cash flow to be a 
viable payout method for investors. 

3.2.2. Heterogeneous beliefs among outside investors, and between manager and outside investors 

Share repurchase from optimistic outside investors: We assume that firms decide to repurchase 
shares t tb N  with price tP  from optimistic investors, which indicates that prices are lower than that 

estimated by optimistic investors and higher than that estimated by pessimistic investors. 
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Then, t t t tD b N P , i.e., the manager’s shareholding is  t t tb N  , and outside optimistic shareholders 

hold  t t tb N  , t tb  , while pessimistic investors hold  1 t t tN   . Note that their heterogeneous 

beliefs are reflected in the form of investment functions, i.e.,    ln 1M
t tF a    , 

     ln 1O
t t tF a d     , and      ln 1P

t t tF a d     , respectively. In that case, we obtain the over- 

or underinvestment level 
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, the calculations of which can be seen in 

Appendix C. Thus, we have Proposition 6. 

Proposition 6. (1) If     2 1 1 1t t t t t ta b d I r        , i.e., 
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, then * 0t  . 

This indicates that if heterogeneous beliefs between managers and investors exceed a certain threshold, firms will have a 

tendency toward overinvestment. (2) If     2 1 1 1t t t t t ta b d I r        , i.e., 
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, then 

* 0t  . This indicates that if heterogeneous beliefs between managers and investors are lower than this threshold, firms

will have a tendency towards underinvestment. (3) If 2 1t t tb    , then *
t  has a positive relationship with td ; 

however, if 2 1t t tb    , then *
t  has a negative relationship with td . (4) If td  is positive and outside 

optimistic investors are more optimistic, then the higher the proportion of share repurchases, the lower is the level of 
overinvestment, and vice versa. 

Thus, the expected value of the firm is as follows: 
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When considering equations (4) and (2), we have 
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Therefore, we can obtain Proposition 7. 
Proposition 7. If 0td  , then   0tE V  , which indicates that cash dividend is better than stock repurchase. 

However, if 0td  , then   0tE V  , which indicates that stock repurchase is better than cash dividend. 

Share repurchase from pessimistic outside investors: We assume that a firm decides to repurchase 
shares t tb N  at price tP  from pessimistic investors, which indicates that the price is significantly lower 
than that estimated by pessimistic investors. For such cases, t t t tD b N P , i.e., the manager’s shareholding, is 
 t t tb N  ; moreover, outside optimistic shareholders hold t tN , while pessimistic investors hold 

 1 t t t tb N    , where 1 t t tb    . The heterogeneous beliefs of optimistic and pessimistic investors 

are reflected in the form of investment functions, which are    ln 1M
t tF a    , 

     ln 1O
t t tF a d     , and      ln 1P

t t tF a d     , respectively. As shown in Appendix D, the 

over- or underinvestment level is 
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. Following this, we have 

Proposition 8. 
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Proposition 8. (1) If     2 1 1 1t t t t t ta b d I r        , i.e., 
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, then * 0t  . 

This indicates that if heterogeneous beliefs between managers and investors exceed a certain threshold, a firm will have 

a tendency to overinvest. (2) If     2 1 1 1t t t t t ta b d I r        , i.e., 
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, then * 0t  . 

This indicates that if heterogeneous beliefs between managers and investors are lower than this level, a firm will have a 
tendency to underinvest. (3) If 2 1t t tb    , then *

t  has a positive relationship with td , while if 

2 1t t tb    , then *
t  has a negative relationship with td . (4) If td  is positive and the outside optimistic 

investors are more optimistic, then the higher the proportion of share repurchases, the higher the level of overinvestment, 
and vice versa. 

Thus, the expected value of a firm can be calculated as follows: 
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(5)

When considering equations (5) and (2), we have 
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. 

Thus, we can have Proposition 9. 
Proposition 9. If 0td  , then   0tE V  , which implies that stock repurchase is better than cash dividend. In 

contrast, if 0td  , then   0tE V  , which implies that cash dividend is better than stock repurchase. 

Note that Proposition 6 to Proposition 9 lead to certain additional implications, i.e., in a 
downward security market condition having additional pessimistic investors, managers could reduce 
the investment level and a cash dividend could be a better payout approach compared to stock 
repurchases. 

If we combine the circumstances discussed in Section 3, it can be identified that without external 
financing (i.e., if a firm has enough cash flow), when there are higher heterogeneous beliefs and more 
optimistic investors, share prices will become higher, managers may prefer cash dividends, and they will 
also have a tendency to overinvest.  

4. Investment and payout policies with external financing

Assume that the net cash flow tX  is not sufficient for the necessary investment tI ; therefore, the firm 
has to rely on external financing tF , i.e., t tX I  and t t t tX F D    . We will now discuss the following 

four types of situations: debt financing, equity financing, cash dividend, and stock repurchases. 

4.1. Firm’s investment level with debt financing and cash dividend 

We assume that all the tF  is acquired via loans from banks or by issuing bonds, and that the principal 
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and interest will be returned to debtors at the end of a certain period. 

4.1.1. Heterogeneous beliefs between the manager and outside investors 

As shown in Appendix E, the over- or underinvestment level is 
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. This 

leads to Proposition 10. 

Proposition 10. (1) If     1 1 1t t t ta d I r     , i.e., 
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, then * 0t  . This 

indicates that if heterogeneous beliefs between managers and investors exceed a certain level, firms will have a tendency 

to overinvest. (2) If     1 1 1t t t ta d I r     , i.e., 
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, then * 0t  . This indicates that if 

heterogeneous beliefs between managers and investors are lower than a certain level, firms will have a tendency to 
underinvest. (3) *

t has a positive relationship with td , which indicates that if participants are more optimistic, then 

the greater the dispersion of beliefs between managers and outside investors, the higher the level of overinvestment. 

Furthermore, the share prices estimated by two participants are 
 M
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. From this information, 

we can obtain Proposition 11. 
Proposition 11. If td  is positive, i.e., outside investors are more optimistic, then the price bubble has a positive 

relationship with the level of overinvestment, and vice versa. 
The implications of Proposition 10 and Proposition 11 are consistent with results obtained by 

Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 under conditions of debt financing and cash dividends. 
The expected value of the firm is 
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4.1.2. Heterogeneous beliefs among outside investors, and between manager and outside investors 

As shown in Appendix F, the over- or underinvestment level is 
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This leads to Proposition 12. 

Proposition 12. (1) If     2 1 1 1t t t t ta d I r       , i.e., 
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, then * 0t  . This 

indicates that if heterogeneous beliefs between managers and investors exceed a certain level, firms will have a tendency 

to overinvest. (2) If     2 1 1 1t t t t ta d I r       , i.e., 
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, then * 0t  . This indicates 

that if heterogeneous beliefs between managers and the investors are lower than a certain level, firms will have a 
tendency to underinvest. (3) If 2 1t t   , then *

t  has positive relationship with td . In contrast, if 2 1t t   , 
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then *
t  has a negative relationship with td . 

Interestingly, the results of Proposition 12 are similar to those obtained by Proposition 3 under 
conditions of debt financing and cash dividend. 

The expected value of the firm is 
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4.2. Firm’s investment level with debt financing and stock repurchase 

We assume that the firm decides to repurchase stocks from outside investors using the amount tD
after satisfying necessary investment requirements rather than paying cash dividend to its shareholders, 
i.e., t t t tX F D    .  

4.2.1. Heterogeneous beliefs between manager and outside investors 

Similar to the calculations in section 3.2.1 and as shown in Appendix G, the over- or underinvestment 

level is 
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. This leads to Proposition 13. 

Proposition 13. (1) If     1 1 1t t t t ta b d I r      , i.e., 
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, then * 0t  . This 

indicates that if heterogeneous beliefs between managers and investors exceed a certain level, firms will have a tendency 

to overinvest. (2) If     1 1 1t t t t ta b d I r      , i.e., 
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, then * 0t  .This indicates 

that if heterogeneous beliefs between managers and investors are lower than a certain level, firms will have a tendency 
to underinvest. (3) *

t  has a positive relationship with td , which indicates that if participants are more optimistic, 

then the greater the dispersion of beliefs between managers and outside investors, the higher the level of 
overinvestment. (4) If td  is positive and outside investors are more optimistic, then the higher the proportion of 

share repurchases, the lower the level of overinvestment, and vice versa. 
The expected value of the firm is 
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When considering equations (8) and (6), we obtain 
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. 

Therefore, it is easy to get Proposition 14. 
Proposition 14. If 0td  , then   0tE V  , which implies that cash dividend is better than stock repurchase. 
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In contrast, if 0td  , then   0tE V  , which implies that stock repurchase is better than cash dividend.

We can see that the results of Proposition 13 and Proposition 14 are similar to those obtained for 
Proposition 4 and Proposition 5 under conditions of debt financing and stock repurchases. 

4.2.2. Heterogeneous beliefs among outside investors, and between the manager and outside investors 

Share repurchase from optimistic outside investors: Similar to the description in section 3.2.2 and as 

shown in Appendix H, the over- or underinvestment level is 
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. This 

leads to Proposition 15. 

Proposition 15. (1) If     2 1 1 1t t t t t ta b d I r        , i.e., 
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, then * 0t  . 

This indicates that if heterogeneous beliefs between managers and investors exceed a certain level, firms will have a 

tendency to overinvest. (2) If     2 1 1 1t t t t t ta b d I r        , i.e., 
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, then * 0t  . 

This indicates that if heterogeneous beliefs between managers and investors are lower than a certain level, firms will 
have a tendency to underinvest. (3) If 2 1t t tb    , then *

t  has a positive relationship with td , while if 

2 1t t tb    , then *
t  has a negative relationship with td . (4) If td  is positive and outside optimistic investors 

are more optimistic, then the higher the proportion of share repurchases, the lower the level of overinvestment, and vice 
versa. 

The expected value of the firm is 
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When considering equations (9) and (7), we obtain 
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Then, we have Proposition 16. 
Proposition 16. If 0td  , then   0tE V  , which implies that cash dividend is better than stock repurchase. 

In contrast, if 0td  , then   0tE V  , which implies that stock repurchase is better than cash dividend. 

We can see that the results of Proposition 15 and Proposition 16 are very close to those obtained for 
Proposition 6 and Proposition 7 under conditions of debt financing and stock repurchase from optimistic 
investors. 

Share repurchase from pessimistic outside investors: Similar to the description in section 3.2.2 and as 

shown in Appendix I, the over- or underinvestment level is 
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. This 

leads to Proposition 17. 

Proposition 17. (1) If     2 1 1 1t t t t t ta b d I r        , i.e., 
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, then * 0t  . 
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This indicates that if heterogeneous beliefs between managers and investors exceed a certain level, firms will have a 

tendency to overinvest. (2) If     2 1 1 1t t t t t ta b d I r        , i.e., 
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, then * 0t  . 

This indicates that if heterogeneous beliefs between managers and investors are lower than a certain level, firms will 
have a tendency to underinvest. (3) If 2 1t t tb    , then *

t  has a positive relationship with td , while if 

2 1t t tb    , then *
t  has a negative relationship with td . (4) If td  is positive and outside optimistic investors 

are more optimistic, then the higher the proportion of share repurchases, the higher the level of overinvestment, and vice 
versa. 

The expected value of the firm is 
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When considering equations (10) and (7), we obtain 
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From this information, we can obtain Proposition 18. 
Proposition 18. If 0td  , then   0tE V  , which implies that stock repurchase is better than cash dividend. 

In contrast, if 0td  , then   0tE V  , which implies that cash dividend is better than stock repurchase. 

The results of Proposition 17 and Proposition 18 are consistent with those obtained for Proposition 8 
and Proposition 9 under conditions of debt financing and stock repurchases from pessimistic investors. 

4.3. Firm’s investment level with equity financing and cash dividend 

We assume that the firm decides to pay cash dividend tD  to its shareholders after satisfying the 
necessary investment requirements, i.e., t t t tX F D    .  

4.3.1. Heterogeneous beliefs between manager and outside investors 

Based on the most recent research results, a firm will select equity issuance if the market price of shares 
is higher than its fundamental value. Based on this assumption, we assume that the firm decides to issue 
new shares t tn N  with price tP  to outside investors. In that case, t t t tF n N P , the manager’s shareholding 

is 
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. The investment functions of the manager and the 

investors are    ln 1M
t tF a     and      ln 1I

t t tF a d     , respectively. As shown in Appendix 

J, the over- or underinvestment level is 
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. This leads to Proposition 19. 

Proposition 19. (1) If        1 1 1 1 1t t t t t t ta n n d I n r        , i.e., 
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then * 0t  . This indicates that if heterogeneous beliefs between managers and investors exceed a certain level, firms will have 
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a tendency to overinvest. (2) If        1 1 1 1 1t t t t t t ta n n d I n r        , i.e., 
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, 

then * 0t  . This indicates that if heterogeneous beliefs between managers and investors are lower than a certain level, 

firms will have a tendency to underinvest. (3) *
t  has a positive relationship with td , which indicates that if 

participants are more optimistic, then the greater the dispersion of beliefs between managers and outside investors, the 
higher the level of overinvestment. (4) If 0td  , then additional new shares are issued, and with additional financing 
amount tF , the higher is the level of overinvestment. 

Besides, the share prices estimated by two participants are 
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This leads to Proposition 20. 
Proposition 20. If td  is positive, i.e., outside investors are more optimistic, then the price bubble has a positive 

relationship with the level of overinvestment, and vice versa. 
The expected value of the firm is 
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(11) 

When considering equations (11) and (6), we obtain 
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 Further, 

we obtain Proposition 21. 
Proposition 21. If 0td  , then   0tE V  , which implies that equity financing is better than debt financing. 

In contrast, if 0td  , then   0tE V  , which implies that debt financing is better than equity financing. 

Thus, Proposition 19, Proposition 20, and Proposition 21 predict that in a security market with more 
optimistic investors, managers prefer equity financing and invest more, which is identical with the present 
research results. 

4.3.2. Heterogeneous beliefs among outside investors, and between manager and outside investors 

New equity issuance to optimistic outside investors: We assume that the firm decides to issue new 
shares t tn N  with price tP  to outside investors; however, only optimistic investors buy the new shares, 
which means the price is higher than that estimated by pessimistic investors. Then, t t t tF n N P , the 

manager’s shareholding is 
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. Their heterogeneous beliefs are reflected in the form of investment functions 
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t tF a    ,      ln 1O

t t tF a d     , and      ln 1P
t t tF a d     , respectively. As 
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shown in Appendix K, the over- or underinvestment level is 
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Accordingly, we obtain Proposition 22. 

Proposition 22. (1) If        1 2 1 1 1 1t t t t t t t ta n n d I n r          , i.e., td 
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then * 0t  . This indicates that if heterogeneous beliefs between managers and investors exceed a certain level, 
firms will have a tendency to overinvest. (2) If        1 2 1 1 1 1t t t t t t t ta n n d I n r          , i.e., 
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, then * 0t  . This indicates that if heterogeneous beliefs between managers and 

investors are lower than that level, firms will have a tendency to underinvest. (3) If 2 1t t tn    , then *
t  has a 

positive relationship with, while if 2 1t t tn    , then *
t  has a negative relationship with td . (4) If 0td  , 

additional new shares are issued, and with additional financing amount tF , the overinvestment level is higher. 

The expected value of the firm is 
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When considering equations (12) and (7), we obtain 
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Thus, it is easy to obtain Proposition 23. 
Proposition 23. If 0td  , then   0tE V  , which implies that equity financing is better than debt financing. 

In contrast, if 0td  , then   0tE V  , which implies that debt financing is better than equity financing. 

New equity issuance to pessimistic outside investors: We assume that the firm decides to issue new 
shares t tn N  with price tP  to outside investors; however, only the pessimistic investors buy these new 

shares, which indicates that the price is lower than that estimated by pessimistic investors. Then, 

t t t tF n N P , the manager’s shareholding is 
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investment functions, which are    ln 1M
t tF a    ,      ln 1O

t t tF a d     , and

     ln 1P
t t tF a d     , respectively. As shown in Appendix L, the over- or underinvestment level is 
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. This leads us to Proposition 24. 

Proposition 24. (1) If        1 2 1 1 1 1t t t t t t t ta n n d I n r          , i.e., 
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then * 0t  . This indicates that if heterogeneous beliefs between managers and investors exceed a certain level, 
firms will have a tendency to overinvest. (2) If    1 2 1t t t t ta n n d          1 1 1t t tI n r   , i.e., 
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, then * 0t  . This indicates that if heterogeneous beliefs between managers and 

investors are lower than a certain level, firms will have a tendency to underinvest. (3) If 2 1t t tn    , then *
t

has a positive relationship with td , while if 2 1t t tn    , then *
t  has a negative relationship with td . (4) If 

0td  , additional new shares are issued, and with additional financing amount tF , lower is the level of 
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The expected value of the firm is 
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When considering equations (13) and (7), we get 
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Then, it is easy to obtain Proposition 25. 
Proposition 25. If 0td  , then   0tE V  , which implies that debt financing is better than equity financing. 

In contrast, if 0td  , then   0tE V  , which implies that equity financing is better than debt financing. 

If we combine information from Proposition 22 to Proposition 25, it can be identified that for external 
financing, when there are higher heterogeneous beliefs and additional optimistic investors, share prices will 
be higher, managers may prefer cash dividend, firms may have a tendency to overinvest, and equity 
financing could represent a better option for the firm.  

If we compare the discussion in Section 3 and Section 4, we can see that in the financial market, 
heterogeneous beliefs can have a significant impact on share prices (as well as price bubbles), a firm’s 
financing decisions, investment levels, as well as dividend policies, which helps explain this financial 
phenomenon to some extent. 

5. Conclusions

In this study, we have analyzed financing, investment, and payout policies through a rational-expectation 
equilibrium based on which managers and outside investors have heterogeneous prior beliefs. The primary 
conclusions are as follows. 

(1) Investment and payout policies without external financing 
When the firm chooses to pay cash dividend:  
(a) Assuming that heterogeneous beliefs exist only between manager and outside investors as a group, 

the more optimistic the outside investors are, the more dispersion of beliefs between managers and outside 
investors, and more overinvestment could be made by the manager. Moreover, price bubbles are observed to 
have a positive relationship with the level of overinvestment. 

(b) Assuming that heterogeneous beliefs exist among managers and outside investors, the more 
optimistic the outside investors are, more is the overinvestment that could be made by the manager. 
Moreover, when the proportion of shares held by managers and outside optimistic investors is relatively 
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large, the more dispersion of belief among investors and between managers and outside investors, the 
higher is the level of overinvestment, and vice versa. 

When the firm chooses to repurchase shares: 
(a) If heterogeneous beliefs exist only between managers and outside investors, then the more 

optimistic the outside investors are, the more dispersion of beliefs there is between managers and outside 
investors. Furthermore, if the proportion of repurchased shares is lower, the level of over investment is 
higher. In this condition, cash dividend is a better option compared to stock repurchases, and vice versa. 

(b) If heterogeneous beliefs exist among outside investors and between managers and outside investors, 
and shares are repurchased from optimistic investors, then the more optimistic the outside investors are, the 
higher is the level of overinvestment. Moreover, when the proportion of shares held by managers and 
outside optimistic investors is relatively large, there is additional dispersion of beliefs among investors and 
between managers and outside investors; thus, the level of overinvestment is higher too. In fact, once again, 
cash dividend is better compared to stock repurchases, and vice versa.  

(c) If new shares are repurchased from pessimistic investors, the more optimistic the outside investors 
are, the higher is the level of overinvestment. Moreover, when proportion of shares held by managers, 
outside optimistic investors, and repurchased shares is relatively large, with additional dispersion of beliefs 
among outside investors, and between manager and outside investors, the level of overinvestment is higher 
too. In fact, for such cases, stock repurchase is better compared to cash dividend, and vice versa. 

(2) Investment and payout policies with external financing 
Debt financing, cash dividend 
When the firm chooses to pay cash dividend and raise finance by debt, the findings are similar to the 

situation of investment and cash dividend without external financing. 
Debt financing, stock repurchase 
When the firm chooses to repurchase shares and raise finance by debt, the findings are similar to the 

situation of an investment decision and stock repurchase without external financing. 
Equity financing, cash dividend 
When the firm chooses to pay cash dividend and raise finance by issuing new shares:  
(a) If there are heterogeneous beliefs only among the manager and outside investors, the more 

optimistic the outside investors are, the more dispersion of beliefs there is between the manager and outside 
investors, and the more new shares are issued, the higher the level of overinvestment is. Equity financing is 
better than debt financing, and vice versa. 

(b) If there are heterogeneous beliefs among outside investors and between the manager and outside 
investors, and new shares are issued to optimistic investors, the more optimistic the outside investors are, 
the higher the level of overinvestment is. Moreover, when the proportion of shares held by the manager and 
the outside optimistic investors as well as the proportion of newly issued shares is relatively large, the more 
dispersion of beliefs there is among investors and between the manager and outside investors, the higher 
the level of overinvestment is. Equity financing is better than debt financing, and vice versa.  

(c) If new shares are issued to pessimistic investors, the more optimistic the outside investors are, the 
higher the level of overinvestment is. Moreover, when the proportion of shares held by the manager and by 
the outside optimistic investors is relatively large, the more the dispersion of beliefs among investors and 
between the manager and outside investors, the higher the level of overinvestment made by the manager. 
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Debt financing is better than equity financing, and vice versa. 
However, our work focuses on a situation where there is no agency problem and the market is efficient. 

It can be extended to other circumstances, such as having a manager with overconfidence, having stock 
prices deviating from the fundamental value, and encountering financing friction. Besides this, the investors’ 
belief update is another direction that is worth further study. 
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Appendix B 
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Appendix C 

The value of the firm is    1M M
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Appendix D 
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Appendix E 

The value of the firm is 
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       1 1M M M
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Thus, we have the following model: 
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Appendix F 
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Appendix G 
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Appendix H 
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Appendix J 
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Appendix K 
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Appendix L 

The value of the firm is    1M M
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1. Introduction 

Serial return correlation is a topic of significant interest in financial economics. Many studies have argued that informed

trading and liquidity trading generate very different short-term serial return correlation patterns. 2 Informed trading due

to private information tends to generate zero or positive return autocorrelation ( Glosten and Milgrom, 1985; Glosten and

Harris, 1988; Wang, 1994; Llorente, Michaely, Saar, and Wang, 2002; Boulatov, Hendershott, and Livdan, 2013; Dong, Feng,

and Sadka, 2015; Dong and Massa, 2016 ), while liquidity trading tends to exhibit negative return autocorrelation ( Grossman

and Miller, 1988; Campbell, Grossman, and Wang, 1993; Llorente et al., 2002; Nagel, 2012; Dong 2012 ). In this paper we

investigate the dynamics of high frequency, intraday stock return autocorrelation during different daytime periods as well as

across different trading days of the week when the relative importance of information and liquidity are likely to differ. The

relevant literature has not fully examined the behavior of intraday serial correlation: previous studies have mainly examined

serial correlation ranging from yearly to daily levels, such as the 12-month momentum and the monthly reversal ( French

and Roll, 1986; Amihud and Mendelson, 1987; Stoll 1989; Lo and Mackinlay, 1988, 1990 ; Jegadeesh, 1990; Jegadeesh and

Titman, 1993 ). However, the dynamics of intraday return autocorrelation have become particularly important due to critical
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implications for understanding high frequency trading, which has accounted for as much as 60–73% of the total US equity

trading volume in recent years. 3 

We have built our hypotheses on the central premise of much of the empirical and theoretical microstructure literature:

When investors sell (buy) a stock for the purpose of liquidity trading, the stock price must decline (increase) in order to

attract other risk averse investors. Since such trades are “non-informational,” the expected future payoff of the focal stock

remains the same; hence the stock’s reduced (increased) price results in a low (high) return for the current period and a

high (low) expected return for the next period. The first-order return autocorrelation is therefore negative, i.e., a short-term

reversal ( Grossman and Miller, 1988; Campbell, Grossman, and Wang, 1993; Llorente et al., 2002; Nagel, 2012 ). In contrast,

the price impacts of informed trades are less likely to reverse, either because the price impact of informational trades is

permanent ( Glosten and Milgrom, 1985; Glosten and Harris, 1988 ), or because the full private information is not revealed

immediately due to various market frictions ( Wang, 1994; Llorente et al., 2002; Boulatov, Hendershott, and Livdan, 2013 ). 

Anand, Chakravarty and Martell (2005) use a unique dataset that enables them to distinguish between informed (insti-

tutional) and uninformed (individual) orders on NYSE stocks. They find that institutional informed trading is more likely

to occur during the first half rather than the second half of the trading day. Anand et al. (2005) also find that uninformed

(liquidity) trading tends to behave in a manner opposite to informed trading. This result is consistent with the finding in

Bloomfield et al. (2005) that informed traders use market orders in the beginning of the trading period. 4 

From this premise we posit first that the intraday return autocorrelation will differ depending on whether trades occur

in the morning or the afternoon, as the relative importance of informational and liquidity trading should differ significantly

across these two periods. Contrasted with trades later in the day, comparatively more trades in the early hours directly after

the opening of the stock market are likely to be motivated by speculation on information, because most information such as

earnings becomes available when the market is closed. Therefore, much of the trading demand based on new information

is likely to occur immediately after the market reopens the following day. As a result, the autocorrelation of intraday stock

returns should be less negative early in the trading day when both liquidity and informational trading demands are signif-

icant. Conversely, fewer information-based trades should occur as market participants digest information through trading.

Therefore, the volume of informed trades subsides as the day proceeds. Furthermore, because investors cannot trade shares

easily when information arrives after the market closes, liquidity-based rebalancing needs are likely to be stronger as the

market approaches the closing bell. These liquidity needs include hedging demands initiated by market makers, such as

investment banks or hedge funds, who need to rebalance in order to keep their inventory at zero at market close. Hence

the autocorrelation of intraday stock returns should be comparatively more negative during the second half of the trading

day. 

Foster and Viswanathan (1990) argue that since informed traders receive private information throughout the week, and

public information is released only on weekdays, informed traders will therefore trade more intensely before the informa-

tion is revealed. However, uninformed traders, who suffer from a larger information asymmetry on Mondays, will avoid

trading in the early part of the week. Cross (1973) finds that price changes on Mondays are higher than price changes

Tuesdays through Fridays. These findings motivate us to further posit that the same economic consideration will gener-

ate not only autocorrelation difference intraday but also generate a day-of-the-week effect at the daily level. Specifically,

most information made available over weekends cannot be traded on until Monday. Conversely, to hedge the information

risk over weekends, liquidity needs may grow especially stronger during Tuesdays through Fridays. Therefore, informational

trading demands may be stronger on Mondays, while liquidity demand is stronger on subsequent weekdays. This implies

less negative return autocorrelation on Mondays than on other weekdays. 

Finally, the above mechanisms are also affected by other events that can generate informational trading demand. For

example, during the periods when corporate earnings are announced, more trades motivated by earnings information are

likely to occur. Therefore, the morning–afternoon and Monday–other weekdays autocorrelation difference should be more

significant during earnings announcement months. 

To test our hypotheses, we examine the transaction data of individual stocks traded on the New York Stock Exchange

(NYSE), American Stock Exchange (AMEX) and NASDAQ during the period 2006–2010. Our first finding is that the first-order

autocorrelation of 10-minute stock returns is −0.0928 in the morning versus −0.1521 in the afternoon. This represents a

64% increase in negative autocorrelation as information trading demand subsides while liquidity demand increases. These

magnitudes are substantial, especially considering that autocorrelation should be zero in a random walk-based efficient

market hypothesis ( Fama, 1965 ). 

We obtain this morning–afternoon autocorrelation difference on two types of weekdays — Monday and other weekdays.

The results suggest a robust morning–afternoon difference in return autocorrelation that is consistent with the interpretation

of more afternoon than morning trades motivated by liquidity. 
3 It is estimated that as of 2009, high frequency trading accounted for 60-73% of all US equity trading volume, with that number falling to approxi- 

mately 50% in 2012. See “Times Topics: High-Frequency Trading”, The New York Times, December 20, 2012. Similar results was also obtained in Brogaard, 

Hendershott, and Riordan (2014) that high-frequency traders participate in 68.5% of the dollar volume traded during 20 08–20 09. 
4 In the US markets, Foster and Viswanathan (1993) document the U-shaped intraday pattern of trading volume in NYSE. Barclay and Hendershott 

(2003) document a U-shaped pattern in price discovery over the trading day with a much larger spike at the beginning of the day. This suggests that there 

is more informed trading early in the day. 
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Table 1 

Summary statistics. 

Year Stock Market Cap. Amihud First-order 

Number (million) Illiquidity Autocorrelation 

2006 4548 5271 0 .006 −0 .097 

2007 4685 5612 0 .007 −0 .085 

2008 4182 5147 0 .009 −0 .074 

2009 3771 4553 0 .014 −0 .066 

2010 4030 5259 0 .007 −0 .076 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next, consistent with our hypothesis, we find that the return autocorrelation on other weekdays is more negative than

on Mondays, and that the autocorrelation on Monday mornings is less negative than is found on subsequent weekday morn-

ings. This finding indicates comparatively more informed trades occurring on Mondays than on other weekdays, particularly

during morning hours. 

Further analyses confirm that return autocorrelation is less negative during earnings announcement months. Both the

morning–afternoon and the Monday–other weekdays autocorrelation difference become more positive (or less negative) 

during earnings announcement months. These findings indicate that more information-based trades occur in general, and

during morning trading hours, as well as on Monday in particular, when there are more information events that can trigger

the needs for trading on information. 

Our paper has several implications. First, we reveal patterns in intraday serial return correlation. Most previous work

in this field focuses on either longer horizon time-series return autocorrelation or on return continuation/reversal patterns

in the cross-section ( French and Roll, 1986; Lo and Mackinlay, 1988 ). We provide evidence for morning vs. afternoon and

Mondays vs. other weekdays intraday return autocorrelation differences, as well as how salient information events such

as earnings announcement periods affect intraday autocorrelation. Second, our findings provide evidence for understanding

the relative importance of information vs. liquidity trades within the trading day as well as across different weekdays. This

question is of particular importance for traders, market makers, exchange designers, and regulators. Our results suggest

that, even given the proliferation of high frequency liquidity providers in recent years, the liquidity provided in the market

can vary (i) throughout a regular trading day, (ii) across different trading days, and (iii) between days with and without

informational events. Third, our findings provide high frequency traders or market makers a foundation to design better

market making strategies which may not only provide lucrative trading profits but also facilitate market liquidity, which is

essential for maintaining market efficiency. 

2. Data and construction of variables 

Our empirical analysis is based on the transaction data from the Trade and Quote (TAQ) database and the daily stock

data provided by the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP). From TAQ we collect the trading time and price for

each trade and each stock traded on NYSE, AMEX, and NASDAQ from January 2006 through December 2010. We eliminate

stock-months with average daily closing prices less than $5, and then compute individual stock returns for every 10-minute

interval from 9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. For each time interval, the periodic return r is calculated as follows: 

r t = 

p t − p t−1 

p t−1 

, (1) 

where p t is the last trade price in period t and p t −1 is the last trade price in period t −1 . Each trading day consists of 39 such

intervals. This procedure leaves us with a set of 10-minute return profiles for every stock and every trading day. From the

CRSP database we collect the closing price and number of common shares outstanding for each stock in order to compute

the corresponding firms’ market capitalization—that is, the closing price multiplied by the number of outstanding common

shares. We define the morning half-day as the trading period from 9:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. and the afternoon half-day as

the period from 1:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. For each trading day, we estimate the following regression: 

r i,t = λi, 0 + λi, 1 r i,t−1 + ε i,t (2) 

where r i,t is the return of stock i for the 10-minute time interval t and ε i,t is the error term. 

Table 1 reports the yearly average of number of stocks, market capitalization, Amihud Illiquidity, and the first-order

autocorrelation of intraday returns estimated from Eq. (2) . We remark that although there is some variation across years,

the first-order autocorrelation is negative and statistically significant at the 1% level for all 5 years of the sample. Another

significant finding is that this autocorrelation becomes less negative over the sample period. 

3. Results of the empirical analysis 

3.1. First-order autocorrelation: morning vs. afternoon 

Liquidity trading tends to exhibit negative return autocorrelation whereas informed trading tends to generate zero or

positive return autocorrelation. Thus, the magnitude of negative autocorrelation observed in Table 1 should depend on the
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Table 2 

First-order autocorrelation and trading 

period morning vs. afternoon. 

Mean Std. Dev. 

Morning −0 .0928 0 .2479 

Afternoon −0 .1521 0 .2932 

difference −0 .0593 

p-value < 0.01 

Table 3 

Informed trading pattern over weekdays. 

VARIABLES Mon&Tue Mon&Wed Mon&Thu Mon&Fri 

Monday 0 .0029 ∗∗∗ 0 .0030 ∗∗∗ 0 .0024 ∗∗∗ 0 .0011 ∗∗∗

(0 .00) (0 .00) (0 .00) (0 .00) 

Amihud Illiquidity 50 .9989 ∗∗ 129 .9886 ∗∗ 131 .8946 ∗∗∗ 10 .2741 

(0 .03) (0 .01) (0 .01) (0 .40) 

Earmonth 0 .0018 ∗∗∗ 0 .0018 ∗∗∗ 0 .0021 ∗∗∗ 0 .0017 ∗∗∗

(0 .00) (0 .00) (0 .00) (0 .00) 

Firm fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Month dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Adj. R-squared 0 .300 0 .349 0 .425 0 .422 

Standard errors are adjusted by clustering at the stock level. The p-values (in 

parentheses) are given below the estimated coefficients. 
∗∗∗ denotes significance at the 1% level. 
∗∗ denotes significance at the 5% level. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

relative importance of these two types of trades. Presumably, the first-order autocorrelation should be less negative in the

morning when stocks are more likely to be traded on information, and it should be more negative in the afternoon when

liquidity trading is more likely to occur. Our purpose in the following section is to compare autocorrelation in terms of the

two half-day trading periods. 

We find that for the entire sample the first-order autocorrelation of stock returns is −0.0928 in the morning and −0.1521

in the afternoon. The difference is 0.0593 (morning minus afternoon), which is about 64% percent of the morning autocor-

relation. As indicated by a t -test, the difference is statistically significant at the 1% level. Table 2 confirms that the afternoon

autocorrelation is much more negative than the morning autocorrelation. This finding is consistent with our first hypothesis

that the first-order autocorrelation of intraday stock returns should be more negative in the afternoon than in the morning —

namely, there is more liquidity trading in the afternoon period. Our finding is also consistent with Anand, Chakravarty and

Martell (2005) , which finds that informed orders contribute a significantly higher proportion of the total price change in the

first half of the day versus the second half of the trading day. 

3.2. First-order autocorrelation: mondays versus tuesdays through fridays 

We first test the Monday versus non-Monday informed trading pattern by using the probability of informed trading (PIN)

measure. Easley, Kiefer, O’Hara, and Paperman (1996) present PIN as a reliable proxy of information asymmetry, based on the

assumption that informed traders cause an important part of the observed order imbalance. Easley, Engle, O’Hara, and Wu

(2008) propose a dynamic model allowing for the time-varying arrival of informed and uninformed trades. We estimate the

PIN on Monday and the four other weekdays. 5 In Table 3 we estimate various regression models of stock PIN as a function

of Monday dummy and control variables (Amihud illiquidity, earning’s month dummy, year dummy, month dummy) using a

sample subset that includes Monday and Tuesday, Monday and Wednesday, Monday and Thursday, and Monday and Friday.

We also include the firm fixed effect. Standard errors are adjusted by clustering at the stock level. The results indicate that

the probability of informed trading on Mondays is statistically different and higher than on other weekdays. These findings

are consistent with Foster and Viswanathan (1990) ’s idea that informed traders trade more intensely before the information

is revealed; however, uninformed traders, who suffer from a larger information asymmetry on Mondays, will avoid trading

in the early part of the week. 

We next compare the intraday autocorrelation in trades occurring on Mondays with those on the other weekdays; these

results are reported in Table 4 . In line with our second hypothesis, the mean autocorrelation is more negative on Friday
5 We focus on NYSE-listed stocks because the market microstructure of that venue most closely conforms to that of Easley, Engle, O’Hara, and Wu 

(2008) ’s structural model. PIN is estimated in a stock-day basis as described in Easley et al. (2008) . We chose stocks with an average daily trading value 

over US$10,0 0 0. We further restrict the sample to stocks traded in more than 90% of the trading days to be able to estimate the dynamic PIN model. 
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Table 4 

First-order autocorrelation and weekdays. 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Panel A: Full Sample 

−0 .1175 −0 .1237 −0 .1228 −0 .1244 −0 .1234 

subtracted by Monday −0 .0062 −0 .0053 −0 .0069 −0 .0059 

p-value < 0 .01 < 0.01 < 0 .01 < 0.01 

Panel B: NYSE and AMEX 

−0 .1019 −0 .1101 −0 .1091 −0 .1104 −0 .1094 

subtracted by Monday −0 .0083 −0 .0073 −0 .0086 −0 .0075 

p-value < 0 .01 < 0.01 < 0 .01 < 0.01 

Panel C: NASDAQ 

−0 .1265 −0 .1327 −0 .1324 −0 .1337 −0 .1333 

subtracted by Monday −0 .0062 −0 .0059 −0 .0072 −0 .0068 

p-value < 0 .01 < 0.01 < 0 .01 < 0.01 

Table 5 

First-order autocorrelation and trading period (morning and afternoon) and weekdays. 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Panel A: Morning 

−0 .0857 −0 .0922 −0 .0979 −0 .0941 −0 .0933 

subtracted by Monday −0 .0065 −0 .0122 −0 .0084 −0 .0076 

p-value < 0 .01 < 0.01 < 0 .01 < 0.01 

Panel B: Afternoon 

−0 .1494 −0 .1552 −0 .1476 −0 .1546 −0 .1536 

subtracted by Monday −0 .0058 0 .0018 −0 .0052 −0 .0042 

p-value < 0 .01 < 0.01 < 0 .01 < 0.01 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

( −0.1234), Tuesday ( −0.1237), Wednesday ( −0.1228), and Thursday ( −0.1244), than on Monday ( −0.1175). The differences

(Tuesday to Friday minus Monday) are −0.0 062, −0.0 053, −0.0 069 and −0.0059 and, as indicated by a t -test, are statis-

tically significant at the 1% level. We also run a subsamples analysis in NYSE and Amex (Panel B) and NASDAQ (Panel C)

as robustness check since these exchanges have different trading rules. This result suggests that the relative importance of

liquidity trading and informational trading differs between Mondays and non-Mondays. 6 These findings are consistent with

Foster and Viswanathan (1990), Cross (1973) , and our hypothesis 2 that the first-order autocorrelation of intraday stock returns

is less negative on Monday than on other weekdays . 

3.3. First-order autocorrelation: trading period and weekdays 

We study the relative importance of information-based vs. liquidity-based trades during the trading day as well as dur-

ing the different days of the week. Investors have more time to obtain information during weekends than on weeknights;

Monday is therefore more likely than other weekdays to exhibit informed trading. Such trades, which are motivated by

speculating on information, can be expected to result in less negative intraday autocorrelation on Monday mornings than

on other weekday mornings. In contrast, the liquidity trading investors have more incentive to sell their shares on other

weekdays than on Mondays, because the market is closed for a longer period over weekends than over weeknights. Con-

sequently, return autocorrelation is expected to be more negative Tuesday through Friday afternoons than it is on Monday

afternoons. In order to study the difference, we first reexamine Tables 2 and 4 and then compare the first-order return

autocorrelation—in both the morning and the afternoon periods—for these two types of days in Table 5. 

The autocorrelation is −0.0857 ( −0.1494) for Monday morning (afternoon) and −0.0933 ( −0.1536) for Friday morning

(afternoon). The morning (afternoon) difference between Friday and Monday is −0.0076 ( −0.0042), which is statistically

significant at the 1% level. We also obtain the morning–afternoon autocorrelation difference between Monday and Tuesday

through Thursday, and this difference is also statistically significant at the 1% level. These findings are consistent with hy-

pothesis 3, the first-order autocorrelation of intraday stock returns is less negative on Monday mornings than on other weekday

mornings. 

3.4. Multivariate analysis 

The results reported in Tables 1 through 5 support our three hypotheses by showing that the first-order autocorrelation

of intraday returns seems to be affected by investors’ liquidity trading and informational trading, and by events that may
6 This evidence suggests that trading time periods and weekdays are important factors to consider when researchers estimate volatility or intraday return 

models by incorporating intraday price information in addition to the daily high and low prices ( Li and Hong, 2011 ). 
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Table 6 

Determinants of first-order autocorrelation. 

Autocorrelation 

Mon&Tue Mon&Wed Mon&Thu Mon&Fri 

Monday 0 .0072 ∗∗∗ 0 .0072 ∗∗∗ 0 .0052 ∗∗∗ 0 .0052 ∗∗∗ 0 .0076 ∗∗∗ 0 .0076 ∗∗∗ 0 .0055 ∗∗∗ 0 .0055 ∗∗∗

(0 .0 0 0) (0 .0 0 0) (0 .0 0 0) (0 .0 0 0) (0 .0 0 0) (0 .0 0 0) (0 .0 0 0) (0 .0 0 0) 

Morning 0 .0618 ∗∗∗ 0 .0617 ∗∗∗ 0 .0534 ∗∗∗ 0 .0534 ∗∗∗ 0 .0613 ∗∗∗ 0 .061 ∗∗∗ 0 .0603 ∗∗∗ 0 .0602 ∗∗∗

(0 .0 0 0) (0 .0 0 0) (0 .0 0 0) (0 .0 0 0) (0 .0 0 0) (0 .0 0 0) (0 .0 0 0) (0 .0 0 0) 

Earmonth 0 .0023 ∗∗∗ 0 .0022 ∗∗∗ 0 .0016 ∗∗ 0 .0018 ∗∗ 0 .0027 ∗∗∗ 0 .0026 ∗∗∗ 0 .0022 ∗∗∗ 0 .0021 ∗∗∗

(0 .002) (0 .003) (0 .029) (0 .017) (0 .0 0 0) (0 .0 0 0) (0 .004) (0 .006) 

Nasdaq 0 .0041 0 .0081 ∗ 0 .0083 ∗∗ 0 .0077 ∗

(0 .322) (0 .053) (0 .050) (0 .071) 

Amihud Illiquidity 0 .1692 4 .2934 16 .6169 -1 .7642 

(0 .976) (0 .629) (0 .159) (0 .703) 

Monday x Earmonth 0 .0 0 09 0 .0 0 09 0 .0027 ∗∗∗ 0 .0027 ∗∗∗ 0 .0 0 03 0 .0 0 04 0 .0036 ∗∗∗ 0 .0036 ∗∗∗

(0 .259) (0 .266) (0 .001) (0 .001) (0 .679) (0 .635) (0 .0 0 0) (0 .0 0 0) 

Morning x Earmonth 0 .0 0 07 0 .0 0 07 0 .0039 ∗∗∗ 0 .0039 ∗∗∗ 0 .0 0 05 0 .0 0 05 0 .0016 ∗ 0 .0016 ∗∗

(0 .359) (0 .360) (0 .0 0 0) (0 .0 0 0) (0 .532) (0 .524) (0 .052) (0 .049) 

Firm fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Month dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Adj. R-squared 0 .0215 0 .0215 0 .0193 0 .0193 0 .0209 0 .0208 0 .0206 0 .0205 

Standard errors are adjusted by clustering at the stock level. The p-values (in parentheses) are given below the estimated coefficients. 
∗∗∗ denotes significance at the 1% level. 
∗∗ denotes significance at the 5% level. 
∗ denotes significance at the 10% level. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

particularly generate informational trading demand. To further verify whether these results hold in a multivariate setting,

we estimate the following regression with a sample subset including all half-day autocorrelations for Mondays and other

weekdays: 

Aut o i,t = γ0 + γ1 Monday + γ2 Morning + γ3 A f ternoon × Mo n i,t + γ4 Control s i,t + ε i,t . (3)

Here Auto i,t is the first-order return autocorrelation for stock i during the half-day period t; Monday is a dummy variable set

equal to 1 if Auto i,t is based on trades that occurred on Monday and set to 0 otherwise; Morning is a dummy variable set

equal to 1 if Auto i,t is based on trades that occurred in the morning and set to 0 otherwise; Controls i,t is a vector of control

variables for stock i in month t , and ε i,t is the error term. The control variables may include Amihud’s illiquidity measure, 7

NASDAQ dummy variable that is set equal to 1 only if the stock is listed on the NASDAQ, 8 earnings announcement dummy

variable ( Earmonth ) that is set equal to 1 only if there is an earnings announcement for a stock in a given month, month

dummies for the calendar months February through December, and year dummies for calendar years. We also include the

firm fixed effect. Standard errors are adjusted by clustering at the stock level. 

Table 6 reports the regression results, which are consistent with those from our univariate analyses. Estimates of the

coefficients for Monday and Morning are 0.0056 and 0.0620, respectively for the Monday and Friday subsample; both coeffi-

cients are statistically significant at the 1% level. 

Since earnings announcements of fundamentally related firms, such as firms in the same industry, are often clustered in

adjacent periods, multiple earnings announcement events in an earnings announcement month might be relevant for trig-

gering information-based trading demands. We therefore test this proposition by examining the relation between return au-

tocorrelation and an earnings announcement month. Estimates of the coefficients for Monday × Earmonth and Morning ×Ear-

month are 0.0036 and 0.0016 for the Monday and Friday subsample; both coefficients are statistically significant at the 1%

level. Our results still hold after we eliminate the observations of the earnings announcement month, which has larger intra-

day price movements. 9 The outcome of this adjustment indicates our results are robust to different magnitudes of intraday
10 
returns. 

7 The stock autocorrelation might be affected if a different liquidity level affects return autocorrelation through bid-ask bounce; we want to see whether 

return autocorrelation contains incremental information beyond a simple amihud liquidity measure. Nevertheless, the results show that the estimates of 

the coefficients are not significantly different from zero. Amihud illiquidity does not affect our results. 
8 The NASDAQ dummy is included because there are key microstructural differences between NYSE, AMEX and NASDAQ. 
9 Due to space limitations, the results are not reported in the paper. 

10 Holmberg, Lönnbark and Lundström (2013) propose a profitable momentum-based trading strategy that seeks to identify large intraday price move- 

ments and that trades in the direction of previous price changes only when the price moves beyond some predetermined thresholds, i.e., the change from 

the opening price. In contrast, the focus of this paper is not constrained within momentum based strategies. Our findings have implications for understand- 

ing both momentum and reversal based strategies. The results suggest that momentum is likely to be more profitable during the mornings or Mondays and 

reversal is likely to be more profitable during afternoon or other weekdays. This paper focuses on the time period differences (morning vs. afternoon and 

Mondays vs. other weekdays) of autocorrelation rather than return. Therefore, such differences need not be related to magnitude of returns in a particular 

way. 
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In sum, both univariate and multivariate analyses yield consistent results, indicating that (i) there is comparatively more

liquidity trading before the market closes than after it opens, and (ii) return autocorrelation is less negative during earnings

announcement months, when there are more information events that may trigger the informational trading demand. 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, we investigate the dynamic patterns of intraday serial return correlation using a large sample of NYSE,

AMEX, and NASDAQ transaction data for the period 2006–2010. We document three noteworthy findings. First, the first-

order autocorrelation of intraday stock returns is more negative in the afternoon and less negative in the morning. Second,

this autocorrelation is more negative Tuesdays through Fridays than it is on Mondays. Third and finally, we discover that

during periods of salient information events the return autocorrelation is significantly less negative overall but particularly

less negative on Monday mornings. In conclusion, these results reveal the consistent intraday patterns of price movement

as a function of trading period and information events. 
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